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you've outgrown a
Professional audio
post -production
AMS Neve's Logic

provides

3

a

single powerful system. Unlike

PC

complete audio post production suite in
products, the Logic

PC -based

3 is

a

purpose -

designed for audio post. Its award- winning control surface provides rapid
access

to all recording, editing and mixing functions. Just add

a VTR

and

start billing!

Logic

3

Features include:
32

channel digital mixing console
Full automation of console

fjnctions
Menu -free, tactile mixing

Output in any surround format
Integral machine control
User and network options

Competitive pricing
Same sound quality and

processing

as

Digital Film Console

AMS
NEVE

AudioFile 98
Logic

3

features the industry's

fastest editor - AudioFile 98
Up

to 24 -bit recording

Waveform displays
Background 'strip silence'
OMF Import

Optional off -line
archiving/ restore and multi system networking
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Recording and Mixing Consoles. Best known for:
Superior Sound Quality

Precision Surround
Panning

Total Automation

Instant SnapShot

Headquarters (Palo Alto, West US) Tel:(650)855 0400

Nashville (Central LS) Tel:(615)327 2933

Recall

Hi- performance Dynamics

High Reliability

Powerful Machine Control

Modular Expandability

Los Angeles (West US &

Int'l) Tel:(818)766 1666

London (Europe) Tel:(171)602 4575

New York (East US)

Tel:(212)889 6869

Tokyo (Japan) Tel:(03)3288 4423

Coming soon to
Highest Sound Quality
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Reel Feel

Sold Reliability

Recording and Editing

Familiar tape -style remote and
transport feel

Rugged construction, premium

24 -track punch in

comjonents, fault tolerant design
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I/O options, s
.1'
machine control, track expansion,
editing and networking
.

Web

Non -Destructive Recording

Non -Degrading Storage

No fear of erasing tracks, nultiple
takes per track, records hundreds

No

of tracks, plays any combination of

long shelf -life media

24 tracks

site: http: / /www.euphonix.com

lead wear or media

deg -adation during repeated use,
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THE STAR EDITION
MX8000A the legendary Utra- Low -Noise 43- channel Pro Mixer

1

x EURODESK

1

x METERBRIDGE MB8000 the dedicated Meterbridge

1

x

1

x VIRTUALIZER

1

x

COMPOSER PRO MDX2200 the reference Compressor%Limiter

1

x

SUPPRESSOR DE2000 the outstanding multiband De -Esser /Feedback Destroyer

1

x

PROTECTOR MDX1800 the 8- channel Limiter for recordirg and live application

2

K

ULTRAPATCH PX2000 the switchable 48- channel Patchbay

CYBERMIX CM8000 the 32- channel Fader/Mute AJtomaticn under Windows® * **

DSP1000 the breathtaking Multi -Effects Processor

10 x XM2000 the perfect vocal and instrument Microphone

INSTEAD OF 3.790, - USD

THE MASTER EDITION:
1

x EURODESK

1

x ULTRACURVE

1

x

1

x

MX3282A the superb 32- channel 8 -Bus Mixe- with 8 Auxes
DSP8000 the 24 -Bit, 31 -band EQ/Analyser/Feedback Destroyer
ECM8000the dedicated special measurement -Microphone
VIRTUALIZER DSP1000 the breathtaking Multi- Effects Prccessor

1

x

AUTOCOM PRO MDX1400 the professional Compressor/Limiter

2 x

SUPPRESSOR DE2000 the outstanding multiband De -Esser /Feedback Destroyer

1

x

PROTECTOR MOX1800the 8- channel Limiter for recording and live application

1

x

ULTRAPATCH PX2000 the switchable 48- channel Patchbay

5

>:

XM2000 the perfect vocal and instrument Microprore

FORA MERE
INSTEAD OF

l.1J0,

-1J rrp.

2.976,- USD r.rp. **
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EURODESK MX2442A the fully featurei 24- channel 4 -Bus Mixer with 6 Auxes
r ULTRACURVE DSP8000 the 24 -Bit. 31 -band EQ /Analyser /Feedback Destroyer
x ECM8000the dedicated special measurement- Microphone
x VIRTUALIZER DSP1000the breathtaking Multi- Effec:s'rocessor
x AUTOCOM PRO MDX1400the professional Compresso- /Limiter
x SUPPRESSOR DE2000 the outstanding multiband 7e -Esser /Feedback Destroyer
'n
x PROTECTOR MOX1800the 8- channel _imiter for recording and live apps

1

x ULTRAPATCH PX2000 the

1

1

1

1

1

2

>

5 x

switchable £8- channel Pa:ctba/
XM2000 the perfect vocal and instrument Microphone

FORA MERE
WSTEAD OF

1.

"J

JJ, 1 D rrp. **
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2.576,- USD rrp.**
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Get your Special Edition package and
save up to 1.800.- USD.*
Incredible Pro packages at a price you
won't believe.
Grab one, plug in and GO!
AND YOU ARE THE WINNER!
For more information about our

complete product line, visit our website at

www.behringer.de
or call our customer support Tel:
+49 (0) 2154 9206 66
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3EHRINGER International GmbH
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Incompetent or just relaxed?
l'I' WAS AN OFF -THE -CLIFF REMARK that unusually did not challenge but
the intimation was that Studio Sound enjoys kid- gloved personal delivery of
equipment for review backed up by rapid response support that is unrepresentative of the sort of treatment ordinary customers enjoy. I did not disagree
because I believe it is obviously in the interest of the manufacturers for this
to he the case. However, the reality is somewhat sadder and serves to illustrate a worrying degree of complacency on the part of some manufacturers
that must give an insight in to their attitude to their customers.
You might he surprised to learn that in the last half year equipment has
arrived for review that has been damaged in transit; incorrectly adjusted for
local power supply: with manuals in the wrong language; with manuals that
barely qualify as manuals: without manuals altogether; without essential and
part-of- the -package interconnecting leads: with the right software but for the
wrong operating system; without the software full stop; with a software version earlier than the one stipulated as a condition for undertaking the review;
uncalibrated and clearly off its best; a bit beaten up and clearly well used;
with a display that does not work; with mechanical parts that are misaligned;
with serious faults; and plain old broken and useless.
When we mention this as part of the review the manufacturer frequently
takes exception. Yet you've got to wonder what they expect.
My suspicious mind always suspects hot-rodding purely for the purposes
of the review sample. Eve never knowingly encountered an example of this,
but I have failed to get audio in and out of a unit more times than I can now
remember and my reviewers will tell you similar stories. You probably can
as well.
If these are yet more examples of that easy -going 'cottage industry' attitude that is frequently used to explain things away then you can keep it.
Let's hope it's just pure harmless incompetence.
1

Zenon Schoepe, executive editor
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\PONE WHO KNOWS the background to the Internet will tell you that it
was a visionary exercise on the part of Tim Berners -Lee. They will not only
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Hard on software
be talking about its technical conception but about the political management
that made it successful without becoming a proprietary system. Similar accolades also surround the GNU -Linux operating system
'free' OS that will
run on anything from an Atari or Amiga to a Dec Alpha Sun Sparcstation and

of 40.
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Poblis4- Steve Haysom

is poised to challenge Microsoft's domination of commercial computing. GNU,
with its recursive 'GNU is Not Unix' acronym. began life in the early eighties as a child of MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory maverick Richard Stall -

man. His aim, then and now, was to challenge corporate control of computing. The Linux ( Linus' Unix) kernel followed in the early nineties when
Finnish scientist Linus Torvalds used the internet to recruit programmers
interested in developing a similarly free (or 'open source') alternative to the
Unix operating system. Today GNU -Linux offers a powerful platform upon
which users ranging from hackers to the stock -market are prepared to stake
their reputations.
The key is the fact that all GNU-Linux source code is in the public domain
and is open to development by any interested parties -with the proviso that
their work is made public. The development team is therefore huge and
altruistically motivated. Consequently Linux costs very little to buy in to; it is
not cluttered with excessive facilities; its speed and stability are not compromised by unwanted facilities; and it does not tie you to a single manufacturer's vision of computing or its pricing policies. Instead it offers a viable
alternative to programs such as Windows- because it rarely crashes, it can
be readily customised and it is astonishingly cost- effective. Unable to use
its usual business tactics, Bill Gates' company has made the unprecedented
move of releasing sections of Windows source code to encourage out -ofhouse development, as has Netscape with its Communicator browser. And
right now. around half of all Web sites have been written on Apache
-also open -source software.
The whole Linux story is too long to tell here, but whether you're
looking for social comment or simply :in alternative to Windows, it bears
studying -you might start at page 102. www.linux.org, www.kemel.org and

www.apache.org

Tim Goodyer, editor
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Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 RU, England
1

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842.100
Fax: +44 1011865

842118

-mail: sales@'solid- state- logic.com
http: / /www.solid- state- logic.com
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105th AES

Convention
US: This year's American AES
Convention found San Francisco

shrouded in mist rather than
bathed in sunshine. But if the
weather was dull. the Convention was not, with plenty of people in attendance and much for
them to see and do including the
usual papers. technical sessions
and facility tours. Of note among
the deluge of new equipment
launches were Euphonix' RI
liard -disk recorder.
Shure's
\I32 condenser mie. Quante-

gy's GP9 analogue mastering
tape and Emtec's pre-formatted
ADAT tape. Surrounding events
included the launch of the Analog Option Coalition. SPARS celebrating its 20th anniversary. the
1st anniversary (and new Ixrtrd
of directors with Ed Chernev at
its head) of the lusic Producers
Guild of the Americas. the announcement of a development
agreement between \\'aveFrame
and Emu-Ensoniq to incorporate
Emu's Post Card into Ensoniq's
Audio Production suit .:nd the
presentation of Ch I) \ k \\\ ards,

Tim Goodyer
Taiwan: Promise Productions' new SSL SL4000 G+ SE console
sits 12 stories up, overlooking Taipei. Formerly the city's Wings
Studio which had seen success with Chen Shu Hua, Jacky Chan
and Sandy Lam, Promise represents a new start under the guidance of owner Jonathan Lee who enlisted Studio 440's George
Long to assist in its redesign. Other equipment selections include 5.1- channel monitoring from Genelec and Yamaha, and
both analogue and digital multitrack machines. Promise Productions, tel: +886 2 2720 5718.
US: Following on where last year's Analog Reality Check left
off,Analog Option Coalition was launched at this year's American AES Convention.The panel included producer- engineer Joe
Chiccarelli, Ocean Way's Allen Sides, mastering engineer Bernie
Grundman, Gateway Mastering's Bob Ludwig, chairman Bruce
Borgerson, Quantegy's Steve Smith, Emtec's Gerd Cyrener and
Studer's Bruno Hochstrasser who introduced the Coalition and
discussed their concerns over the future of analogue recording.
The discussion was then opened to members of an invited audience, but the real push was to garner support for the fledgling
body in order that it might best serve the interests of those anxious about analogue's future.Wavelength, tel: +I 541 488 5542.

SEES
UK:c :ontinuing to enjoy its twoday status. this year's Sound and

Broadcasting Equipment Show
attracted a healthy cross- section
of British broadcasters. manufacturers and students to Birmingham's National Exhibition
Centre.
A programme of seminars
again accompanied the flail 19
walkabout. reflecting the changing concerns of broadcasters.
while the bar performed its traditional role as a meeting and de-

hating point. Genuinely neo\
equipment was thin on the floor
(although there were opportunities to preview and pass comment upon items in advanced
stages of R&D). The general consensus was that S13ES remains an
important part of the British

broadcasters calendar with at
least one instance of a late looking finding a full exhibition. Per sonally. I still feel SBES worked
better as a one -day show. free
from the effort and expense of
larger stands and overnight stays.
and focused on its core business.
But perhaps I'm in the minority.

Tim Goodyer
10

UK:Abbey Road Studios has
bought a Sony PCM- 3348HR
digital multitrack for use in
several 'high profile but as yet
undisclosed projects'. Alongside these, the 48 -track high resolution machine will be
used in the facility's Penthouse
Studio (pictured) for remastering some of its multitrack
analogue archives.Abbey
Road, tel: +44 171 266 7000.
Belgium: Brussels' Sonix Studio has recently installed a new
Orion X console.The newly built facility is hop
ing to attract clients as diverse as ad agencies and rock bands.
Sonix Studio, tel: +32 7552 3372.
32- channel D &R

Derek Faraday
remembered
UK: Beginning in 1932 with the
BBC. the career of Derek Faraday saw him set up Star Sound
Studios and be instrumental in

setting up the Association of
Professional Recording Studios,
of which he was still vice president at the time of his death.
His claim to the first use of
magnetic tape in Britain, his involvement in writing the first BBC
training manual on mag tape, and
his part in planning the launch of
local broadcasting established a
reputation that made him a regular expert witness. He died on
29th September 199»l.

November 1998 Studio Sound

France's Marcadet studio has invested in a Sony PCM- 3348HR multitrack
machine. accepting 24 -bit working as
an emergent international standard. Located in the Plane St Denis, Marcadet is
one of France's largest recording facilities. Mega Studios is to install an SSL
Axiom -MT digital console to accompany the two SL90001 analogue consoles
already installed at its Paris HQ.The
new desk will be used for mixing and
will share DiskTrack and VisionTrack
with an SL9080 over Ethernet. French

SATIS
buzzing

C

,t
UK Th, <.rond
Cral irr th, UK has upts acqua intancc with

France: he :riliwity at Paris annual S Al exhibition was boosted this year by the inclusion of
the First International Multichannel Surround SollrXI Forum. This
was organised in CO-Operation

1

I'

Initiati\rs aside. What

im-

slim is the
high level of enthusiasm evident
and the manner in which recording. p(rst, broadcast and sound reinforcement audio disciplines coexist ((ith the greater picture and
fighting related manufacturers.
activities. This is despite the t :1,i
that we are told that such a coexistence cannot work in other
presses about this

territories.
I Icld in a new hall, it presents
the picture of a strong and resolute industry even though the
French market sutlers its own particular problems. Above all else.
SATIS is all obvious focal point
tit' the country's professionals.
and national events like this
should he encouraged as they
serve as a technological lifeline to
the great majority who are unahle
to travel abroad for the hig inter natio ma! events. It only there was
a show like this in the l K.
Zenon Schoepe

Marcadet, France.
Tel: +33 49 46 2121.
Mega, France.Tel: +33

I

with Radio France and supported by .Slnrli(, .Sound magazine.
SSL. Dolby and Cahase.

national broadcaster FR3 has ordered
an SSL Ayes Air console in a new mobile being readied for its eastern production centre in Alsace.The mobile
will also use SSL's RIO fibre-optic
remote s,+stem

I
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Tel: +31 20 44 99 305.
SSL, UK.Tel:+44 1865 842300.
London post faclity,The Mill, has
recently recommitted to Quantegy as
sole supplier of recording med'a.The
decision, which sees Transco remain as
distributor, follows 'extensive testing'
of digital Beta media and the prior
6 -month arrangement with Quantegy-

Transco.

Quantegy, Europe.
Tel: +3l 24 372 7402.

Montreux
Symposium
Switzerland: starting next year.
the \Iuntreux International Televisi011 Symposium and technical Exhibition will he known
more simply as the \Iuntreux

Symposium. held annually.
Continuing with its format of
exhibition, papers. discussions
and lectures hut with renewed
thous on technological change
and industry issues.
Next ye:u s >\nlposiunt will be
hefdbetween Itltltand th lune
and highlight IIi)I\. interactive
media. the convergence of television and computing and digital transmission. Net: www.
tiltntreux.ch symposia
I

UK: London's Royal Festival Hall recently hosted a concert involving two orchestras totalling some 104 musicians to perform
a programme comprising a tribute to George Gershwin and the
first public performance of Laurie Johnson's piece, Synthesis.
Caught on two Sony 3348 machines running BASF 93 I and a Tascam DA -88 by Adrian Kerridge, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra met the London Big Band to deliver Johnson's symphony for
classical and jazz orchestras.The recording is to be mixed on the
Capricorn console at CTS Studio 2 for stereo and 5.1-release.

switching systems and the Audiobec
audio manufacturing facility has installed
a CEDAR Windows system.This includes a ProDSP /C console. 4 ProDSP/E expansion boards. and Declick,
Decrackle, Noise Reduction, Phase
Correction and Dynamics & IIR EQ
software. Equipped for 5.1 surround
and 24 -96 work'ng,Aud'obec is currently restoring a series of classical and
jazz recordings. Studio Marko, meanwhile, is expected to install two more
Directors. each being a 32:6 matrix
h
5.1 -surre, rn.^.
cao.1t'n
Audiobec, Canada.Tel: +1 514 384 6667.
Sascom, US.Tel: +1 905 469 8080.
HHB, Canada.Tel: +l 416 867 9000.
German public service broadcasters
SDR and SWF merger into SWR has
also seen the commissioning of a new
OB vehicle, F The truck is equipped
with a 48 -fader Stage Tec Cantus desk
and Nexus Switcher -router and will
handle a total of 200 analogue inputs
(68 via Stage Tees new 28 -bit convertor). 144 analogue outputs. and 40 AESEBU interfaces. Germany's Leipzigbased MDR public broadcaster.
meanwhile. has purchased an Orban
Audicy workstation for its commercial
music station, Life.This brings the station's quota of Audicys to four, the rew
unit being used for on -air promos. station'dents and programme editing.

NewYork's new Sound Lounge
post facility is set to open with three
Fairlight equipped suites. MFX3s and
DaD digital dubbers have been chosen
byTom Jucarone and Peter Holcomb to
handle is target of advertising workload.
A further MFX3 has been installed at
Howard Schwartz Recording as part of
renovation, stating its
OMF capabilities as a major consideration in its selection. Chung King Studios.
meanwhile. has commissioned Munro
Associatesto design the acoustics
new Euphonix
and monitoring for
CS3000-equipped 5. mix room. Elsewhere in Manhattan, the Effanel mobile
has installed Spendor SA500 active
monitors in its L7 veh'cle.The Capricorn- equipped mobile is renowned for
its work on the Grammys. and MTV's
Awards and Unplugged sessions.
Howard Schwartz Recording, US.
TeI: + 212 687 4180.
Chung King, US.Tel:+1 212 463 9200.
Effanel, US.Tel: +1 212 807 1100.
Fairlight, US.Tel: +1 213 460 4884.
Fax: +1 213 460 6120.
its expansion and

I

1

Munro Associates, UK.
TeI: +44 171 403 3808.

Spendor, UK.Tel:+44 1323 843474.
Antwerp's Peeters Productions
has taken delivery of an apt Worldnet
system making it the first Belgian facility
to offer ISDN to its post, casting and
voice -over clientele. Denmark's ProVideo has also ordered six apt World net systems for various Scandinavian
postproduction facilities.The systems
use apt -X coding and comprise
DSM 100 audio transceivers and
Pro -Link ISDN managers.
apt, UK.Tel:+44 1232 371110.
Canada's Modulations post house
has installed its ninth Fairlight MFX3
Plus, three of which are used for dialogue and ADR edrting. three for sound
effects editing. two for Foley and ADR
recording. and one for transfer work.
Elsewhere in Montreal, film and TV
facility Studio Marko has installed an

Adgil Director surround monitor

MDR Horfunk, Germany.
TeI: +49 341 300 5320.
Stage Tec, Germany.
Tel: +49 7654 91040.
Orban, US.Tel:+l 510 351 3500.
Spain has a new post fac'i'ty in
Barcelona's Digit Sound Studios. Part
of the established Sonygraf operation.
the six -room facility is designed by Joan
Font and will open with an 80 -input
D &R Cinemix console and a STEMS

monitoring matrix and dynamics. an
Aka DD8. and aTascam DA -98 for
the main mixing stage.

D&R,The Netherlands.
TeI: +31 294 41 8014.
Hollywood's Skywalker Sound has
purchased 39Tascam MMR -8 and
MMP- 6s as part of its move into digital
dubbing.Already usingWaveFrame and
ProTools systems, the compatibility of
the Tascam machines was an important
consideration. Meanwhile, Future Disc
Systems is to extend its Sonic Solutions
system to include Kevin Grey's studio,
Studio 5.The 6 -room music mastering
facility is 20/24 -bit capable and specialises in working with Pacific M'croson.cs HDCD processing system.
Skywalker Sound, US.
Tel: +1 415 662 1000.
Future Disc Systems, US.
Tel: +I 323 876 8733.
Tascam, US.Tel: +1 213 726 0303.
Sonic Solutions, US.
Tel: + 415 893 8000.
Scottish TV has ordered a Calrec C2
console to be installed in a sew small
studio.The 36- channel analogue desk
will see service in Studio D where it will
be used on the daily news programme
Scotland Today and Scotsport.
Calrec Audio.Tel: +44 1422 8421S9.
Warsaw's Studio Sonica has taken delivery of a DAR Sabre Plus editing console, the first to be accepted in Poland.
The facility specialises in all aspects of
audio and video postproduct on. and
has used the Sabre Plus on Warner's
I

1

Magic Sword-The Quest for Camelot.
DAR, UK.Tel:+44 1372 742848.

II

Alesis Euro Distributors 1998
Austria

November
17

19

Contact: Messe Frankfurt.
Tel: +49 69 7575 6130
Fax: +49 69 7575 6613

Net: www.messefrankfurt.de

Digital Media World 98
Wembley Exhibition and
Conference Complex.
London. UK.
Contact: Digital Media
International
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Email: digmedia©atlas.co.uk

20 --23
-

20th Tonmeister

Convention
lun upal Hall, Karlsruh.
Germany.
Contact: Ernst Rothe,
Bilungswerk des VDT
Tel: +49 2204 23595.
Email:

vdt@tonmeisterde

ATEC,AUDIO &VIDEOGERATE
Contact: Patricia Savioz.
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20.
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51.

Net:wwwmontreux.ch

6 -9

/symposia

Middle East
Broadcast 99

July

Fourth International Exhibition
for the radio, television,
broadcasting and
programming industry.
Bahrain International
Exhibition Centre
Contact: Overseas Exhibition
Services. 11 Manchester
Square. London W M 5AB
Tel: +44 171 862 2043.
Fax: +44 171 862 2049.
I

Email:

25 28

th PALA 99

Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition
Centre (SICEC).
Contact: Ann Tan,
IIR Exhibitons.
Tel: +65 227 0688.
Fax: +65 227 09 3.
Email: ann @iirx.com.sg

10

Telecom 99

Fax: +45.33.14.14.94

Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland.
Tel: +4I 22 730 5969.

p,h oncon. UK.
Contact: Liz Scriven. Showcase
Communications
Tel: +44 1203 426 471.
Email: appledtpr@aol.com
Net: www.apple- expo.corn

At

November

December 98
9 -10
Cable and Satellite

Asia 98
Singapore International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Contact: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +65 299 8992.
Fax: +65 299 8983.

9

5th Broadcast Cable
& Satellite India 98
6th Comms India 98
a.

Maids

r

Delhi.

India.

Contact Mr Bhavuk

Kaul,

Exhibitions India
Tel: +91
463 8680.
Email: exhibind@nda.vsnl.net.in
Net: www.exhibitionsindia.com
1

1

9-11
Cable & Satellite
Asia 98
Inr. .itional Convention &
Exhibition Centre, Level 4.
Suntec City, Singapore.
Contact: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +65 434 3675.
Email: chuilan.chia©
reedexpo.com.sg

nO .intemi.h- ,nlanc.

1

Email: aes 16@acoustics.hut.fi

Net: www.aes.org

I3 -I5

Intex Shanghai. 88
Loushanguan Road,
Shanghai. China.
Contact: Marcus Bernie,
P&O

+44

370 8143.

171

-22

2lstTrade Show

March

37

MusikMesse
Prolight & Sound
in. tuft. Ver mar,.

Contact: Point Promotions.
Tel: +44 398 323 700.
Fax: +44 398 323 780.
Email: info@pointproms.co.uk
Net: www.i-way.co.uk/-dmcvi
1

1

sbes.htm

IMPORTATION MUSICALE LYONNAISE
IML
Phone: +33.1.49.38.17.00
Fax: +33.1.49.38.17.09

Messe Frankfurt

60327 Frankfurt
Contact: Metin Ergül
Tel: +49 69 7575 6130.
Fax: +49 69 7575 6613.
Email: metin.ergul@
messefrankfurt.com
1

6

8

06th AES Convention

Germany
Contact: Martin Woehr,
Bayerischer Rundfunk

Studioproduktion.
Tel: +49 89 59002434.
Email: 06th-chairman @aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

10-15

21st Montreux
International Television
Symposium and
Technical Exhibition
Montreux. Switzerland.

Norway
NORSK MUSIKK INSTR. CO.A /S
Phone: +47.22.23.5683
Fax: +47.2.223.7593

Poland
HEXAGON
Phone: +48.22.44.6699
Fax:

Broadcast Asia 2000,
Cablesat 2000 and
Professional Audio
Technology 2000

MOC Centre, Munich

Phone: +39.5.176.6648

June 2000

May
11

Italy
M. CASALE BAUER S.PA.
Fax: +39.5.176.6525

installation

London SW
Contact:Association of British
Theatre Technicians,
47 Bermondsey Street.
London SE 13XT.
Tel: +44 171 403 3778.
Fax: +44 171 378 6170.
Email: office@avtt.org.uk
.

Greece
MELLON SA
Fax: +30.1.330.1412

22 -24

Royal Horticultural Halls,
I

Germany
SOUNDWARE AUDIO TEAM GMBH
Phone: +49.6074.89150
Fax: +49.6074.891530

Phone: +30.1.364.6501

CMF, Ludwig -Erhard -Anlege

1

1999

24th Sound
Broadcasting
Equipment Show

Trade exhibition and convention for audiovisual system

ABTT's

I

Phone: +358.9.755.950
Fax: +358.9.755.3581

France

2 -3

Events.

Tel: +44 171 370 8231.
Fax:

Finland
INTO OY

NEC. Birmingham

PLASA Light and
Sound Shanghai

21

I

un

Phone: +42.02.533.237

CMI

6th International AES
Conference 'Spacial
Sound Reproduction'
'

Czech Republic
INTON GMBH

Phone: +45.3 3.14.49.10

Apple Expo 98,
Total Design
Technology

Contact: Juha Backman. Nokia.
Tel: +358 10505 9140.
Fax: +358 0505 5738.

CIS
A -T Trade Music
Phone: +7.095.978.2016
Fax: +7.095.956.6881

Denmark

8 -17

12

FACTOR TC
Phone: +359.2.46.30.57
Fax: +359.2.946.12.90

Fax: +42.02.530.644

October

I

Benelux
ELECTRIC SOUND B.V.
Phone: +31.36.536.6555
Fax: +31.36.536.8742

1

idroberts@montnet.com

April

Fax: +43.2234.74074

Bulgaria

8 -IO
I I

Phone: +43.2234.74004

-

--9

Suntec Centre. Singapore.
Contact: Singapore Exhibiton
Services.
Tel: +65 338 4747.
Fax: +65 339 565
I

.

Portugal
AMERICO NOGUEIRA LDA
Phone: +351.2.2004616
Fax: +351.2.2084949

Spain
LETUSA. S.A.
Phone: +34.1.641.0812
Fax: +34.1.641.4597

Sweden
MUSKANTOR & CO. A.B.
Phone +46.3.187.8080
Fax: +46.3.187.9808

Switzerland

Email: info@sesmontnetcom

Net:www.sesmontnet.com
UK contact Overseas Exhibition
Services.

SDS MUSIC FACTORY AG

Phone: +41.1.434.2270
Fax: +41.1.434.2277

Turkey

Tel: +44 171 862 2080.

+44 862 2088.
E -mail: singex@montnet.com.
Net: www.montnetcom
Fax:

+48.22.44.8355

YAPALI GROUP CO.
Phone: +90.212.259.8758
Fax

+90.212.259.5882

UK

12

SOUND TECHNOLOGY PLC
Tel +44 1462 480000
Fax: +44 1462 480800
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Alesis M20
ADAT Type 120 Bit
High Performance
The

all

new

1

Digital Audio Recorder

I

was designed from the ground up for

round -the -clock use in commercial
recording and post- production

' '-

1111".":";.-.
..

;

. .

-

r'

facilities.
The M20 implements ADAT Type Il,
the only MDM recording format that
writes 20 bits to tape - that's true 20
bit, no compression, no noise shaping.
Its state -of -the -art 24 -bit A/D
converters yield an astonishing 117dB of
dynamic range. So every time you hit
Record, you'll be amazed by the M20's
awesome sonic detail. Sixteen times
more detail than the 16 -bit format you
might now be using.

S

17101

including

a

built -in eight -channel AES /EBU

interface card, the CADI

remote/autolocator that can be used
hundreds of yards away from the
recorder and the RMD digital remote
meter display.
And if that isn't enough, the M20 is
compatible with over 10,000 ADATs in
use today. In other words, you'll have a
direct link between your facility and
thousands of project studios around
the world.
1

As an audio professional, you can't

® Alesis

and ADAT are registered trademarks.

CADI and RMD are trademarks of Alesis

Capaation.
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gamble on unproven technology or
intense learning curves while you're
up-and -running 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Instead, look toward the
format that gives you tracking, archiv ng
and transferring... all in one incredibly
affordable tape format.

U

A

N

O

I

A

EL

And while the clock on the wall is
ticking away, the M20's direct- drive,
full- servo, industrial -grade tape
transport will deliver the fastest chase
and lock -up times of any MDM. Result:
those ridiculous deadlines become a
little more manageable. Plus, its robust
ADAT Type II recording format offers
the reliability that lets your tapes play
as perfectly across town as they do in
your studio.

We didn't leave anything out of the
M20's incredible feature set. Built -in
SMPTE /EBU synchronization with a
separate time code track.A 9 -pin input
for edit control. A jog /shuttle wheel
that works with a dedicated analogue
aux track for scrubbing and cueing. All
+4dBu balanced audio connections.
plus MIDI Machine Control, video
reference and word clock. Options

S

r

s

'icer
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For a free colour brochure please call
Sound Technology on 01462 480000
N20.

Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth Hertfordshire. SG6
Fax: 01462 480800

www.soundtech.co.uk
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Animal instinct

WAS INTERESTED
RESTED

experimenting will we all get better at
what we do. To cop out by merely placing relatively unimportant audio material in the surrounds is to deny and frustrate those of us that
are fighting to raise
the Plimsoll line of
5.1 excellence. As
engineers mixing in
5.1 it is up to its to
supply the consumer

to read the letter
from Andy Jackson

with well mixed final
product and we

(Studio

should be al \\ ays
mixing up to a standard and not clown

INTERESTING MICKIE MOST article in
your August issue. But I doubt if Mickie

brought The Animals clown from
erpool.

Liv-

Mick Sharp,
Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK.

Evil thoughts
I

Sound.

August 1998) con-

cerning the potential
pitfalls for engineers
who are going to be
mixing music in 5.1
for release on I)V1).
Apart from both a
patronising and insulting attitude
towards ;Joe Punter' as he deems to call
the general public that ultimately pay
his wages. Mr Jackson is missing a vital
point: the use of D\iD in the home will
be driven by home theatre. There our
over 50 million home theatre systems
currently installed around the world and
the owner. of these systems have, by
default. had to tackle the inherent problems of type and placement of their surround speakers.
Anyone out shopping in the audio
chain stores for a new television or hi -fi
will has e difficulty in purchasing anything that does not have centre and
surround speakers. It is hut a short step
front these Pro Logic matrix systems
to a fully Hedged discrete h- channel
setup for I) \'1) and the learning curve
is the same. Every DVD player that
have used has parameters to program
the type and placement of the speakers.
And while home
users may not he
I

engineers.
audio
their dedication to
audio quality. as
exemplified by the
amount of money
they are willing to
spend on its reproduction, gives them
the right to set up
'- t`1
their systems in the
way that they see fit.
At !fear No Evil we have been mixing music in matrix formats for nearly
II) year.. and in 5.1 for the last year. \\'e
have made niistakes and learnt from
then. we have listened to other people's mistakes an(I learnt front them too.
There will always he good mixes and
there will al\a s he had mixes. however the line between them is a subjective one and only by listening and
14

from it.
I have spoken to
far more _Joe Pun-

who
ters'
are
knowledgeable about surround
than studio engineers. It would seem
to me that this is one case where the
consumer is light years ahead of the professionals and there is a lot of catching
up for people like \Ir Jackson to do.
Steve Parr, Hear No Evil, UK.

Duke box jury
on Craig Leon (Studio Sound. September 1998), Mr Leon
mentions the 'storehouse of information to draw on' that we possess in the
nineties. This is the first I've heard someone other than myself express this viewpoint. I actually enjoy listening to popular music on the radio again. now that
we've gotten past the need to nuke
everything sound 'modern' by wer -processing it with grainy digital effects.
i lowever.
think there is still room for
more of the sounds of the past to join
the sounds of the present. Just because
we can make a
clean. wide -bandwidth sound doesn't
mean we have to.
Along with some
of today's ultra -clean.
accurate recordings
which sound fantastic). i also enjoy listening to recordings
made in decades
past -not just for the
music bat for the
sound. Take Genesis'
Duke album
for
instance. This recording has a misty. murky removed sort of
sound that does wonders for the emotional feeling of the songs. Its a bit like
an impressionist painting.
It will he a continued breath of fresh
air to hear more and more of the sc funds
that were invented in the old days exist
side by side with the sounds we are
inventing in the new days.
DaneTate,Tulsa, OK, US.
IN TI IE ARTICLE
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t.c. electronic
International Head Office
Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark
Phone:( +45) 86

21 75

99

Fax:( +45) 86 21 75 98
E

-mail: info @tcelectronic.com

http://www.tcelectronic.com

GERMANY
TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399

U.S.A.
TC Electronic Inc., (805) 373 1828

ASIA
TC Electronic Asia, ( +813) 5456 4071

AUSTRALIA: 2 9975 1211
AUSTRIA: 0800 201652
BELGIUM: 128 1458
BRAZIL:
3104 8339
BULGARIA: 52 600 172
CANADA: (805) 373 1828
CHINA: 02 191 3660
1

I

1

CYPRUS: 5 36 7985
CZECH REPUBLIC:455 622 877
ESTONIA: 6418 006

FINLAND:09
FRANCE:
GREECE:

5123 530

4863 221

1

I

8837 629/30

1

HOLLAND: 302 414 500
HONG KONG: 02 191 3660
HUNGARY: 22 328 990
ICELAND: 551 2555
INDIA: 22 633 5450
INDONESIA: 21 829 2202
ISRAEL: 3 562 2361
ITALY: 51 766 648
JAPAN: (03) 5456 -4071

KUWAIT: 2645 636
LATVIA:2 296828
LITHUANIA:722 3288
LEBANON: 581 188
1

MALTA: 554195
MEXICO: 605 95 55

NEW ZEALAND:

09 279 7206

NORWAY: 22 710 710
PHILIPPINES:819 1243
POLAND: 58 5104 70
PORTUGAL: 4754 348
RUSSIA: 503 956 1826
SINGAPORE:748 9333
SLOVAKIA: 7 214 051
SOUTH AFRICA: 482 4470
SOUTH KOREA:02 565 3565
SPAIN: 335 177 62
SWEDEN:46 320 370
1

I

1

SWITZERLAND: 56 450 2170
TAIWAN:2 719 2388
2

THAILAND:2

2369

51 19

373 2722

940 9700

TURKEY: 212 224 3201
U.A.E: 4 626683
UK: 181 800 8288
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SIMULATOR

Beginning in 1996 TC Electronic undertook an
in -depth study into the re- creation of acoustic
environments. The outcome of this extensive
research resulted in the creation of VSS technology
- the most dense and natural acoustic environment
simulation ever. Nothing short of astounding!

Main Features:
VSS`M3 technology
Based or TC's award -winning Dual Engine processing
250 high-grade factory preset- algorithms:
Halls, Rooms, Plates and Springs
Ambience, Concert Halls
Post Small, Post Large. Post Outdoor, Post FX
Up to 200 user presets

Intuitive user interface with instant preset recall
Soft Compressor

Ultimate Realism
Setting the new industry standard with the VSS3 technology, the
M3000 is the best sounding, most versatile and easiest to use
professional reverb today and well into the future. Combining
ultimate control of early reflections with a transparent and
harmonically magnificent reverb tail, the art of reverberation is
brought to a new and higher level.

Advanced Expander and Dynamic EQ
De -esser
Chorus/F anger
Tremolo
Phaser
Delay

Pitch Shift

Trust your own ears

- they will tell

you the rest of the story!

5

band parametric EQ

eiedr4X1K
TC

ELECTRONIC A/S, SINDALSVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK

E-MAIL: INFO4TCELECTRONIC.COM

TC

ELECTRONIC GMBH

F_UGHAFENSTRASSE 52B

HTTP://W
2233`_

PHONE: r 45 8621 7599

FAX:+ 45 8621 7598

W.TCELECTRONIC.COM/FINALIZER
HAMBURG
TEL:(010) 5310 8399
FAX:)040) 5310 8398
W

ACP88
spaces. the ACP88 has eight of
the most musical compressors and transparent
gates you will ever hear.
In dust two rack

Total Dynamics Control.

2 to 8 Channel Linking Capability

Compressor parameters include: attack, release, ratio,

Side chain and gate key send/return on every channel

threshold, hard/soft knee, auto/manual attack/release curves
Gate parameters include: attack, release, threshold, and

two position gate range (- 60db -20db)
Full metering: Compression Gain Reduction, threshold
above/below and gate open /close LED's on every channel

Balanced/Unbalanced TRS Inputs and Outputs
Clean up vocals and drums

Fatten acoustic instruments

Crystal clear compression
Made in the USA

1
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Akai DD8 Plus, RC-

1

andTrim Page
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The latest update of Akai's popular DD8 raises the stakes for digital dubbers in every
respect from operation to compatibility. Rob James puts it through its paces
THE ARRIVAL of the 1)1)8 Plus
takes Akai up :I gear in the digital dubber race. While retaining
all the virtues or the earlier 1)1)8. the
Plus version has a few new tricks up its
sleeve. The first and most obvious of

these are the high -hit and increased
sampling rate options.
Taking hit rates first. it is now. possible to record 24 -hit linear. 21) -hit linear.
20-hit packed or 16 -bit linear P( \I formats. Most 20 -hit recorders actually
record at 2 hits with the -t least significant bits being discarded. This is. of
course. yastetul of storage space.:\kai
has also included the 2(1 -bit packed tì rntat, which really does only record
20 hits, to make the most of the available storage without any data compression. With the wide dynamic range
available on delivery formats such as
Dolby Digital. dynastic range has been
seen as an issue with 16 -bit recorders.
As and when required. the Plus is also
capable of recording at 88.2kHz and
96kHz sampling rates using AES -E111.
channels in pairs for I -O.
The optional interface boards available for the 1)1)8 Plus are the sane as
for the I)I)8 with the odd exception:
the networking connection is now standard and does not require a card slot:
anti the AES lxar(I now accommodates
up to 24-bit signals (the earlier version
may be modified to the new spec). The
A -1) convertors always were 24-bit 128x
oversampling types. This means if you
wish to upgrade a 11)1)8 to plus spec.
the only new hardware required is a
processor board. Less obvious tricks
appear in the area of file exchange.
Akai users have for some time
enjoyed file exchange capabilities with

AudioVision via OMF and
Digidesign Pro Tools. These capabilities have been extended in the Plus to
include Fairlight's DAD format. \\'ace frame and Tascant NI\IR -8 formats. Akai
is also pramising to support the AES -31
format within a 'very short time' of it
being ratified. played about with files
generated by all the supported systems
and there is no doubt. provided the recommendations are adhered to. they all
work. It is suggested an empty disk he
Acid

I

used when exporting projects.
I attempted to try
this out with some
machines at the National Filin :Ind TV
school. but in the time available. I fell
at the first hurdle -the review machine
has a 2.6Gb LI\IDOW MO drive and a
pair of Rorke I)ata type removable Winchester caddies. t'ntimunately. none
the relevant target machines had either
of the matching receptacles.
I
suspect the best bet for casual
export is an external drive \kai use >

I
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< the lowest common denominator
Centronics (Amphenol) SCSI connector and, if the target machine does not
have one, adaptors are readily available. Obviously, if import export is to
he a regular feature of a facility's activities more sophisticated arrangements
may he made. The machine can also
he used to convert between formats
(see sidebar)
For dubbing, the best combination of
storage options appears to be to record
to the internal Winchester while mixing and copy the result to MO. This
gives all the speed and capacity advantages of the hard disk while mixing
combined with the security of a removable backup.
The last trick is the big one. Akai is
introducing a new machine, the DD16.
that is a 16- output player only. The DD8
Plus can be convened, with suitable out-

m a

S

l

l

put cards, into a DD -16. This requires
the lid to he removed, but should considerably enhance the attraction of the
machine to facilities with varying
requirements.
Despite the generous dimensions of
film mixing consoles, panel space for
machine control is at a premium. Until
the introduction of the RC -15 there
were three options for remote controlling the DD8-the RS422 9 -pin: a
custom control using the comprehensive GPIO facilities; and the large (and
relatively expensive) DL-1500 control
surface. Recognising these options did
not suit everybody, Akai has introduced the neat little RC -15. This has
only transport controls ( including sync
reverse), 8 function keys and a jog shuttle wheel. The unit is built like a
tank with high- quality, illuminated
keys which should stand up to the most

W

o n d e

r

operators
attentions.
ham -fisted
Although supplied as a stand -alone
unit the RC -15 is designed to be integrated into a console panel if required.
It connects to the DD8 via a single 9 -pin
D-connector that carries control signals
and the power for the lamps. Alternatively, the RC -15 can he connected to
a DL -1500 in daisy -chain fashion. For
dubbing the RC -15 is used and when
editing or housekeeping is called for
the DL -1500 can he pressed into service. The RC -15 functions are programmable with a variety of possible
options. Record, for example. may he
set to require REC and PLAY or just
REC. The function keys could he used
to control the record status of the individual tracks either as track arms or
punch -ins. Another possibility when
combined with the DL -1500 and GPIO
record control. is to use the function

Source to destination
Pro to Akai
(Converts a Pro Tools 4/24 session to an
Akai Project)

The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops the

Akai to ProTools
bill in wireless systems for theatre and television. Not only
does the 4060 offer outstanding audio performance
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robust in operation. Unique connection adapters
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Pro Tools

OMF to Akai
(Converts an OMF composition to
Akai project)
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where high quality audio, near
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OMF to Pro Tools
an OMF composition to a
Pro Tools 24 session)

(Converts
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invisibility and lightness

is

required.

Waveframe to Akai
(Converts a Waveframe/MMR -8 project to
an Akai project)
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Developed from many years of
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encompass the vast majority of applications
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professional audio experience. the
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Pro Tools 4/24 session)
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DPA Microphones.
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Fairlight MDL file into an Akai

Fairlight (MDL) to ProTools
(Converts a Fairlight MDL file into
4/24 session)
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Pro Tools
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Pro Tools to Akai -Fairlight

000 Microphones from DPA

(Converts a Pro Tools 4/24 session file to
a Fairlight file on Akai disk)

Waveframe to Akai- Fairlight
Hejrevang 11, 3450 Allerad, Denmark
F: +45 48142700
T: +45 48142828

www.dpamicrophones.com
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a Waveframe project to
file on Akai disk)

(Converts

Fairlight

OMF to Akai-Fairlight
an OMF composition to
file on Akai disk)

(Converts
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Whatever you need

Whenever you need it
To

discover the Protape advantage call

15 PERCY STREET

LONDON W1P
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Pictured top left to bottom: MCE 58,
MCE 82, NA 59 and M 58.

Ooxid that B
Today's audio environment requires

a

range of specialist

microphones to meet the demanding situations in which
you have to operate.
Sound bite quality matters just as much as dialogue,
that's why beyerdynamic has developed its range of
ENG/ EFP microphones. Whether its microphones for interview,
sports commentary, foley or film dialogue
we have the
products devoted to the task of capturing all your audio
moments.
Film and broadcast programming deserve audio that
compliments the impact of the visual image.
Give your sound that bites by checking out these new
models!

The 44

836

a/id
MG 83,
dedicated
ohs tga
.

-

beyerdynamic... fide/ity ih Audio,

TM

for store /'forsat/oH

Tel. 0 1444 258258
e -mail: sales@beyerdynamic.co.uk
Burgess Hill, W.Sussex RH 1 5 9TN

beyerdynamic MI

keys to select which machine's tracks
are viewed on the VGA display. It is
possible to connect two 1)L-I500s and
associated RC- I5s together with a
hunch of 1)1)8 Pluses and -or other Akai
machines to the same AkaiNet. This

allows the sophisticated control
required by 2 -man film operation.
The highest compliment I can pay
Akai for its film dubbing solution is that
it succeeds in providing the same
degree of control and tactile 'feel' as
the best analogue film dubbers. This
translates to instant comfort for anyone
used to 'the Old way' of doing things
combined with all the advantages of digital recording over analogue film. The
1)1)8 Plus ramps up and down almost
exactly like a film machine. and provides high- quality scrub and 'chatter'
audio at up to 5x play speed in either
direction. And you can hang this
machine in and out of record as fast
and as often as you like. There need he
no more drop -outs, no more had
changeovers (punch -ins) unless it is
your fault for not matching levels and
no more biasing up on every roll of film.
Anybody who has grown up tolerating
the transport dynamics of most DAWs
should try one of these to see what they
are missing. With 24 -hit recording the
dynamic range is now more than adequate for film mixing.
Akai has also done a great deal to
ameliorate another criticisnm, of digital
dabbers, lack of file compatibility

ovI:R keys will also be useful.
a choice of
There is always a trade -off between
equal power, linear or logarithmic.,
a shallow learning cune and ultimate
automatic or manual crossfades. You
speed of operation with an experienced
also have the option to trim the cue,
editor. I think Akai has the balance betslip the source audio leaving the cue
ter than most. 'l'hese powerful tools are
where it is. slip the cue or slip the track.
quite easy to learn without
The ability to slip the
being totally intuitive and
source audio is particularly
once learnt will enable the
useful where you hit an UK: AKai.
editor to he highly producunfortunate moment in
Tel: +44 181 897 6388.
tive.
short cue (like a hit of fill
Fax: +44 181 759 8268.
The same editing softin atmosphere) which is
US: Akai -AMC.
ware will also appear for
referencing along source Tel: + 817 336 5 14.
the 1)1)8/1)1)8 Plus with
file. Once happy with an Fax: + 817 870 1271.
1)1, -1500 for applications
edit you can jump to the
where this is appropriate.
next without leaving trim. Indeed, youu
By remaining focused on the applican also jump tu the nearest edit on a
cations for these products Akai has
different track or tracks if required.
avoided the trap of overloading them
While trimming, one key press deterwith features. What the units do, they
mines whether you hear the outgoing
do well. what they don't do you almost
or incoming audio regardless of which
certainly don't need.
is being trimmed. The PLAY ro, FROM and

can each he adjusted with

-

1

dynatidio coiistics®
1-777-i,

Air - Studio Two
Digital 5.1 Surround System

`

IAN

between manufacturers. Akai has
always been better than most manufacturers at delivering software updates
on time, even early, with one dishonourable exception. The DD -1500 Trim
functions have always attracted criticism, particularly the lack of crossfades
within tracks and the number of key
presses required. Akai has long
promised an update. The good news
have
is, it has been worth the wait.
been playing with a beta version of the
enhanced Trim software. It should be
released by the time you read this.
1

ALOT OF workstations offer

IF
YOU'LL HEAP IT

superficially similar editing
functionality. It is a sign of the
maturity of the technology that, for
intensive work, it is the speed and ease
of use for specific tasks, which are now
the issue rather than a huge feature
count. From what I have seen so far
Akai will have a strong claim to having the fastest dialogue editing
machine going. The software has been
developed in close liaison with practising editors and is clear and logical.
Key presses are kept to a minimum.
The options and 'smarts' are limited to
the ones you really need and will use
all the time without cluttering the interface with a lot of features which will
be seldom if ever used. For example,
once trim is selected, the outgoing or
incoming audio or the central edit point
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Custom designed Munro Assoc ates M4M Surround System
Comprising five, 4 way fully active monitor :abinets
and dual 18" discrete sub bass.
Munro Associates

Tel

Unit 21, Riverside Studios,
28 Park Street, London SE19E0 UK
+44 101171 403 3808 Fax +44 101171 403 0957.
Email "info@munro co uk"
Website:"www munro co uk"

Unite Audio Ltd.
Elms Ban, Baythorne End
Halstead, Essex C09 4AB UK
Tel +44 1011440 785843 Fax +44 10)1440 785845
co uk'
Email 'sales @unityo

Website'wvvwunity°

co uk"
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Sony MDS-DREI
Aimed at the DJ but certain to have applications elsewhere, Sony's new MD machine
is sophisticated and stylish. Dave Foister explores its use in pro audio

T

HE FACT that MiniDisc has been
brought hack from the brink of
oblivion and is belatedly starting
to take off in the domestic market can
be attributed in no small way to the success it has achieved in pro circles. Initial misgivings about data compression
were outweighed by the sheer convenience of the medium, and in areas like
sound effects and radio it has become
standard equipment. DJs, too. will have
seen the appeal. Sony, keen to make
them feel wanted, has come up with the
MDS -UREI, specifically aimed at live I)
operation, but with features that will
undoubtedly have uses elsewhere.
DRE stands for Digital Remix
Enabler, and the intentions are clear
from both the prominence of certain
controls and the overall styling. When
was quite unpreI opened the box
pared for the sight that confronted nie.
challenging the idea that equipment
needs to he dull. This is a design to
draw the eye, but more importantly to
present essential controls in such a way
that the machine can effectively be
'played' by the operator.
All the controls are on the top, with
the disc slot hidden on the front edge.
There is a big display area at the top,
but the most obvious things on the
panel are a huge wheel and eight big
pads, both of these have functions that
are immediately obvious; although the
degrees of subtlety afforded by both
are not. The pads are clearly for playing tracks, and, although the idea of
ready access to several tracks at once
is not new, the layout and flexibility
possibly are.
The basic setup is simple. When a
disc is put in the slot. the machine reads
the TOC in the usual way and then puts
its tracks under the eight pads ready
for quick access. There are four banks
of these, stepped through with an adjacent button and shown in the display.
so that up to 32 tracks can be accessed
extremely quickly indeed. The access
time is just as fast as you would expect
from MiniDisc, and you might have
thought that would be fine for most purposes. Where even more speed is
needed. or where the beginning of a
track is not what is required. other
modes come into operation.
One of these uses an idea sometimes
seen on Cl) players. where the machine
will cue to the start of actual audio at
the beginning of a track, not the point
where the flag says it should he. Cl)
Flags are often several frames early, and
I
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presumably the same goes for prerecorded MiniDiscs, and the difference
when that button is hit can he significant. Extra subtlety is added here as
there is a parameter in the Setup menu
for determining the level to be regarded
as silence, and how close to the start of
audio the machine will cue itself.
For really fast starts the MUS -DRF.1 has
a Hot Stan function. Up to eight tracks
can he programmed in sequence to
appear under the pads, and the machine
apparently spends a short time loading
the start of each into memory so that
when the pad is hit, the track starts immediately. Selection of the eight tracks is
controlled, like several other functions,
by a rotary encoder called AMS, which
under normal circumstances is used to
choose a track to play as an alternative
to the pads. Once the pads are loaded,
playback of the chosen tracks really is
instant, to the extent that they can be
played with the fingers like a sampler.
So far we have not used the big wheel.
and it should be pointed out straight

away that despite appearances this cannot he used for scratching effects. During playback it can he grabbed and
moved to affect the playback speed, but
it is primarily there for finding cue points
in either of two ways. If the unit is in
Pause, it will scrub the audio in the
expected way, but the quality of the
scrub is a bit disappointing, more like
the jerky scrub on a typical DAT
machine than the smoothness you
might expect from an MO or hard -disk
system. It is not easy to control and hard
to hear what is going on. On the other
hand, the Cue mode is more like the
systems used to rehearse ID markers
on DAT and other machines; a point is
selected and the following 3s are
repeated while the cue point is adjusted
with the wheel. This method is much
easier, and once a point is found it is
stored with the track that contains it.
The Ants knob can be set to access these
points rather than the track starts if
required, and even more usefully the
cue point of a particular track can be

put under its associated pad instead of
the track start. There is a green t.t:o above
each pad to show that there is a track
corresponding to it. and this turns red
when the pad is set to play from the
Cue rather than the start.
Several other functions are provided
specifically with the 1)1 in mind, but with
other applications as well. Looping a
section of a track is very st ra ightfi)rward;
hit the toot, IN button at the start and
the Loop in r at the end of the section
to he looped ( up to a maximum of 20s)
and the unit immediately loops the chosen hit, glitchles.sly and as seamlessly
as your button hashing allows. The
points can not he edited, but fur these
purposes catching the points on the fly
is easy, and the chosen loop points are
stored in memory for later recall even
when the loop is stopped.
Two sliders arc provided under the
right hand fin- tempo and pitch; note that
hese are separate controls. giving away
the fact that either can Ix altered without affecting the other. There is a g(sxl
range available on both: although for
safety I would have liked to see the facility to lock them out as they are a hit vulnerable to accidental operation, and the
only indication that they are set '0)1h is
a rather gentle detent in the middle.
The machine has one very curious
function that doubtless has its uses;
although offhand I can't think of nu
Besides its conventional recording facilt

and disc names are catered for, IN xh writ ing and reading, and shown clearly in
the big display window. The usual selec-

ities, it has a feature called Back Track
Recording. allowing it to record and playback at the same time. One suggestion
is the recording of material from a CD

tion of procedures for programming

sequences of tracks, repeating, and single play modes are provided.
One slightly disappointing aspect from
the professional point of view is the provision of inputs and outputs. There is no
digital out (ins are on SPDIF phono and
optical) and the analogue connections
are only on -10d13 phonos. Maybe in the
achieved are not given. but the new
situations its intended for this is all it
material is recorded on to a blank porneeds, but with the plastic cabinet and
tion of the disc. The fact that various
the emphasis on styling it rather undercontrol operations -using the pads. the
mines any pro aspirations it has. I was
dial and the L(xtp function for instance
-slow the process down and risk abort- also surprised by how low the headphone output was-if ever a machine
ing it altogether suggests that there is a
big RAM buffer in there somewhere and
needed plenty of (xnnph this is it.
On the other hand the facilities, whothe same heacl is doing Ixxh jc,hs.
With all the special stuff the MDSever they were intended for, clearly have
a lot of potential in a variety of pro uses,
DRE1 can do, it is almost a surprise to
and the controls look to be capable of
find it also has all the other features
withstanding a reasonable
offered by the MiniDisc foramount of punishment.
mat. Full editing facilities
Basides this, the sound
are provided, with the abilSony. Europe.
quality is up to what can he
ity to divide and join tracks. Tel: +44 1256 355 01 1.
and for this, surprisingly. Fax: +44 256 474 585.
expected of a modern MI)
player. Odd as it is, the laythe edit points are found Sony. America.
out lends itself to easy operusing the U1s knob rather Tel: +1 201 930 1000.
Fax: +1 201 930 4752.
ation and allows complete
than the big scrub wheel.
access to anything of any
The whole process is
importance, and the result is a machine
adjustable. front the length of the portion the system repeats when finding the
that sonie people in some areas will find
warrants closer inspection than the
cut to the increments the knoh advances
appearance might suggest.
in. and there is an t ndo function. Track

while another track is playing back,
ready for subsequent playback, and
another is recording a mix of the track
being played with other components
-a kind of grown up sound on sound
facility, but without the destruction of the
original track. Details of how this is

1

CD & DVD Recordable Technology from
MICROBOARDS
Technology, Ltd.

DAD

Creation Sstenl
Pioneer DVD -R S101
Featuring AuthorGuick MicroBoards

full featured DVD Authoring tool

n

CopyWriter A2D
Copy existing or create original
CDs with our new

1

to

1

Master

Analog in Digital out
Track extraction

DSR8000
Copy up to 200 COs from one master.

Le

MICROBOARDS
Technology, Inc.
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Phone 44- 1789.415 -898

Corporste ilesdquartsis
Phone. (612)470-1848

Fax 44-1789-415-575

Toll Free (800) 646 -8881
Fax (612) 470 -1805

duplicator.

Cedar CD Publisher
4 drive desktop CD duplication and lull
color CO printing all in one Now with
Macintosh and Audio software support

Asia
Phone 81- 3-3561 -2266
Fax 81 -3 -3561 -2267
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For methodology see Studio Sound, April 1998, page 14.
See it on the Internet website:
www. prostudio. coml studiosound laprI98lr_tannoy.html

Studer AS
Studio Sound's 'bench test' loudspeaker reviews continue

STtll)ER M is a
3-way active loudspeaker comprising a
250mm bass driver, a
120mm cone mid -range, and
a 25mtn dome tweeter that
radiates through a shallow
(15mm deep) axi- symmetric
horn. The power amplifiers
and crossover network are
built -in to the cabinet which
has external dimensions of
590mm by 320mm by
375mm deep. In the review
sample, the drivers were
arranged vertically on the
front baffle, but the midland high- frequency drivers
are mounted in a square
sub- baffle that looks as
though it can be rotated
through 90 for horizontal
THE

flattest of all of the loudspeakers tested so far in this
series, lying between ±2413
from 45Hz to 20ktIz, with
the -6dB point at 3811z.; a
remarkable result. The low
frequency roll -off appears to
be 6th order which suggests
the employment of a high pass protection (subs( nic)
filter. The harmonic distortion performance is good,
with both second and third
harmonics peaking at -40d B
( I'%1) at around 5011z. The
horizontal off-axis response
(Fig.S) is very smooth with
no evidence of lolling, mid-

range narrowing or other
response anomalies up to
17kHz, where there is a null
in the response at 60. The
very smooth and gradual
narrowing of the polar pattern with increasing frequency exhibited by this
loudspeaker is a characteristic that is considered by
many to be optimum for
many monitoring applications. The vertical directivity
(Fig.6) is also well con trolled except for the telltale dip at the crossover
between the mid and high frequency drivers; an unavoidable consequence of
the use of non -coaxial drivers.The step response
(Fig.3) suggests that the
high- frequency driver may
he phase -reversed compared to the mid- and low (landscape) in vertical (porfrequency drivers. This
trait) orientation. Along the
compromise is necessary
bottom of the front baffle is
with some crossover designs
a slot -shaped bass reflex
to maintain a flat frequency
port. Signal input is via an
response (for example with
XLR-type socket on the rear
second -order networks) and
panel where there are conits audibility or otherwise is
trols for sensitivity and HF
still the subject of debate.
roll -off. The AS appears to
The acoustic centre result
he well built and
(Fig.2) shows
is heavy for its
that the low fresize. No docu- Studer Proie ssional,
quencies
are
mentation, ex- Althardstrasse 30. CH-8105 delayed by an
cept for a fre- Regensdorf, Zurich
equivalent dis-

quency rep
nse plot, \\
supplied \\
review sail

tance of over
3m compared
Tel: +41 187 07511.
to the ntid and
Fax: + 41 18 40 4737.
high frequenNet: www.stu der.ch
plc, so-figures
cies. clue to the
for maximum sound pros
combination of a ported
sure level are not available.
cabinet and a high -pass proThe on -axis frequency
tection filter giving a 6th
response for the Studer AS is order roll -off. The waterfall
shown in Fig.l. It can be
plot (Fig.7) confirms the low
seen that the response is the
frequency group delay and
22
Switzerland.
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Fig.7: Waterfall chart

shows evidence of some
minor ringing at 2201Iz and
-i(x)l-lz; at higher frequencies
the decay is very rapid.
Finally, the power cepstrun
(Fig.4) shows little evidence
of reflexions, save a minor
echo at about 200ps; a confirmation of the flat frequency response. Overall,
the AS is a vent' impressive
performer. The on -axis frequency response is extremely flat, and the directivity

is

very

well

controlled.

Iarmonic distortion and
time -domain performance is
good except for the LF
group delay which seems
characteristic of many monitor loudspeakers. Have any
readers carried out experiments (controlled or otherwise) into the audibility of
high -pass (subsonic) protection filters? If so, we
would Ix. interested to hear
from you.
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THEY EXCEEDED ALL EXPECTATIONS BY PRODUCING SOME

Of

THE CLEAREST IMAGING

I

HAVE HEARD TO DATE.

SOUND ON SOUND. SA200
THE

J'ENDORS REVEALEDA STARTLINGLY TRANSPARENT

SOUNDSTAGE. THE STEREO IMAGING ACCURACY WINS HANDS

DOWN THE

NIX. SA200

THE STEREO IMAGE

AND DEPTH WAS Of STUNNING PRECISION.

COMBINED WITH AN EXACT AND RECOGNISABLE MID POSITION

WITH FIRM AND DEFINED LOW FREQUENCY RESPONSE THESE
SPEAKERS SOUNDED DAMN CONVINCING

STUDIO MAGAZINE. SA300
IT IS FAIR TO SAT THAT THESE ARE PROBABLY THE BEST MONITORS

I

HAVE TESTED IN THIS CONFIGURATION WHETHERACTIVE OR NOT

AUDIOMEDIA. SA300
OVERALL

I

FOUND THESE SPEAKERS TO

BE

EXCEPTIONAL THEY

ARE ABSOLUTELY RUTHLESS WHEN IT COMES TO REPRODUCING

RECORDING WITHOUT COLOURATION
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NIX MAGAZINE. SA300
MODEL SA -300
IN MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE I HAVE NEVER HEARD MONITORS

WITH SUCH INCREDIBLE IMAGING. EFFORTLESS REPRODUCTIVE

Fig.3: Step response

ACCURACY AND MOST IMPORTANTLY AN ACCURATE. NON
MYSTERIOUS BOTTOM END

JERRY RAGOVOT, PRODUCERAIRITER. SA300
EVEN THE REPRODUCTION OF DEEP BASS SIGNAIS
ARE IMPRESSIVE

THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS CREATED
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DIGITAL TAPE

RECORDING SYSTEM

mAxell
PROFESSIONAL

Maxell Europe Ltd. (UK Sales Office)
Multimedia House, High Street, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire WD3
Tel.: +44 -19 23- 49 44 00
Fax: +44 -19 23- 49 44 10

1

HR, U.K.

Neotek MicMax

m
m

CD Quantegy GP9
Quantegy has introduced GP9 Grand Master Platinum analogue mastering in
response to requests for tape that is 'fatter,
hotter and clearer' according to the company. GP9 boasts extended high and low
frequency response, higher pigment -tohinder ratio, improved calendaring and
optimal flexibility. The meta: reel that
houses the tape has thicker flanges, a solid
back flange and is coloured red. The tape
is available in TapeCare box or standard
Tyvek. The company has als3 released

recordable MiniDisc media and claims its
CD-R media is the most archivably stable
available due it commitment to using gold.
Quantegy, Europe.Tel: +3 24372 7402.
1

Hafler smaller monitors
Based on the larger established TRM8 monitor, Hailer's TRM6 2 -way, hiamped active
speaker is being offered at $1399 a pair.
The monitor is magnetically shielded and
based on Hafler Diamond series amp technology with a claimed free -fiel) response
of 55Hz -21kHz ±2dB. The speaker incorporates a 1 -inch soft-dome tweeter and
51/2-inch polypropylene woofer. The front
panel has power, clip and thermal LED indicators while the rear houses XLR and phono
inputs with DIN switching of balanced operation, input sensitivity, tweeter- woofer mut-

There's no shortage of expensive hype in the mic preamp market, but
Dave Foister finds a basic product that sounds as clean as it looks
There is just the one pot on each preamp.
and this does no more than fine trim the gain
by 5dB either way. Coarse adjustment is on
a pair of nudge buttons accompanied by a
Large 2 -digit display. switching quietly in 5dB
increments from 20 to 65d1í. The display is
virtually invisible when the unit is powered
off, and the big bright numbers come as
something of a surprise when it is switched
On. Beside them, and also unsuspected until
they spring into life, are a pair of output level
meters using t.ri> bar graphs. There is no
peak hold and no calibration other than
turning red at the top, but they are useful
that they are spotlessly clean or that they have
nonetheless.
a character that once was treasured. but has
The displays have the usual decimal dot
since been lost. The former tack is indicated
after the second digit. and here it is used to
by the use of words like audiophile. reference and precision, and new in this corner show when phantom power is switched on.
Everything else is only visible by means of
is the MicMax )'recision Microphone Preamthe button positions. and as the buttons are
plifier from Neotek.
black on a recessed black background the
In the hid for attention we must not forget
the importance of appearance. and here settings are not always obvious. By contrast.
Ncoek has managed to find a new look-no the gain settings are visible from the other
mean feat in the face of the multicoloured side of the room. and this is useful as they
need to be checked fo n» time to time. Despite
stylists' triumphs now so commonplace. The
the digital control. the settings are not memI l' -high front panel is finished in what kooks
orised when the px nwer is removed, so the gain
like the kind of white enamel used on washalt :n s comes on at its minimum of 20dß.
ing machines. with three black panels recessed
This may Iv a deliberate move to avoid nasty
into cutouts. One of these carries the ON -OFF
switch and the logo, while the other two han- surprises if somebody is shouting into the
microphone whets it comes hack on, but is in
dle the two preamplifiers themselves.
my view a retrograde step. When a session
By and large the facilities on offer are no
spreads over more than a day
more than the essential funcyou expect t(o be able to walk
tions of the mic pro's job.
back in and pick up where
')'here are no fancy extras Martinsound,
151 W.Valley Boulevard,
you left off, and one would
(with the exception of one
Alhambra, CA 91803
have thought the days of havsmall detail) but everything
ing to log equipment settings
necessary for the basics k Tel: +1 626 281 3555.
Fax: +1 626 284 3092.
were long gone.
there. albeit presented in a
Web: www.martinsound.com
But this is a trivial inconslightly unusual way. Pushvenience as the MicMax is
buttons are provided for phanunquestionably a fine preamplifier. It is quiet,
tom power, phase reverse, a 20k111 pad. and
a MHz high -pass filter, and also-this is the
neutral and open. and its ability to deal with
unusual hit -for impedance selection. The high levels is illustrated by its +30dliu Output
headroom. The output is available balanced
default input impedance is I.5kS2, hut the
On XI.Rs or unbalanced on jacks: although the
switches allow this to be changed to 5(X)S2 or
only input is the microphone XLR -there are
IOW. This last I found particularly useful with
no special instrument or line inputs. This
a Soundfield S'l'250, whose output can not
decide whether it is at line or microphone places it firmly in the category of purist direct
microphone to recorder paths. and this is Ix ow
level, and whose sound opened up perceptiI used it for the most part, gaining a clear
bly when terminated with the higher impedadvantage over the console pres.
ance. I had nothing to hand to experiment
The Mic \lax .voids the elitist pitfall of
with the lower setting, but the problems of
putting so few faacilities on the preamp that it
low impedance microphones driving into
standard modern preamplifiers are familiar is only any use under ideal circumstances,
enough, and no doubt this would go some but also shuns the frills that distract from the
central purpose. Its useful twists make it easy
way to solving them.
The most distinctive characteristic of the to set up for optimum results, and its quality
makes it a serious contender.
MicMax is the means of adjusting the gain.
ONCE GIVEN barely a second
thought, yet now it is. perhaps. the most
hotly -contested area of our market. The
apparently mundane jcob of amplifying a
microphone signal to bring it up to a more
robust line level has become the domain of
some of the most esoteric products in the
business (with prices to match). and while
some preamps entice with extra hits like
A Ds, EQ and dynamics. others ask us to
buy them purely because they do letter a
job that once was taken for granted. To win
our favour they need to persuade us either
Il' WAS

1

ing, and bass and treble shelving The model
is complemented by the TRM1OS powered
suhwoofer using a 10 -inch driver.
Hafler, US.Tet: +I 602 967 3563.

Millennia'sTwin
Millennia Media has launched two 'Twin

Topology' products as a merging of >
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SPL Qure
<

your mix going soft? George Shilling
sound enhancing German cure

Are your vocals woolly,
discovers a

is

'Pl.'s exotically named
dual- channel parametric
equaliser. Ihxtscd in a snort 211 -high
box, each of its channels offers full 3 -hand
parametric EQ, high -pass and low -pass filters, input and output Gain controls. and Qurc
controls. Rear panel layout isg(xxl, with Ix>th
XLRs and jack connectors, and additional
inverted legentling for anyone peering over
the top while patching. A cxor\n-tier button
and a voltage selector arc adjacent to the 1E(:
EtiSEN11ALLY.

Qure

is a

Mains -socket.
The channels arc arranged side -by -side. but
much panel space is given over to large grilles
.h(m ing off two glowing Sovtek I2AX- valves
-Ws pretty, but the space could have been
used to improve the layout. On powering up.
an unnecessary WARM tnr in) glows until the
RI- I» iru kirks in after a minute or so, this
slow %( dtage build -up is claimed to lengthen
valve life. Lich of the three EQ hands has an
switch, and there is a combined (N switch
fur the two filters. The red switch at the far
right- hand-side labelled m
ii is an overall
bypass, activating both channels simultaneously with a satisfying relay click. With
MASTER in and all other buttons out, there is a
noticeable warming of the sound. as the valve
circuitry and associated GAIN controls become
active. Even with the GAINS set at zero, there
is a small level lxx)st. which will undoubtedly
enhance your signal.
Confronted with a sea (4.28 identical black
knobs, the layout is initially confusing. These
very smart knobs unfortunately
have no painters along their
rather deep sides. therefore
SPL,
accurately lining -up with the legHauptstrasse

\

i

±15413, except

for the mid hand. which has
saute +I5ó13 Isms, but up to
-3(x113 cut. LF Cut k 4011z -20011z, IIF Cut
extends downwards: 20k1 Iz- 2.5kIlz. These
are both 2nd -order liunerworth filters. hie EQ
the

uses

prolxmional Q. where the amplitude of

the processed frequency hand is reduced as
the bandwidth broadens. This means that :i
maximum 15(113lx xtst c :ur actually he between
12d1í and 1(x18 at the centre frequency. and
the quoted 3((113 mid -range cut can he as little as 2 2(113 with the broadest bandwidth. I )ifferent technologies (valve, transistor...) are
used for each hand. This can lead to 'worst Of
all worlds' degradation, particularly with
regard to phase accuracy.
'Hick)! Iii (:1 uil r( )I itst_ If is iiarked fr( nu Miri/O
to Max /211 and accompanied by (n itr N and
sI HIT et IRE buttons. Switching on the Qure section intrexluces a coil -condenser-resistor filter
network into the tube output stage. Adjusting
the pt 'RE knob changes tile frequency response
and is claimed alters phase response; alth( ugh
I

without an oscilloscope

it is impossible to
assess technically what is happening. The man-

ual claims a :sonic blur' reduces 'digital harshness', particularly on vocals.
While SPI: sQure, arrived working and with
a manual, the manual c :is in German. It is

forgivable because this is a new nuxlcl, but
what is unforgivable was tlt:u two calls to
the distributor failed to elicit one. Even the
manual on till's otherwise excellent Weh
site refused to download. It was eventually
e- mailed, accompanied, of
course, by an apologetic telephone call front Germany and
59A,
was good, if a little dry.
ending is slightly tricky, despite
D- 41372.
In operation, style has edged
the detest. intended to make
Niederküchten I.
out functionality by a small marrecalling settings easier. The
West Germa ny.
gin. That is a shame. because
FREQI'EV t knuhs each have 31
Tel: +49 21 6 3 8761.
audio performance is excellent,
steps, which slightly impedes
Fax: +49 21 63 8761.
with quoted frequency response
snxx)th sweeping, whereas the
UK: Stirling Audio
101Iz to 1(0kIlz and g(xxl S-N
otivirr GAIN has only a centre Systems,
ratio. The Qure effect is fairly
ektent, making accurate recall
Kimberley Road, London
subtle. Sounding at maximums
difficult. On each channel. i\rI
NW6 75F.
much like the application of sevGAIN ( -12(18 to +18(111) b at top
Tel: +44 171 624 6000.
eral ó13s of mid-hi lxxist (or maid
left, with or'INT (,Air ( --dB to
Fax: +44171 372 6370.
Ixxtst in Shift Qure mode). It per+416) at bottom right. 'l'he mid ceptibly reduces w(x>Iliness, and
dle three columns of knobs on each channel
when processing a niix enhances vocal clarare the parametric controls. with EREQI 'tiN(:y at
ity. Switching in the process makes the signal
the top, BANimnrnI in the middle and tuxtsrlouder by several dis. The effect is rarely
CrT at the bottom. Frequency ranges are
offensive. and less irritating than some
marked as 1511z-365114 0.2kHz -5.0k1 lz and
enhancers. While the Qure is the kxus of the
I0k11z-21 kHz. Bandwidths (Ws) are
Ixtx, the EQ is definitely no afterthought and
marked 0.5 to 5, and Boost -Cuts are marked
this unusual unit is a must -try.
i
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class -A valve and class -A solid -state circuitry in the NSEQ2 stereo EQ and TCL2
stereo compressor- limiter. In both cases a
front -panel switch selects either of the two
circuitries. These topologies are entirely
transformerless, high voltage and described
as minimalist. The NSEQ2 has only one

active stage in the signal path compared to
other designs that can combine from three
to seven amp stages. The compressor also
employs only one active stage. The solid state aspects of both units consists of discrete JFET amps and the company will also
be providing these JFET amps as the next
generation of 990 Jensen and 2520 Al plug in compatible modules. Twin Topolgy
products have new cosmetics which
include illuminated push-buttons, hand machined aluminium knobs, and extruded
and radiuses) engraved face plate.
Millennia Media, US.Tel: +1 530 647 0750.

l

Apogee Solution
Apogee has previewed the project studio
targeted Solution Series with the Rosetta
AD as the first product in the line. The
device has analogue inputs along with AESEBU, ADAT, TDIF and SPDIF interfaces

with bar -graph meters and large 'over' tens.
Soft Limit is included together with
UV22HR, a high resolution version of UV22
used to reduce word lengths. Shipping is
expected before the end of the year.
Apogee Electronics' DA2000 is a 20-bit D-A
featuring six digital inputs-four AES -EBU
and two SPDIF-with direct front panel
selection, signal present indicators and
input sampling rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz and
48kHz. It also includes the company's UV22
super Cl) encoding system.
Apogee Electronics, US.
TeI: +I 310 915 1000.

M &K bass

control

Designed for multichannel material, the
Miller & Kreissel LFE4 studio bass management controller accepts full range inputs
from the LCR, LS, and RS channels plus an
input for the LFE channel and then provides
an 80Hz high -paws filter for the five main
channels and redirects the bass content >
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RECORDING

New delivery channels. including DVD

.

satellité

cable. digital TV and the Internet are providing an

explosive increase in the numter of routes available
to deliver

FILM SOUNDTRACK'

material to an ever -more enlightened

audience demanding complex levels of audio format
This in turn has created

a

requirement for

powerful audio tools capable of generating and
controlling these significantly more complex formats

.

effortlessly combining and distributing the increase in
the numbers of audio channels.

Manual operation is no longer an option
Are you ready for this
People who work with Sou,dtracs DPC -II Digital

Production Consoles are
They re assured of 160 automated channels with

comprehensive digital audio processing controlled by
an intuitive worksurface.

They re also dubbing

in

all current and known

future mix formats in 24 bit and feeling secure with
the knowledge that 'future prcof 96kHz resolution and
7.1

operation is built in.
And they're saving time by opening up creative

possibilities with each new project they produce
For

a

full colour prospectus or better still book

a

personal demonstration simply call Soundtracs

160 Digital Channels

Waksurfaces from
24 bit Conversion

96kHz operation

Stereo. LCRS. 5.1,

U N DT R dC S

Longmead Business Park

SoundGács PLC Blenheim Road
Tel :1 +441101181 388 5000

Fax

1

+441101181 388 5050

Epsom

Surrey KT19 UN

email sales@2'soundtracs

UK

co uk

web

http:lwww.seemdtracs.co.uk

16 to 96

motorised faders

Marantz CDR630
Long heralded as the pro digital playback medium, CD -R machines
are starting to drop in price. Zenon Schoepe reports
NoW HERE k :in interesting little box - 10dlü +ytlB switchable XLRS with paralleled
if ever there was one.

11(

ni must have

!wen tox)Ixd up in solitary confinement for the last year if you have failed to
notice the rapidly escalating take up of CD -R
as a personal distribution media. Depending
on who you ask, you will be told that the personally burnt CI) -R is a replacement for the
cassette. DAT and -or MD the last two of which.
Zest we target, were replacements for someII tingelse themselves. It is the now completely
wearable cost of the CD -R blank that has precipitated this action and you know that acceptance is at hand when you start to hear the
media manufacturers trying to score
ix Ants off each other.
The

phonos. Ana k),L le ni1
is only :mailable
on phono. I might had e been prepared u have
traded these fix-grown-up outputs and passed
on the XLR inputs as I believe most of this
box's target market are likely to have assembled at least in part on a digital source. A reasonably sized display works in conjunction
with buttons that select auto or manual track
narking. input selection. and what the display shows and the whole lot is capped off
with a fine headphones circuit and a nice
stereo record level pot. A sample-rate convertor can be bypassed.

< to one of more subwoofers. It also provides an 80Hz low -pass filter for the sub woofer feed with 125Hz low -pass filter for
the IFE channel, and ensures the proper
relationship between the LFE and the other
channels for the encoding format. The unit
can also be used for stereo mixes and
I formats can be supported.
Miller & Kreissel, US.
Tel: +I 310 204 2854.

tc electronics

M3OOO

to electronics has

released the M3000
studio-effects processor containing several
new algorithms, including `advanced'
reverbs, and is said to sit directly beneath
the flagship M5000 processor. The dual
engine true stereo unit features 24 -bit convertors and covers revert, delay, chorus,
flange, tremolo, dynamic EQ, pitch, phasing, soft compression, gating, expansion
and limiting. Presets can be stored in internal RAM or external PCMCIA cards while
connectors cover AES -EBU, SPDIF, TDIF,
ADAT, MIDI and analogue -O plus a pedal
input. The news coincides with the showing of the Finalizer Express, a cost- effective version of the Finalizer Plus mastering
processor and the MegaVerb TDM plug -in
which is based on M5000 core technology.
TC, Denmark.Tel: +45 8621 7599.
1

An infra red remote duplicates
most front panel functions and
adds direct numeric track access. It is
fine for playback purposes but it just clues not
issue is
feel positive or substantial enough to trust it
no longer whefor recording. The rewritable erase processes
ther CD -R is good enough.
require some nifty finger work if you are not
it is a case of who can differentiate
to select the wrong mode. Erase last track asks
themselves as better within an established
you to hit ERnsi and then hit REc( KD within 2s
market.'Ilirow in the interesting development
while erasing the disc asks you to hit ERASE
of the rewritable CD-R as the answer to the twice within 2s and then hit sworn) within 2s.
last real objection to the one -take platter and
Getting this about face would he serious.
it would seem that the circle is complete.
I'll say right away that a long -terni assessment
However. it is not just the drop in cost of
of a (:D -R machine's ability to continue to do
the media or the drop in price and increase in
what it is supposed to do are lieyond the scope
choice of desktop CD duplicator machines (see
of an appraisal like this. CI) players are not
page t I. this issue), a new generation of audio
alx)'e misbehaviour with inexplicable jumps
targeted CD-R recorders is attacking the marand clicks with hard use and meagre servicket with this Marantz CDR630 responsible for
ing. and it would be fix dish to think that CDmaking a lot of people sit up and listen with
R machines are somehow spared these
its sub 180(X(1K) tag. Similarly priced proclvagaries. Certain early generation recorders
ucts are now being promised from other mandid develop had reputations eventually, and
ufacturers. Marked with large 'professional'
listening to the rumour mill is often the best
legending and sporting broadcast -style multiway to he forewarned. However. the CDR630
coloured buttons this 211 -high
seems almost toe) good to be
Marantz beige unit handles the
true. It is outrageous value for
original CD-R audio and the new
money. The price is amazing,
Marantz,
rewritable formats; although
the performance solid, and it
PO Box 8000 2, Building
the n)anual does point out that
handles CDR -RW in to the barSFF -2, 5600 JB Eindhoven,
an increasing number of playgain plus it will play these back
Netherlands
ers and recorders will be suitshould your existing machinery
Tel: +31 40 2737978
able for these discs in the futur.
not be able to. The CDR630
Fax: +31 40 2 735578
in the case of the latter.
works best in instances where
Marantz UK
Control layout is straightforyou have prepared your master
Tel: +44 1932 854544
ward. but then it should lx as
well and are just looking for a
the machine includes lev true Luxe features.
machine to burn it on. Little things like die
Dedicated buttons take care of srol'.
fixed duration silence record, non- pcakhold
(also) adds 3- second silence), track ncRtw vl.
metering and fixed threshold automatic
and twcRI MEVI, RECORD, FINALISE, and ERASE (last
incrementing position it at the entry level Of
track or the whole disc in the case of
CD -R machines, but then that is what it is.
rewritable media). CD sync handles the busiBy the same token it makes it about as simness of block recording a selection of tracks
ple to operate as they come. If you have not
and digital -Os provided are optical and
got a CD-R machine already then it is robaSPINE phono. Analogue inputs arrive at
bly time you dial. Start looking here.
1
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Studer V Twenty4
milder has packaged together three of
its V-Eight ADAT Type II machines into a
24 -track system run by the Cockpit remote
control and branded it as the V- Twenty4.
New C4AD plug -in carols for the D19m modular audio convertor system allow
it to operate at 24 -bit A-D with
the C4DA returning the same bit length signal back to analogue.
The new remote preamp for the
D19m rack allows 1dB

r...:

gain

g

adjustment

with phan-

......

tom power,
filter, mute and
limiter under serial
control. Meanwhile, Version 1.1 software for the D950
desk adds VCA -style control grouping of
all functions, dithering capability on any
selected output, full copying of module
parameters to other modules and the saving and loading of multiple channel strips.
Studer, US.TeI:+I 408 542 8880.

Summit -Rupert collaborate
The result of much speculation in the last
year, Summit Audio finally showed the fruits
of its collaboration with Rupert Neve, the
designer, at

the San Francisco
AES. The MPE200 dual channel mic preamp and 4 -hand EQ is the

>
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OXF -R3 from Sony. Expanding the horizons of audio technology.
The Sony family of 24 -bit products puts you at today
leading edge in audio quality.

And for applications where space is limite
created a compact version: the OXF -R3 24C.

The OXF -R3 recording console has been designed by
audio engineers for audio engineers. The resulting

It

ergonomic design combines analogue familiarity with
digital efficiency. (For example, it can re-set all of its
individual control settings. Instantly.)
Its software carries our commitment to continuous
upgrading. The latest release provides you with even

greater capability

in

mul:i-format surround sound mixing.

e ve

brings all the channel capability and functionality of
its bigger brother to smaller locations, without compromising its ergonomic design.
At Sony, we offer you 24 -bit digital quality from end to
end, whether you're recording, mixing or mastering. From
the OXF -R3 recording console to the PCM- 3348HR
DASH 48- channel recorder and the PCM -9000 master
stereo recorder.

Yet it all comes at a lower cost than you'd expect. The
OXF -R3 console can cost less per channel than the
equivalent analogue unit. Make the calculation yourself,
or simply ask us to do it for you.

It's just one example of our commitment to broadening
the horizons of what's possible in audio.

No wonder the OXF -R3 is in daily use in major recording

freepost coupon below.

For more information, or to arrange to see a Sony
specialist, call us now on 0990 331122, or return the

ony 24 -bit audio. Sound thinking, from Sony.

24
BIT

T

ONY

Visit the Sony 24-bit website: http: / /professional-audio.com

Please send me more information on the 24 -bit world from Sony.
Name (Mr /Mrs /Miss /Ms)

Job Title

_ Company
Postcode

Address
Fax

Tel

Completed coupons should be sent to Sony Broadcast

Please call me to arrange to see a Sony specialist.

&

E

-mail

Professional UK, FREEPOST (0F1503), Aylesbury Road, Thame, Oxon., OX9 3ZY

SS 24B
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Otari CDF'-50
New to the CD duplication course, Otani has opened with a
PC- controlled mid -market model. Tim Frost takes it for a spin
NEVER A COMPANY to see a niche

opportunity go by. Otani has entered
the CI) duplicator business with the
launch of the (:DP -50. The new machine is
of the automated variety' of CI) copiers. similar in concept to the TraxCopier ( Studio
Sound. October I998), in that the master disc
and discs from a stack of blank media are
automatically
ally loaded into the CD reader writer using robotics, copied and then put
onto a stack of finished discs. I'nlike a tower
system) which has to he manually fed with
new discs every 20 minute.. automated duplicators are ideal for unattended copying of
discs. say overnight. where the copier can
get on with the job and have all the discs
copied by the next morning.
Although they share common basic principles of operation, each automated copier
differs in the way that it implements the disc
handling and more importantly, the userinterface. Otani has taken a retro approach,
abandoning
all -in -one units with their own small set of

of the blanks in the machine.
Instead of custom building the electronics
and duplication software. Otani has opted tc
take standard l'(' architecture. Micros( ift's
Windows 95 CA II and existing I )upliliscCl)-R
duplicate )r software front l'aelus and packaged
it together. The means, inevitably that it is
not as straightfi)rward to use ft n.
basic run of- the-mill copying as duplicators with simple dedicated control panels. On the other
hand, a monitor and a standard Window
interface makes it easier to navigate around
the more detailed setup options than paging
through a -t -line LCI) screen.
The Otani will auto- detect the disc type
being copied and users can select read and
write speeds. Typically for audio these should
be set to Ix or 2x for read and tx f)r write.
The disc image written to the hard disk can
also Iv hit- for -hit checked against the master to ensure it is 100'9 correct and copies
can Ix verified against the disc image. One
nice touch is that the CDP -50 can be instnucted
to just check occasional copies. The software
also keeps a log of each of the
duplication actions. so that
users can check the on- screen
log to see if the duplication
process went smoothly.
Like must automated copiers.
the CI)l' -50 also operates in
hatch nuxle so that a number
of masters can be loaded within
the blank media spindle. The
Otani will copy the first master
onto the I.( )Ile Hying blanks. until
it encounters the next master
which it will then copy onto the following
blanks until it encounters the next master, and
so on. So, completely unattended. the CI )P-50
can make single copies of 25 different discs
-good for making archive copies.
At 5.5,000 (l IK) without a nu mitor. the Otari
is part of the new generation of moderatecost automated duplicators. It has the advantages of using a monitor and Windows
rest

)

buttons and a small LCI) screen. Instead it
has gone f(ur full -blown Windows operation
requiring the use of a monitor (not supplied)
and either an external mouse or the fingerpad built into the front fascia of the unit.
Inside the Otari's case are the essentials of
a standard Pentium 166 PC with a hard disk.
and the now ubiquitous Teac 55 SCSI writer.
The configuration includes rear connectors
for SCSI. VGA display, serial port, I'S /2 keyinterface when changing parameters:
board and PS/2 mouse and a diskette drive.
although this advantage is offset by the greater
The robotic arm uses suction to pick up
complexity on simple everyday duplication.
the top disc from the left spindle a nd place
But perhaps an important factor to consider
it in the open CI) -R writer tray.
with this system is the throughThe tray closes and the Teac
put it can achieve. With only
CD -R reads the disc (if it is the
one writer. the Otari can deliver
US: Otan Corp.
master) and puts its image Tel: +1 650 341 5900.
three full discs an hour. While
onto hard disk. The arm then Fax: +1 650 341 7200.
than is a commendable three
takes the disc out, puts it in
dozen discs in a 12 -hour periexl
Europe: Otani
the finished spindle and starts Tel: +49 2159 50861.
and with no -one having to
feeding the drive with blanks. Fax: +49 2159 1778.
keep reloading it with blanks)
This type of robotic control
it is not going to meet a Hush
Net: www.otari.com
has two distinct pluses. For a
job.
start, it is very quiet -the CDP -50 can bau dly
There is one other plus point for the Otani
he heard in action -and because the arm
within the studio business. and that is the
takes the discs from the top of the input
brand -name itself. It generates a certain
pile (rather than from the bottom as with
amount of confidence that a CD -R duplicathe TraxCopier), you can put a new master
tor-new to most music users- comes from
on the top of a pile of blank CD-Rs. instruct
a manufacturer that s been in the music indusit to make a few copies and then le. ive the
try and duplication business for decades.

30

< first in the new Element 78 product line
and is digitally controlled with the implementation of storage and reset from
25 memory locations with MIDI control.
Each channel consists of a mic preamp with
high -and -low pass filter sections and fully
parametric 4 -band EQ,but not valves. The
MPE200 has class -A discrete transistor analogue amps with coarse and fine gain controls for each section, phase invert,
instrumentation -type input amps, large
dynamic range , floating and balanced output transformers, and traditional analogue
style controls with numeric react -outs.
Summit Audio, US.TeI: +1 831 464 2448.

Dual CL I B
Tube Tech has combined two mono CL1B
compressors into a single unit to give the
dual channel CL2A opto compressor.
Enhancements over the original unit include

5kû input impedance and the two channels can be linked for stereo operation and
multiple units can be side -chain linked. Features include variable or fixed attack and
release times, a valve push-pull amp, click less relays for switching the compressors
in and out of circuit, and balanced floating
inputs and outputs.
Lydkraft, Denmark.TeI: +45 387 10021.

Sony real reverb
Sony's DRES777 24-bit sampling reverberator is claimed to generate reverberation
based on actual acoustic environments.
The box is said to be able to sample and
recreate revert from plates, for example,
which can then he optimised for low noise.
It offers surround or 96kHz expansion
capability, although out of the box it sup-

ports mono in, stereo out at 48kHz. The
DABKS703 expansion DSP board permits
the selection of 2 -in, 2-out stereo at up to
96kHz or 4- channel surround. Expected to
start shipping in the spring of next year
prices will start at $5000 US.
Sony, Europe.TeI:+44 1256 355 011.

Neumann tube
The M147 Tube mie from Neumann ($1,995
US) has at its heart the K47 capsule made
famous in the U47 and 1147 FET. The super cardioid boast, low self-noise for a valve
mic, according to the company, and can
handle a claimed 130dB SPL without distortion. The mic employs a modern valve
complemented by a trunsformerless >
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COURIER

The portable hard -disk recorder
V1.0 now shipping

Recording as
It's easy to see why the
Courier has won awards for
its design, being selected as
a Millenium Product by the
Design Council and winning
the 'Pick Hit' award at last
years' NAB show.

a

standard

Editing is easy

So much power and so light-weight

Free software for life

Courier is the breakthrough in portable digital audio recording that journalists
and sound recordists have been waiting for - V1.0 software is now in production.
Courier records to and plays back from PCMCIA hard -disk or flashcard. It
records standard mpeg compressed, linear .wav, or broadcast may files which
can be edited on the machine, or in your PC with your favourite editor.
The Courier uses a scrub -wheel to make editing the easiest in the business non-destructive and with an Undo facility. And, you can see the waveform on the
graphical LCD.

Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA cells, and comes with a power
supply /charger that can be used in any country. It's light in weight 1.5kg (31b). so
it's not going to be a burden in daily use, and has professional XLR connectors..
You also get free software upgrades, available from our website, for the lifetime
of the product. So, you can upgrade your own machine to the latest versions of

software which will include complex editing and transfer of audio data over
telephone line and ISDN line (optional).

See what all the fuss is about, call your nearest distributor ....
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada
China á Hong Kong

Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic

Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Maser Technology Group Ltd Tel +61 2 9970 7644 +Fax: 61 2 9970 7621
Audio Sales Tel. -43 2736 26 123 Fax: .43 2236 43 223
Seri, Tel +32 15 i1 03 84 Fax: +32 15 71 47 78
Denis Tyler (UK) Tel +44 1494 866 262 Fax .44 1494 864 959
Sonotechnique Tel +514 332 6868 Fax +514 332 5537
Hiroshi Systems Ltd Tel +852 2356 9268 Fax +852 2773 0811
Rockoko Studios. Tel: +385 177 421 Fax +385 177 445.
71 Lighting. Tel/Fax: +385 1 568 048
Chris Radiovision Ltd Tel: +357 2 466 121 Fax: +357 2 365 177
Mediatech, Tel +42 455 631 555 Fax +42 455 631888
Interstage AS. Tel .45 39 460 000 Fax +45 39 460 040
Studiotec KY. Tel: +358 951 23530 Fax 358 951 235 355
Canford Audio Sant Tel +33 3 8855 1313 Fax +33 3 88 55 13 14
SAV. Tel .33 1 52 38 22 00 Fax .33 1 42 40 47 80
Sonor Video Son Tel .33 3 20 06 20 09 Fax' 33 3 20 51 92 59
Sadie GmbH. Tel +49 711 396 9380 Fax .49 711 396 9385
KEM Electronics PE Tel +30 1 674 8514 Fax .30
647 6384
Audio Sales, Tel .361 156 9515 Fax .361 156 9515
Comcon Industries Tel: +91 11 6311 606 Fax +91 11 6822 589
Horizon Broadcas- Electronics. Tel +91 11 462 9590 Fax +91 11 462 9599
Catur Mitra Adhikara Tel: .62 21 548 5716 Fax: +62 21 534 6692
Tel .353 1 453 0555 Fax .353 1 454 4188
Broadcast Technical Services Tel.
1 454 5400
1 454 5726
C.T.I Ltd. Tel
Digital Systems Tal: +972 3 516 4851 Fax +972 3 516 5899.
+972 9 955 6356 Fax .972 9 954 0079
F T 8 D. Co. 41
+39 39 214 0011
Fax.
Audio Equipment 3r1. Tel +39 39 212 221
EVI Audio Japan Ltd. Tel: +813 3325 7900 Fax .813 3325 7788
5489 3299
Heavy Moon Inc. -el .813 5489 3281 Fax
Analog & Digital Engineering. Tel .82 2 338 6631 Fax +82 2 338 6632.
1

1
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Italy
Japan:
Korea

1

Korea (Cant)

Latvia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland

Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore
Slovakia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
U.A.E:

2 539 7954 Fax: +82 2 508 8956.
Saetong Corporation. Tel .82 2 783 6551 -5 Fax +82 2 784 2738
Vivateh Ltd. Tel. +371 728 4546 Fax 371 782 1302
PA C Sales BV, Tel
31 40 251 0484 Fax +31 40 257 0482.
Triple Audio. Tel: +31 30 693 5500 Fax: +31 30 693 5501
Tefegwppment Pacific Ltd. Tel +64 4 384 1927 Fax +64 4 385 t892
Siv ing.Benum AS. Tel +47 2213 9900 Fax .47 2214 8259
.48 032 284 1400 Fax .48 032 284 1400
ED2.
Soundbits Software Tel .44 181 905 5087 Fax: +44 181 201 6622
Entelco. Tel: +351 1352 4066 Fax .351 1352 8702
Denis Tyler Ltd UKI. Tel: +44 1494 866 262 Fax .44 1494 86, 959
Tivionica Video S Audio. Tel: +7 095 365 0509 Fax .7 095 3V 0208
IPK Broadcast Systems. Tel: +65 259 9216 Fax +65 258 7996
Mediatech, Tel. +42 17 542 4051 Fax 42 17 542 2193
8th Avenue Sound, Tel: +27 11 792 3892 Fax +27 11 792 389`.
Au rosa Audio Professional Tel. +34 3 351 77 62 Fax: +34 3 3z0 27 66
TTS AB. Tel .46 31 525 150 Fax: +46 31 528 008
Intersta e AS. Tel: .45 39 620 026 Fax +45 39 620 640
Dr W.A -Gunther, Tel .41
910 4141 Fax +41 1 910 3544
Unfair Engineering 8 Trading, Tel .886 2 321 4454 Fax +886 1 393 2914
Mackarl 8 Company Tel: +886 2 2753 5117 Fax: +886 2 2753 :287
De 8 T Co. Ltd. Tel. +662 276 814148 Fax: +662 276 8149
Sh nawatra ITC Ltd Tel +662 299 6704 Fax: +662 299 6712
Nefan Ticaret Ltd Tel +90 212 260 4514 Fax +90 212 260 2303
EFT Multimedia. tel: +971 2 333 823 Fax +971 2 333 134
Madar Audio Systems, Tel .971 4 960 880 Fax .971 4 690 883
Mercantile Inf m on 8 T tel
2 768 909 Fax + 71 2 '68 907
716
Fax .44
. 10)1gfp3 50 700 Fax.
Somfex Ltd. T
2422
Independent l di
20
el .120 773 2424

DongBanpg Tech. Tel

Tel

I

UK & Rest of the World
USA

SONIFE

61, Station Road, Irthlingborough,Northants., NN9 50E.
Tel: +44 (0)1933 650 700 Fax: +44 (0)1933 650 726

E -Mail:

1

sales @sonifex.co.uk Internet: http: //www.sonifex.co.uk
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Deltron AIR Patch Recall
As automation and recall systems become commonplace in the
recording studio, the search devel ops for new things to automate.
Dave Foister follows a trail to the patchbay
TO.IAII( )\ and recall are now so ularas the Luis light in rapid sequence to show

e output circuit for what the manufacturer
describes as 'a more controlled, uncoloured
audio signal from capsule to output'. Ship'ling will start in December.
'Neumann,Germany.TeI: +49 304 1772424.

At

much the I1 mn that it is easy to
believe that everything we do can
h:n i such technology applied to it. In doing
this we forget the glaringly obvious omission.
the one central and basic area that retains
archaic Technology and relies on w(xxlware
for recall. That area is the patchhay.
livery session relies to some degree on
patching. No platter how digital, no platter
how automated. there is always a need for
physical la x>k -upo>f analogue signals between
loxes. and this hook -up must lie reproduced
exactly for the setup to lie replicated. While
putting together the Lyndhurst building AIR
Studios saw the potential fora recallable patchbay. and the resulting design by Toni Schlunl
and construction by Deltron Components Ltd
is now installed in three AIR rooms and also
on offer as a commercial pnxluct.
of course crosspoint matrix switching is
co minx inplace, but fi r the emi rout nentoftopflight music recording it was felt to pose tux)
great et threat to the audio integrity. The only
implementation that would have satisfied the
requirements would have meant a high -quality relay it even intersection. and this would

-for

its progress
clients impressed by flashing lights it is worth the stoney for this alone.
In this way it can find the two ends of every
cord in the patchhay and log them on the PC.
The software allows every in and out to be
named on the PC, and the system will even

note where a patch disappears to a piece of
equipment not connnected to the stain patchbay. This can Ix annotated on the computer
to complete the picture.
When the patch is to be reproduced, the
system uses the sane flashing Lens to show.
in turn, where the cords were connected. Both
ends of the patch will light until the cord is
replaced. and when all the cords are in place
the computer reports that the patch is complete. AIR reckons the whole process saves
around 61r., of the tinte taken to patch a control room. and there are other clear advantages: the risk of putting a plug in the wrong
hole is far smaller when the hole is flashing
at you than when you're trying to read the
patch off a piece of paper, and at a pinch the
patch call he assembled by someone who
dotes not know one end of a patchcord
nn
another, never mtin(I what and where all the
have been pruhibititel
signals are. AIR also uses
expensive. Instead. a s\.
templates as starting
tent was deg ised uing
points for different types
traditional passive patch
if commonly encounhay components and
tered sessions, another
p :tchcords but w ith elct
useful time saver.
tronics in place to scan the
It is possible to transwhole hay and record
fer patches between
what it finds on a conrxnns, with the obvious
nected computer. The
proviso that the room setcomputer can he pretI
up must Ix similar. The
basic by ttKI:n's stall
system will also pr(xluce
darts -the one you arc
a print -out that could be
about to junk would (I
taken to a non -recallable
-and it is linked to tlx
rtxxn to help continue
patchbay by a single parwork elsewhere.
allel cable. There is no
It is important to
attempt to use the clecrealise that the system
tronies to make the con
only dote anything when
sections: the idea. IiLe the concept of many
told to scan or recall the patchhay, and at all
console recall s stems. is tu prompt the user
other times is completely inert. While scanto put the cords in the right places to reproning it injects a small amount of noise into
duce the original patch.
the system. particularly down unbalanced
The patch panels use standard Bantam
connections. but is silent during normal usi
jacks, but with only two row s in 21' of rack
There may he little appeal in broadcast,
space. There is a strip for con entional writwhere the switched matrix provides the necten labelling, and between this :uxl the jacks
essary instant reconfigurahility. but for sesthemselves is a row of n Ds nu nted on a
sion use it would seem to be ideal. The patch
PCB running the length of the strip When the
is a one -Off setup that may be added to or
computer is tokl to scan the
modified. but never needs to
patchhay. a small DC voltage is
be radically altered at the push
Deltron Co mponents,
applied through a low value
of a button. and this simple
Atlas Works. Atlas Road,
resistor (shunted to AC with a
means of recording and reproLondon NW 10 6DN.
capacitor) to the ground con ducing it is really all that is
TeI: +44 181 965 4222.
nections of all the jacks in turn,
needed. It seems to me that this
and where current flows the
system. offered as one of the
system knows there is a patchcord in place.
patchhay options on a large-scale console.
It then detects the (Alter end of the connecwould complete the picture and bring the
tion by finding the usher end of the current
patchhay into line with the rest of the stuflow. The scanning process is quite spectac(Iio.s technology.
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Pocket generator
\linirator ' lR1 is the first of a new generation of pocket-size audio tools from Neutrik

and is an analogue audio generator. The
lightweight and battery- powered instrument provides sinusoidal signals over the
20Hz -20kHz hand at levels from -76dBu to
+6dB including sweep at various speeds.
A dedicated polarity test signal is included
and pink and white noise signals have low
crest factors and high repetition rates.
Neutrik, Liechtenstein.TeI:+4I 237 2424.

Alesis effects
Heralded as Alesis' flagship processor, the
Q20 20-bit master effects stereo unit combines ADAT and SPDIF digital interfaces,
XLR and jack analogue I -Os and an integral
PSU. Signal flow can be designed by the
user using an LCD with 'virtual' patch cables
connecting from more than 50 effects types
for each of the eight available blocks. There
are 300 programs in the Q20, 100 of which
are factory presets while the rest are available for user storage.
Alesis, US.TeI:+I 310 255 3495.

GL2200 live desk
Allen & Heath has added to its sound reinforcement console range with the introduction of the GL2200
4 -bus mixer
available in 12, 16, 24 and 32- channel configurations. Based on the established
GL2000, the new model adds channel direct
outputs, mutes on groups, stereo returns
and main outputs, a 12V lamp connector
and an improved power supply. Other additions include an oscillator, pink noise generator and talkback routeing.
A &H, UK.TeI: +44 1326 372070.

-a

Fostex DAT upgrades
Fostex has announced that its 1)15 DAT >
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IF YOU ARE SERIOUS ABOUT SURROUND, YOU

CANNOT IGNORE THIS...

................
.6e4...,

.

.
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This is the Octagon. An automated, digitally controlled console specifically designed for
recording and mixing in stereo, LCRS, 5.1, SDDS - indeed all current and projected surround
formats up to
8 -way. Whether you work in Film or TV Post Production, or in Music recording and
remixing, the Octagon offers you a truly viable surround solution.

These are just some of the Octagon's features:
Designed for all sur-ound formats up to 8 -way.
Two 4 -band swept EQ sections, with fully
parametric midranges per module.
Auto Reset of all input module switches.
Full recall of all input rotary controls.

72 mix busses, 8 way main, 48 group, 16 aux.
Optional external Stems Summing Matrix.
Duplicate master modules for 2 -, 3- or 4 -man use.

Integrated matrix for interfacing with surround
processors and instant format comparison.

For more information, please contact: D &R Electronica, Rijnkade I5B, 1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands
Phone: +31 294 418014, Fax: +31 294 416987, E -mail: info@d -r.:11, Website: http: / /www.d -r.nl

Drawmer MX50

1

< machine and Version 1.12 software is
now compatible with Avid systems to give
an inexpensive way to put an EDL call sheet
of cues and cuts through the machine and
hatch digitise the data without the use

Bringing its considerable experience to bear on traditional elements
of signal processing, Drawmer's de -esser makes an unusual

proportion. Dave

Foister

explores empowerment

THE DEDICATED de -esscr is something of a rarity these days. Most compressors with side -chain access tell
you how to do it in their manuals. and the
programmable dynamics processors include
it among their algorithms. but there are few
boxes that set out to do this and nothing else.
If anylxxly's going to provide one it is surely
going to be a dynamics specialist. and who
letter than Drawmer?
The new Drawmer digital processors may
Iv sexier news, but the MX50 is no less interesting for that. Two complete channels of
sophisticated de- essing are provided. and this
in itself is important when many more general- purpose units have to tie up both channels to do some of the things this can do.
The principle is simple and familiar
enough, particularly in the hasic mode of
operation. Here the whole signal passes
through a gain control element, but the side chain that determines the gain reduction is
fed with a filtered version of the input signal.
A single control for the cut-off frequency of

single steep high -pass filter decides how
much of the upper end of the spectrum the
VCA will respond to, and can he swept
between 8(X)Hz and tikl lz. The DE-t:ss control
then adjusts the gain reduction to he applied.
up to a maximum of 2lkll.and an I.tin meter
shows how hard it is actually working. There
is no threshold control. as the unit uses floating threshold circuitry that tracks the level of
the input signal and de -esses as effectively
on quiet passages as on loud ones.
In the case of a sibilant vocal. this is often
quite sufficient. and is after all the normal wav
of doing it with a compressor and an equaliser
patched into its side -chain. Sometimes the fact
that the gain of the whole signal is Icing
reduced can become too obvious. as the body
of the sound starts to pump a little, and if the
process is applied to a more broad -hand
sound such as drums. where it might be desirable to reduce the splashiness of cymbals,
the problem is much worse. Here the thing
just starts to sound like excessive compression. and another approach is needed.
a

MEE
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a 4 -head postproduction time -code
machine. The company has also upgraded
the software of the PD4 portable DAT
machine to Version 2.30 at no cost to the
owner. Off-tape confidence monitoring at
the mixer is now possible and users have
more user-bit functions to work with plus
additional jam sync capabilities. Building
on the success of its FD4 digital multi tracker, Fostex has unveiled the FD8 8-track
recorder. Storage is uncompressed 44.1 kHz,
16-bit linear and the user is free to choose
media. The machine accommodates
16 additional virtual tracks and any 8 can
be played back simultaneously. An
increased recording time mode called
Advanced Digital Audio Acoustic Coding
was codeveloped by Fostex and Matsushita

741!
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Zoom in & out of your sound...
Reshape your sound with the ingenious Transient

shapes the attack & sustain envelope to give level

Designer. You will never have heard anything like this

independent sound processing. This amazing concept

before. A 4 channel dynamic- effect processor which

product may change the way you record forever...

3572 85419
89 - 30 63 13
+1 - 514 - 457 4044
CANADA:
CZECH REPUBLIC: +420 - 619 - 521370
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624 6000
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33 04 228
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1
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to yield 20 minutes of 8-track recording
from a 230Mb drive. The FD8 has an ADAT
optical interface and copy, paste, move,
and erase editing. A rudimentary mixing
section is included in a unit that is expected
to ask $899 US.
Fostex, US.TeI: +1562 921 11 12.

Split hand de- essing is often offered on
retain the top end better. A 12kHz low -pass
dynamics-based multi -effects boxes. and
filter is intrcxluced into the side chain so that
indeed Drawnter's own \I500 is a good examthe VGA ignores extreme HE and a matchple. With this technique the hand above the
ing high -pass filter is introduced into a sepchosen frequency is prcxessed through a VCA
arate signal path to the output. Thus the final
while the band below passes through unafoutput consists of a mix of three signals:
fected. This is clearly the way to avoid the
unprocessed lows and mils, processed sibioverall pumping described above, but can
lance that is now driven irons a restricted hand
le complex to set up and as mentioned can of frequencies. and unprocessed highs
require lint channels of a stereo processor.
3 -wart split I have not seen before. yet very
On the \IV;t) this mode is simply selected
easy u set up. So much so that this will genwith a switch. and is available independently
eral] be the default configuration for most
on 190th channels. The difference, on sounds
¡ohs. without a doubt.
that give problems with the full -hand conStereo operation is provided for. but on the
figuration, is immediate and .startling. The
assumption that the sibilant problem may well
manual warns that the phase shifting caused
be on one sicle only, both channels' controls
by the filter can he more audible this way.
must still be adjusted: the stereo link simply
and on some material this started to show
ensures that the image will not move around
up, but this is a subtle by- product and a small
during processing.
price to pay for the facility to de -ess as effecIn familiar Drawmer style. the manual contively as this.
tains a commendably clear explanation of
So well does it do the job that it is easy to
what's going on, a comprehensive block diaoverdo the effect and introduce :I slight lispgram to clarity the various modes of opera ing quality. still without affecting the lower
t ion. and several helpful suggestions. such
pan of the spectrum. This is easas the possibility of de- essing
ily avoided. but even so there can
a reverb send from a toppy
Drawmer, Charlotte St
he a tendency for the result to
vocal track so as to avoid kickBusiness Ce ntre.
sound a little dull as all the freing the reverb into excessive
Wakefield W F UH. UK.
quencies above the offending
brightness.
Tel: +44 19 24 378 669.
area are reduced. Drawmer, of
'Phis all adds up to a very
Fax: +44 924 290460.
course. has an answer for this in
powerful tool for doing an
the form of a switch marked .vk,
apparently simple job very well
a word that in other contexts can suggest
indeed. with unusual and useful complexity
some kind of harmonics generator or extreme
harnessed to a very straightforward front
HF EQ. Here it does neither. but alters both
panel. Sometimes you just cannot beat a dedthe side -chain signal and the final output to
icated box.

m
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Lucid convertors
The ÁD9624 A-D and DA9624 D-A from
Lucid Technology are 2- channel 24 -bit,
96kHz convertors at $899 and $749 US
respectively. The A-D accepts analogue
inputs and digital outputs flow simultaneously through AES -3, SPDIF and TOS -LINK
with 16-bit noise shaping on the. first two.
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Th e A-D effectively works on tie reverse
of these connectors.
Lu cidTechnology, US TeI:+ 425 742 1518.
1

More H Series

I

Incorporating valve amplification, the
Demeter H Series parametric EQ incorporates a solid-state parametric circuit that
controls the gain of the tube at selected
frequencies. It features 3-band stereo operation linkable to 6-band mono continuously variable frequency, Q, and up to >

I
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SOUND PERFORMANCE

THIS UNIQUE PRODUCT IS THE
SOUND ESSENTIAL.
FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE*
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR
DISTRIBUTOR FOR A DEMO TODAY.
-UK ONLY

AT DEALERS DISCRETION

FOR A FREE COLOUR

SUBJECT TO DEPOSIT
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Shure KSM32
< 15dB of boost or cut, input bypass and
control with overload end cator. TRS
and XLR connectors are provided for I -Os.
A! with all H sees units the power supply
is fully regulated. Suggested retail price is

On
Breaking its established line in dynamic microphones, Shure has
delivered a side -fire condenser: Dave Foister finds it a home
CHALLENGE YOU to name a Shure condenser microphone. There have been one
or two for sure, but if ever a company
was identified with a particular technology it
is Shure and the dynamic microphone. of
which am sure you could name plenty. But
apparently the upturn in the fortunes of the
studio microphone has attracted Shure along
with so many others. :md this brings us the
new KSM32.
Other than the badge on the front there is
little to identify this as a Shure. Its curvaceous
champagne- bronzed body- has little in common with the familiar dynamics, and the fact
that it is a side -firing design with all the trappings of a top -end studio condenser would
put Shure low on the list of likely originators
if you had to guess. On the other hand. the
whole kit appears to possess the characteristic Shure ruggedness of build. and while it
might not like being swung round by its cable
it looks reasonably bomb- proof.

control switches on the back. There are two
of these: although neither is for adjusting the
polar pattern; this is a single -diaphragm design
with just cardioid on offer. What's left then is
a pad, providing 15dB of attenuation, and a
2- position high -pass FILTER switch. The pad is
unquestionably a necessary addition here. as
without it the KSM32 can get unhappy with
the kind of levels coming from an enthusiastic singer. With it switched in there's no problem. The BASS CUT switch is slightly unusual in
having two settings that are not the normal
variations on a theme: most have either two
cutoff frequencies or two slopes. while this
has a useful combination of the two. For rumble problems it can be set to roll off 18óB per
octave below 8011z-extreme but low enough
to leave most of the signal alone -while for
proximity effect compensation it can roll off
a much gentler 6d11 per octave below the
higher frequency of 115Hz.
The KSM32 is, of course. phantom powered in the usual way. but while it is happiest with 48v it will apparently work with as
little as 11\', an unusual and pinentially useful attribute for a microphone of this type. In
keeping with its aspirations it is a trans tornterless design.
If Shure has set (wt to place this microphone
in a quite separate pigeon -hole front the ubiquitous stage dynamics then it has done a pretty
good job. The frequency response is much
flatter than might have been expected given
Shure's fondness for deliberate presence lift.
The published graph shows a few slight kinks
from about 6kI lz upwards. but it never deviThe outfit supplied to nie canne in a simiates more than 3d13 from the otherwise lerlarly indestructible flightcase. and comprised
strright line. The specs also show an unusually
the microphone in a little yehety pouch. a
consistent cardioid pattern at all frequencies.
s\\ l\ cl standnount and a suspension mount.
the only significant variations being a back
There is another kit available without the suslobe at 10kHz and a narrowed front at
pension mount. and the microphone itself is
15k1 lz -very respectable indeed.
ads :n ailable in charcoal for situations wyhere
This is all translated very %veil in the sound
loyer visibility is desirable. All the fittings are of the KSM32. It is a very snx(itit microphone.
black. and: although there is no dedicated
will) an impressive top end that goes further
windshield (the internal wind screening is felt
than might be expected from a design of this
to lx sufficient for most applications). there
type. perhaps reflecting the fact that the capis a thread adaptor supplied as standard: things
sule is a little smaller than the -inch often
are indeed looking up.
found in side -fire condensers.
Both st:ndnxonts attach to
This does not appear to have
the microphone Ixxly in the
affected the bass response.
Shure Brothers,
same way. using a screw -in colhowever. which lacks little and
222 Hartrey, Evarson
lar at the hase much like some
remains smooth all the way
IL60202 -3696, US.
of the big Neumanns. Both Tel: +1 847 866 2200.
clown. There's plenty of bite
have a locking clamp and are
retained in sounds possessing
UK: HW International.
certainly up to the job of supit to begin with. but never
Tel: +44 181 808 2222.
porting the KSM32: although at
added hardness. and nu \ er n
-i9Og it is not the heaviest microphone in the
sacrifice of fullness and roundness. Its ocercupboard. The suspension mount holds the
all performance marks it out as an ideal all middle of the mien iphone Ixxly firmly in a felt rounder, making no attempt to impose a
lined ring as well as fixing to the hase. and isocharacter of its (,c\ n but making a pretty good
lates it well from vibration. Even with the nu ire
fist if ' )ices. Dross. strings and anything else
basic Swivel adaptor resistance to shocks is
you care to throw al it. Its a genuine alterpretty goxxl thanks to internal shock mountnative to many more established models. and
ing of the capsule.
given the chance could become as familiar a
workhorse. particularly given Shure's legThe suspension mount avoids obscuring
loth the Shure badge on the front and the endary ruggedness, as any of them.
1
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$1,295 US. The H series Tube Direct Sox

both lire -Lvel
line diver
tc add warmth to line -level dital interfaces. Features include 27M12 inout impedance, two independent channels with
separate 1/4 inci inputs, grounc lift, pease
irvert, unity gain ( +6dB with ba anced out)
and a tube driven boost mode with 0dB
o' boost controlled by a continuously Ianable volume control and a unit., gain owinpedance tube driven output to crive
etternal instrument amplifiers or eff.cts.
S iggested retail price is $899 I. S.
C emeter, US.Tel: +1 818-994;658.
Lu a

Driver can be used

as

diect instrument input or

as a

VSO for analogue machines
MR Service Company

has intnduced the
\.S20 high resolution variable !.peed oscilluor that is compatible with ar-y ana:ogue
r,corder using the 9.6kHz serra reference
f-equency. The device allows !peed aria-

dons of 0.01% accuracy with repeatable
results within 25ppm. Speed variation is
shown on a large 5 -digit LED display. Other
products from the company include trans formerless I -O modules and HDV2 valve
reproduce amps for Ampex ATR102
recorders, complete ATR100 restorations
and the MM120011 +2 wide track multitrack
headstack. The company has also boosted
the performance of the ATR102 by doubling
track width through a 1 -inch 2 -track modification. This, it claims, lowers the noise floor
by 6dB per channel and removes the need
for the use of noise reduction at 15ips.
ATR, US.Tel: +l 650 574 1165.

CHD -I goes THX
Meyer Sound's HI) -1 High Definition studio monitor, has been THX approved for
use in the new THX Certification Program,
THX PM3, which includes multichannel
mixing and monitoring rooms. The monitors were released in 1989 and are used by
George Duke, Roger Nichols, Tuck & Patti,
Rob Eaton, Walter Becker, Record Plant
Remote. and Effanel Music.
Meyer Sound, US.TeI: + l 510 486 1166.

Sound FX on the web
film sound design. team Sound
Dogs has posted a large portion of itssound
effects library and the Sound Ideas sound
library on its web site (www.sounddogs
.com) for purchase and use royalty-free by
others. The sound database has sounds by
US feature

category, subcategory, unique quality, >
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Hooter Sound

BI

Providing an analogue front -end for computer-based digital systems
is a challenge Dave Foister looks at a bright yellow solution
TED FLETCHER is not one to miss an
opportunity. With computers
m>puters bringing

ing it the right to be called a voice channel.
but it does have a compressor, a limiter and
a gate squeezed into its small profile. all effective and so simple as to almost set themselves
up. It also has an additional jack input for line
levels and instruments. offering itself as a front
end in all kinds of situations.
Note that the B1 makes no pretence at emulating the Jo eMeek compressors-this is a VCA
compressor pure and simple. with not an optocoupler in sight. Where it scores is in its
extreme simplicity, with just two controls to
cover everything.
Its ratio is variable from 1:1 to 8:1, hut its
attack is not adjustable: the release time is variable on an arbitrary scale of 1 to 5. The fact
that it copes so well regardless suggests to me
that there is some programme dependence
built into the time constants; although the
manual does not mention it. However it works.
it makes a very g(xxl job of dealing with percussive sounds as well as more sustained ones.
with little tendency to pump even when deliberately set inappropriately. The reason that
there is no gain make -up control is that it happens automatically. which is a real bonus for
the novice and pretty handy for the rest of us
as well. Turning up the
ratio just makes the whole
sound thicker and louder,
which after all is usually
exactly what's required.
The compressor section includes a peak limiter with no adjustable
parameters at all and not

recording possibilities into more

hones than ever Ixfore. a market has offered
itself in extra hits to service this activities at
rather higher level than the basic equipment
will allow. This has brought us things like
widespread adoption of multichannel digital
audio interfacing. SPI )IF on sound cards. and
the growing recogn it is ni that the analogue signal path has plenty of r>xmi for improvement.
\X'hile the voice channel has Ixrome a familiar concept (with JoeMeek enthusiastically
involved there tcx,t most of then remain out
of the retch of the simple set tap. Who better
than Fletcher tosimplit\ the idea even fun her
and offer a decent preamp with dynamic processing with the obvious intention of raising
the quality at entry level.
The result is the I looter Sound BI. a starding relit Av halt-width Ix>x with black knobs
controlling a simple yet effective signal path
in a commendably straightforward \\ ;iv. The
no-nonsense approach extends io the equally
bright manual, explaining what the BI does
in la\ni :an's terms and making it easy to get
results. The pro nr.ay find it :a little basic. but
a

separately switchable. It
limits at 14:1 when the
signal reaches +10d13u,
and the knee from comthis should not stand in the way of checking
pression to limiting is soft enough to make it
it out as it has a surprising amount to offer.
a very benign limiter indeed. A flashing red
Its central function is a proper microphone
t.E) shows its operation, even when the secpreamp. with balanced input and full ,t8 \'
tion is bypassed.
phantom. The phantom is even switchable.
This is followed by the simplest gate you
but the switch is hidden away on the back
will ever see, with an on -off switch, a Threshand therefore awkward if it is in a rack. The
old knob, and nothing else. Again no timing
preamp's only other control is for its gain.
details are given other than to say that the
with a goxxl range and a simple t.t:u output
attack is fast, but it is so straightforward to
level meter.
get good results that it must he smarter than
Both the other functions have in -out
it looks. with a forgiving release. There are
switches, so in its simplest form the preamp
plenty of gates and expanders stuck on as
just runs straight through via an
afterthoughts to more grown -up
output attenuaor (and even a
compressors than this. and
ui Tv stwitchl to the unbalanced
Hooter So und
I have to say this is a good deal
output jacks. There are two of Quay House Quay
more useful than some of those.
these, labelled Line and NI( >nit(r.
Road. Newt on Abbott.
The Hooter BI is quite a treat.
but they carry the same signal at
Devon, TQ 12 2BU,UK.
offering real quality and control
all times.
Tel: +44 16 26 333 948.
to those who might never have
Hoard like this the BI is very
encountered it before and in the
impressive. with a clean open sound that
process making itself potentially very distful
belies its in( )(lest paper specification. It is not
much further up the food chain. It is quick
going tc offer any competition to the esoteric and dim yet clean at the same time. and live
specialists we normally look at here, but it is or in the studio. large or small. it could he worth
comparable to a modest console preamp and
keeping a few around to provide the quick fix
that surely is its aim. But there is more to come:
when the serious stuff is all committed. And
it may have no filters, never mind EQ, denywith that colour you'll never lose it.
.

o
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< and file name, and each sound is generally tagged with a one -paragraph description, where and at what time of year the
sound was recorded, and its length. The
price of sounds is determined by a combination of sound quality, 24- bit/16- bit/8-bit
depths and 48, 44.1, 2.05, and 11kHz sampling rates are available in .AiFF..All. ,WAV,
and others.
Sound Dogs, US.Tel: --I 3I 0 -244-7988

APT adds
demonstrated its Broadcast Communications Frame and Broadcast Network
Transceiver. The former is an apt -based
codec designed for diret dial ISDN and permanent link T1, El , sa:ellite and microwave
and facilitates trarsmssion bandwidths up
to 15kHz stereo. It also features an integral
X.21 DTE interface and is capable of operating four ISDN B channels with an integral terminal adapt 3r and comes with
analogue and AES -E3U I -Os and samplerate convertor. The Broadcast Network
transceiver N0U3384D is targeted at fixed
digital links and caters for 22kHz stereo.
Features include integral backup circuitry
and an aux data capability.
APT has

APT.Tel: +44 1232 371110

Genelec's digital I 029A
The 2029A Digital S :ereo Monitoring System is based on the Model 1029A 2 -way,
analog active monitor speaker and supports
the same modes of operation, including use
with a subwoofer. The 2029A consists of
one right master speaker and one left slave
speaker; stereo level adjustment is controlled by a single volume knob on the right
master speaker. The monitor is designed to
accept SPDIF signals with word lengths up
to 24 -bits digita; or analogue inputs built
into one cf the speaker system's enclosures.
A built -in D -A convertor has an interpolator which increases the internal sampling

rate to 128X and yields a dynamic range of
better than 101dB. Suggested Professional
price for the system is $ 1,325 US. The 1034B
Active Monitoring System is a 3-way design
for large control rcoms in free -standing or
flush mounted form. Featuring two 12 -inch
low- frequency driers, a 5 -inch mid, and a
1 -inch high -frequency tweeter assembly,
the 1034E can proeuce peak levels in excess
of 125dB SPL ®ln. Features include bass,
mid-range and treble controls, Genelec's
DCW and the ability to be used in vertical
and horizontal orientations by rotating the
DCW unit.
Genelec, Finland: +358

17

81331
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Perfect
Reception
Rarely has

a

broadcast console been so warmly received as

Soundcraft's B800. The perfect combination of features,
price, sound quality and functionality has met with universal

acclaim, quickly establishing the B800 as an international

industry standard for production, on -air and OB use.
It's the same story with our MOO. Perfectly tuned for radio,

this compact, comprehensively -equipped console is praised by
stations the world over as

B 800

a

budget -friendly solution to their

most demanding live and production applications.
Only by being receptive to our customers needs could we

pair of consoles so inherently right for the job.

develop

a

So we'd

just like to say thanks for your input.

400

www.soundcraft.com
Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
Soundcraft

US

1-615-360-0471

Soundcraft
HA

Harman International Company

a

Mention

Oredn and most people visualize

rugged- Pacilífe coasrlüe, whitewater

streams, mountains and big trees. Yes,
we-do haw timber (and spotted owls),
but Oregon also has a "forest of silicon ",
where companies design everything from
.% to P... that's audio to Pentiums "'.
Since 1984 Audio Pr.cisiion has designed
and manufactured advanced audio test
equipment in Beaverton, Oregon.
Our first product, ate System One is now
known as the recognized standard for
audio testing, with mans thousands in
use worldwide.

System Two furthers this audio testing
tradition with new features designed for
testing the digital audio pulse stream,
as well as higher audio performance
specifications overall:
System Two

J Complete AES digital interface pulse

stream measurements to AES3 spec

D Read and test AES interface control &

status information

...11111rasuramepts

of embedded audio

. Analog THD+N

<_

--1

0.9004% ( -108 dB)

IM:t--..I`r : .'i

Analog Aaalyzer residual noise
5_

Cl

:.l

1.0p(-118dBu

-

Digital analyzer ro
5 -140 dBFS wideba
dBFS narrov band

.410110

FFT analyzer lest

System Two... the New standard f.

Auto Testing. For further informati
and a demonstration contact any of
our worldw ide representatives. ,, J

PO Bo

-

-

Beaverton, Oregon-

9209

Tel: (5031627.0832 FAX: (503) 641-8

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR$r Ae$Qalia: VICOM Abskolu
un
Tel (2114942155 Bu g,ria:t&SINCOR.- .d6oeSc
?er 2 95812« ,
Croatia: ELSINCO l:up. OTlce Zagreb. Tir 11534Z
ARegIM
Tel )1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW Gi H & Co KG Tel 221 ZOO
Israel: Dan -EI Technotopes. Ltd Tel 3 841 8770. Katy: Audio L mi
Sdn (Selangor), Tel 3 734 1017. Test Meesuremenl 8 Eng neyp
en.
Tel 47-89. 178050. Pc4aea: ELSINCC Palska sp zao . TeJ: I
647
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Tel (7)784165.Slovenia:ELSIN000Oc
Dr. W A.Gunther Aude Systems AO. TM

Tel.(14841412451
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C THIS POINT in its history,
the only drawback to CD -R
s the copying process. The
cheap route to CD -R duplication is
to use a PC with a CD -R writer,
transferring the contents of the master to a hard -disk and then making
copies one by one. With drives
under £300 (UK) and usable on any
cheap PC capable of running Windows 95, it is a sometimes effective,
but always clumsy, solution.
The more discs that need to be
copied, the less practical it
becomes and PC copying is often
unreliable with the vagaries of
Windows and multitasking operations kicking in and destroying the
copy process.
The real solution for duplicating
CD -Rs is with a dedicated Cl) -R
duplicator. With the massive rise in
activity in CD -R over the last two
years, copiers have come down
dramatically in price and size, and
improved in convenience, ease of
use and reliability. Now there is a
substantial range of copiers in the
£1,000 £10.000 price hand that
give studios and publishers a range
of alternatives to meet their own
particular duplication needs -and
once you have used a copier its unlikely
you will ever want to go back to a PCbased system. Unlike PC copying, the
dedicated copier does the job at a couple of button pushes. They should never
generate buffer under -runs and the
other complications that Windows generates to ensure that you spend time and
money on failed copies. The work in
making these stand -alone systems more
compact also means that even the
biggest take up no more room than a
PC system. There are over a dozen companies now producing CD duplicators,
from Alea to Otani. and nearly all have
ranges that offer similar functionality
and features.
The duplicators they supply fall into
two distinct types, the tower and the
autoloader. Tower systems mount a stack
of CD reader- writers into a single case
together with the copier's processor and
control system (usually based around a
PC architecture) and a hard disk. Tower
systems offer the most scalable approach
to CD -R duplicators. The smallest systems have just a CD reader and a single
CD -R drive. This makes for copying convenience, rather than Opening the door
to large quantity duplication.
The bigger stand -alone systems cone
with eight drives or more, that can all
be copying simultaneously- generating
dozens of copies every hour. The alternative to the CD tower is the autoloading duplicator. These mostly look more
like large, and strangely shaped
microwave oven, that open up to expose
a spindle that holds a large number of
blank discs, anything from 50 to 150, and
the copier's robotics that feeds the inter-
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The key to the newer generations of duplicators is the sheer
ease of use. Most are operated from
a set of six or eight buttons on the
unit itself. that pages through
instructions shown on an LCD
screen. Operators need to know
nothing about the technicalities of
CD format, they only have to follow the instructions on the LCD;
broadly the aini has been to make
CD duplication as simple as operating a photocopier.
There are some basic functions
that are common to nearly all
duplicators. The first is the ability
to automatically check what disc
format the master is. verify that the
disc complies to the format and
setting itself up correctly for copying the disc. There are nearly two
dozen variations on the Cl), from
the original CD -Audio to a range
of video and data formats and the
copies mist follow the original
format exactly. Most duplicators
will handle the core formats: CDDA, CD -i Video-Cl), Enhanced CD (pre -gap and CD- Extra) Cl)-

(Model & 2). Mac HFS.
iSO -9660, Hybrid, CD -ROM XA
(Form 1&2) and write in Track -atOnce, Disc -at -Once and multisession
modes. More exotic formats such as
ROM

CD +G and the games console discs are

CD -R

is a

cheap and

universal medium for
handling audio in a
professional environment.
Tim Frost examines the
opportunities presented by
CD -R copiers
nal drives with discs from the spindle.
Not all autoloaders use spindles and
robotic arms. some are similar to diskette

duplicators using a chute to deliver the
discs into the writer.
Since these machines normally have
just one or two CD -R writers built into
then. they cannot copy at the rate of a
large tower. But then they do not need
to he regularly fed with new blanks, so
they can he loaded up. switched on and
left to it. overnight if necessary.

less often supported.
All but the lowest cost one-to -one
duplicators have a built -in hard disk of
at least 1Gb that is used to capture an
image of the source disc. Transferring
the image of CD to hard disk speeds up
the duplication process, as the duplicator does not have to read from the relatively slow CD -ROM drive for each further copy cycle and the verified
hard -disk image is a more reliable source
than CD.
A number of duplicator-publisher systems can be networked with computer
systems. These are used to make
CD -ROM discs using files downloaded
from a main server. This is normally
used for delivering computer- readable
invoices for example. where the server
automatically' downloads all the invoice
files to CD -Rs to be posted to individual customers. In audio applications,
most duplicators can quite happily be
stand-alone units. where everythingyou
need is built into the one box. The more
sophisticated tower systems also offer
communication with the outside world
in the forni of a network adaptor to
enable several tower systems to be
linked together so that larger numbers
of discs can be simultaneously copied.
This also can allow connection to
external sources so that a disc image
can he transferred directly from a PC or
an audio workstation. Duplicators can
check for various problems during
the duplication process to try and
ensure that the copies work. During the
41

< automatic selection of disc format, the
duplicator should check that the disc
conforms to the format's specification.
After the image of the disc has been
transferred to hard disk. it can he
checked against the original to verify
that it is an exact hit -tor-hit copy.
Duplicators then offer the option of
a test -run. This puts the duplicator

through the complete copy process.
taking data from the master image and
feeding it into the CD writer, but with
its laser set to read power only. This
may seen a bizarre function, but the
idea is to check the whole write process
for data bottlenecks. without actually
wasting a disc. The test mode is only
occasionally worth using on a duplicator, when a major parameter such as
read or write speeds have been
changed. for example.
The one test that is really needed
immediate read- after -write to
check what has been fed to the laser
has actually recorded properly
not
available on CD -R. So the only way to
be 100% certain that the copy is perfect
is to do a final bit -for -hit verify of the
copy against the master image. While
all this
nu gives confidence that
the copies are perfect, it all takes time
-you can copy another disc or hatch
of discs in the time it takes to verify a
single copy. For that reason, most trust
to the quality of the duplicator and the
media and forget the test processes

-an

-is

unless something dramatic has altered.
such as a change of media or duplication parameters.
Verification ensures that the disc is
digitally perfect. that all the right numbers are in the right places on the disc.
but it does not check on the small variables in CD performance that can alter
the sound on the disc. In principle, a
hit -tor-hit copy should perform identically to the original so there should he
no sonic differences between the master and the copy on any of these systems. However. a quantity of read errors
and jitter, while not great enough to stop
the disc playing or be seen as a data
error. can affect the sound of the disc.
Providing the master is read carefully
into the copier's hard disk ( single speed
rather than 12x) then given good media
the copy should he indistinguishable
from the original.
Setting the system to higher read
speecls can generate problems. both in
getting the audio off the disc without
errors and in creating sync problems
within the duplicator as it tries to buffer
audio being drawn off the disc faster
than it can handle.
With the current range of drives and
media, it is unlikely that write speed will
have any effect on the copy's performance -sonic or otherwise. The real
key to the quality of the discs produced
will he in the mastering of the original
CI) -R, usually done on a dedicated pro-

Mç41aFORM's
NEW Force...
y0

fessional CD -R recorder such as those
from Sony, Marantz or HHB.
There are a couple of other points to
note when looking at a duplicator for
audio work. The first is to ensure that
the audio gets through the duplicator
without hitting transfer problems that
cause clicks on the audio track, especially when using high -speecl read and
write operations. Also, if the duplication work involves an amount of compiling tracks from a number of separate
CDs or CD -Rs then some readers may
not he able to be frame -accurate when
starting from pause and it may he better to input the audio from an external
professional audio player. The other
feature to check is the ability of the system to transfer ISRC codes. This has
been a problem in the past, although
many manufacturers are now making a
point that their machines do transfer all
the Q subcodes fully and correctly.
Having been professional enough to
use a copier to produce the disc it is a
hit of waste to just write on the disc
with a pen -after all if you have been
as professional as to use a duplicator

-flaunt

it.

Discs can he well presented by using
CD -R labels or printing directly onto
the surface of the disc. There are a couple of ranges of CD -R labels- PressiT
and Neato are the most visible on the
market -and both come in packs
including printing software and an >
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UK Distributor
Concept House Bel Road
Basingstoke Hampshire RG24 8FB
Phone 01256 681186
Fax 01256 681333
ISDN 01256 816291
Web www magellanpic corn

(
1

AUTOMATED

Spindle Based
CD. R Copier

1

7- Drive /200 CD -R Capacity

Networkable to 28

CD -R

Drives

Analog /Digital Audio Import Options
Simple ONE- BUTTON Operation
Copies ALL Current CD Formats

CD -3707 is a

trademark of MediaFORM. Inc
All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies
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Best Selling CD -R Duplicators in
the WORLD!
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If you're looking for a method of

limited budget

transfernng or simply storing, photos. video clips. music or just raw data, and you're
a high quality, comprehensive range of CD recordirg

look no further than TRAXDATA for

PLEASE CALL:

mind! TRAXDATA products are not only Windows 98 compliant. they

01753 891444

are also easy to INSTALL, easy to USE and above all. easy to OBTAIN from selected branches of the following electrical

for details of your nearest stockist

working to

a

-

solutions designed specifically with the consumer

n

and computer retailers.

Dixons

IPCVORLD

Currys

1ThXXDA TA
Record your own CD's

STAPLES
Teo Office Superstore
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PIEasE visit our wEbsitE at: www.traxdata.com
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VIDEO

< applicator. The labels are run through
an ordinary inkjet or laser printer and
then manually applied to the disc.
Although its still looks like a label, the
image quality on photo- quality inkjets
can impress. There have been questions
as to the safety of using labels. but for
short to medium term use. (a few years)
they are unlikely to cause any problems The adhesive does not damage the

disc surface and the addition of the
paper does not unbalance the disc in
the drive.
The ultimate option is to use a dedicated disc printer. These use existing
printer engines, but with modified
feeders to take CI) -Rs instead of paper.
Many of the major brand CD -Rs are
now available with special printable
surfaces for inkjet or thermal printing
and the resulting quality can equal, or
exceed. full colour printing on manufactured CDs. Printers can be standalone, printing discs as a separate
process or built in -line with an automated duplicator.
The overall future for CD -R duplication is looking healthy. Prices will drop
further and the units are getting smarter,
with more audio- specific functions and
designed for the studio environment. As
they also get faster with 8x writers that
can copy a full CD in under 10 minutes
the argument in favour of moving to CDR and using a duplicator to do the work
gets stronger and stronger.

Fax: +44 1256 681

Tel: +39 6 333 6681.
Fax: +39 6 333 7196.

US.TeI:+ 410 740 4994.
Fax: +1 410 740 4997.
Chugai Boyeki, UK.
Tel: +44 181 732 3353.
Fax: +44 181 202 3387
US.Tel: +1 516 864 9700.
fFax: +1 516 9710.
1

.

I

I

Tel +1 612 470 1848.

Fax: +1 612 470 185.
Europe.Tel: +44 1789 415898.
Fax: +44 1789 415575

MicroTech Conversion Systems.
US.Tel: +1 415 596 1900.
Fax: +1 415 596 1915.
UK.Tel +44 1264 336330.
Fax: +44 1264 336694.

Copy Pro, US:

Neato, UK.

Tel +1 925 689 1200.
Fax: +1 925 689 1263.

Tel: 0990 561 571.
Fax: +44 1895 659 955.

UK.Tel:0181 200 7733.
Fax:0181 205 2615.
orTel:0500 666 566.
Fax 01865 842223.
Data Business, UK:
Tel: +44 1865 852100.
Fax: +44 1865 8521 10.

Optomedia, UK.
Tel: +44 1722 413600.
Fax: +44 1722 413606.

Rimage, Europe.
Tel: +49 6074 852 10.
Fax: +49 6074852121.

Tel: +44 181 200 7733.
Fax: +44 181 205 2615.
Japan.Tel: +81 3 3655 3418.
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But when the 'flagship' des
is designed

absolutely
without compromise by the
legendary Mr. Rupert Neve,
it's more than a deal - it's
an event.
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REGARDLESS of how long their
careers, most successful producers can pinpoint the moment

when they made the transition from engineer to producer. Not so Ron Nevison.
in a very real sense, that never took
place for me,' he says, speaking from
his Los Angeles home as he prepares to
begin working on Candlehox's third
album. 'I was working as an engineer
on major records, hut they were bands
or artists that produced themselves. Bad
Company produced their own records
and so did Led Zeppelin. When
I recorded The Who, Pete Townshend
was essentially the producer. I was producing smaller acts in between those
engineering projects, but really, there
was no point at which I made a transition. I've been doing it that way ever
since, even as a producer.'
Nevison's career is a long and a full
one. It includes engineering Quadrapheniaand the Tommy film soundtrack
for the The Who, Physical Graffiti for
Led Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones' Love
You Liie, and all of the classic Bad Company albums: Bad Company, Straight
Shooter and Run With The Pack. As a
producer-engineer, his output has been
even more prodigious: Grand Funk Railroad, Heart, Bad English, Chicago,
Meatloaf, Ozzy Osboume, Jefferson Airplane and Starship, Thin Lizzy, Survivor,
UFO and Dave Mason -and that barely
covers half his oeuvre.
Born in Philadelphia when the city
was on the cusp of becoming a major
R &I3 centre, Nevison learned audio the
hard way, singing in local hands and
later humping speakers for Festival
Group Sound in the late 1960s. He
toured with the Airplane, Traffic and
Derek & The Dominoes, and quickly
moved up the live -sound ladder from
monitors to FOH. It was while travelling with Traffic and Steve Winwood's
manager, Chris Blackwell, when studio
doors first opened for Nevison.
'Chris and I were together one day in
Ohio or somewhere and I mentioned
to him that I was getting burnt out on
the road, and that I really wanted to
work in the studio,' recalls Nevison. 'He
had Island Studios on Basing Street in
London and he said, 'Anytime you want
it, you've got it.' About a year later I took
him up, starting out at about £5 a week.
I had toured with many of the big English hands, so I knew them and had
friends in London.'
Not long afterward, Nevison joined
Pete Townshend's fledgling studio
design and building company, Track plan, which was intended to build personal studios for musicians. 'Pete, who
had always had his own studio, also
got together with a company called
Alice, which was making mixers, with
the idea to build a mixer and an 8-track
deck all in one unit, and make it affordable for musicians,' says Nevison, a
prescient piece of opportunism that
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From

production
to touring
and back
again, Ron

Nevison's
career has
been as

convolute
as it has
been

eventful.

tries to
unravel
the
strands

foreshadowed i re Tasc.n systems of
the 1980s. 'We built studios for Cat
Stevens and Roger Daltrey and others.
This led to Nevison meeting Ronnie
Lane, bassist for the Faces, a band
whose own career was doing well in
the wake of recently departed lead
singer Rod Stewart's nascent solo career.
'It seems Ronnie always wanted a
mobile studio in an Airstream trailer la
classic 1950s post -modern American all aluminium streamlined design] and
when they got off an American tour, 1w
brought one back with him, and I got
the commission to do the job making it
into a studio. He wanted a proper
mobile studio, too. We got a Helios console, which I was familiar with because
Olympic had one at the time, and an
8 -track Studer deck and JBL monitors.
And it got some notice right away. At the
time, in 1973, Pete was getting ready to
do Quadraphenia, and The Who were
building their own studio, Rampart, in
Battersea. But the studio wasn't ready
I

yet so they asked me if I would bring
the mobile studio to cut basic tracks
there. We upgraded the mobile unit
from 8 to 16 tracks with an extra
8 modules and a 2-inch headstack. Then
we rolled it over to Rampart.
It took a year to finally finish that
album.' It was an all-consuming project
for Nevison. For starters, Townshend
wanted sound effects -the Quadraphenia operatic concept was that instead
of its central figure, Jimmy, being schizophrenic, he was quadraphrenic, with
each of the four personalities representing the four members of The Who.
'There was no such thing as stereo
sound effects libraries back then, much
less quadraphonic ones,' Nevison
remembers. All the BBC libraries were
mono. I was spending my weekends
with a Nagra recorder at the beach set-

ting up four 1187s at low tide on the
beach in Cornwall getting quadraphonic sea effects, and things like thunder and rain, and train whistles in
47
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< stations. There was also a lot of synthesiser work on that record, and Pete
would take the tapes home and do all
of that himself.'
The recording projects t(x )k over eight
months to complete. And then cane the

disappointing reality of a quadraphonic
mix in the early loos. We were using
something called a QS system -whatever system the parent Ircco n.(ll company
had decided to g() with' sans \e\isun.
'We didn't realise how had quad really
was until we went to mix. Alter passing
it through the enc(xler. the fr( nit to back
separation was like 3dB. It \y:rs like a
huge mono system. And the only way
to get discrete quacl playback was to
put it out (>n K -track tape. We tried to
fold the i- channel into two but wound
up with phase problems.'
Quadraphenia cane out as a stereo
mix. but the experience certainly hasn't
put Nevison off on multichannel audio.
and he's looking forward to doing 5.1
surround nixes on future projects. I lis
other Who project was the audio for
the film version of the gr'oup's first rock
opera, Tommy. for which all the songs
were re-recorded using various sets of
musicians ( not just The Who) toaccomtttod:te the collection of guest artists
:appearing in the film. including Elton
John. who turned 'Pinball Wizard' from
a guitar anthem into a piano- driven
romp. It was also one of the few times
that Nevison worked directly with a specific producer. in this case Gus Dudgeon. who produced John's track.
Led Zeppelin's Physical Graffiti,
recorded in I0 -4. became Nevison's
project after the hand had heard the
48
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work he'd dune with the Lane's mobile
unit. They wanted to record Physical
Graffiti at the big. empty house at
Headley Grange. where they had done
its predecessor. Houses of the
using the Rolling Stones' mobile unit :rs
a control room.

Graffiti was a double
Ihun, but they had half of it

/ l }S!CAL

already done fromi things left
over from Houses of the Holt,' recalls
Nevison. lie tracked all of the new
songs for the double disk. and he says
he pretty mach followed the recording
setups that Zeppelin had established for
themselves over the course of several
records. 'I only used two microphones
on John ilionh:unl's kit
pair of 8's.
set up on the second floor k x )king down
on the kit about IOft above them. John
was adamant about not haying microphones near his drums. I wanted to put
some hack -up microphones behind the
kit, but he wouldn't let me. Still, the kick
and the snare conie through large. It's
all in how he played. the acoustics of
the room -which had a wonderful
stone floor and mahogany walls. but not
so big that you couldn't contain the
sound -and the drums themselves. It
would he impossible to recreate that
sound again without all of those components. I hr night a couple of things
to the drum sounds. though: on 'Kashmir.' I ran one of the two 87s through
an Eventide phaser and recorded that
to a third track, and if you listen to the
song you can tell we ended up using
that.' But before he could get to overdubs, Nevison had to honour his com-

-a

972: demonstrating Trackplan's 'Alive
Stancoil' mixing console at a trade show
1

mitment to finish the Tommy film project. so the band went to Olympic Studios. where they finished the overdubs
and nixed using, among others. Keith
Harwood.
Enter Bad Company. with whom
Nevison created some of the most classic of classic rock records. including
'Can't Get Enough' and 'Feel Like
Makin' Love.'
'It was a pure band sound.' says Nevi son, happily remembering it. 'Andy
Frazer was the main writer in Free and
Paul 'Rodgers' had all these ballads that
he had been saving up but that didn't
work for the band. At first. Nevison and
the band tried to use Headley Grange
to track. \lick Ralphs had been with Ian
Hunter in Mutt the H(x)ple and had the
rock background. so between them
they had all these songs saved up waiting to happen. Add a great rhythm section and you had a hell of a record.'
They used Headley Grange for the
tracking room, though Nevison used a
different. smaller rooni for the drummer
and more conventional mitring technique, although Nevison had the opportunity to do more experimental placements
than
with
the
super niininialist Bonham. We didn't use
baffles for anyone,' he says.
'We just put everyone in different
rooms. We were not necessarily going
for the best sound but the best feel.'
Using the mobile control room again,
80°4 of the band's eponymously titled
first record was done at the Grange >
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< house in

two wveeks. with
Nevison zinc! the self-produced hand
moving to Olympic for some horn and
background yc>caI overdubs and mixing. 'I did one renüx of 'Mov'in' On zit
Pete ITownshendsl studio in Goring.
though. he adds.
The second record..Strzri,bl Shooter,
was done at Clearvwell Castle. again
using Lane's mobile unit. The castle was
open to the puhlk' during summers and
less than

rented out to rock hands in \vinter. and
Ne\ ison recalls that while it sounded
great. it was constantly cold.
\II our rooms were always cold and
we had a little electric heater to try to
heat the whole recording space.' he
laughs. 'But Peter Frampton called me
later and asked which rooms I used for
what. That's how good it sounded.' The
record was mixed in the warmer climes
of Air Studios. The third Bad Company
record. Ktimtiur; u'ill7 the Puck, was
done in the south of France; the hand
had become so successful that they had
joined many of their affluent rock connpatriots as tax exiles. staving in the l'h
no more than 63 days ;1 year. Lane didn't want his mobile rig leaving the country. so Nevison arranged for the Stones'
mobile truck to he shipped to (1olfjuan.
near Antibes. and the Stones' managenient company rented the hand a villa
nearby that would serve :IS honk and
studio. But when the truck arrived. it
couldn't negotiate the narrow. winding
lanes of the region, so they rented
another yilL-E in Grasse to record in and
used the first one as home.
Then the record was delayed nearly
three weeks when drummer Sinion
Kirke tell oft a motorbike and skinned
himself rather badly. 'The south of
France is not too had a place to have to
wait around,' smiles Nevison.
In 1975, before that record was mixed.
Nevison had decided to nu we hack, the
States and located in Los Angeles. Ile
had intended to mix the record at Record
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FRANCE. MILLE ET UN SONS
46 67 0210 Fa. 14/89811

Tel

978: celebrating with Record Plant owner Chris Stone

1

Contact Didier Rupin

Plant. where he had taken the position
of chief engineer. The hand came over
and mixing started. but -and Nevison
says he's baffled by it to this clay-the
hand :Ind he had a falling out and they
took the tapes elsewhere and had theme
mixed by Eddie Kramer. 'i was disappointed.' says Nevison. 'I came in one
clay and they were just gone. And when
I
heard the mixes. I was also disappointed: the vocal and snare weren't in
your face anymore. A lot of singers don't
like their own voice. even though everyone else thinks it's great. So they have
a tendency tt, want to coyer it up with
effects. I'd alw:i vs kept the vocal up and
it worked. But I was honoured to have
worked with them on their best stuff.'
If there was a transition to production. it was during this early period in
LA. The first I'S project was the mixing
of the Ike l'FO album, which brought
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together Neyison's long experience as
a live sc mild mixer. studio engineer and
musical visionary. Aptly enough. he also
named the record: while noshing in a
local bistro between sessions at the
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Record Plant. he heard Frank Sinatra's
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perfect Manie fora live reo H I. 1).tr,i ere
lrr lbc'A'it;171,' he says. 'And that was that.'
Ilis first coproduction was with Dave
Mason on Let It Flow, \\ hum Nevison
had met months earlier when he was
asked to nix a live Mason record that
Bruce I3otnick had produced. He knew
he was hark in the t ISA when told that
the niix would take place on a l loft
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1988: at Olympic Studios

Nevison , :weer had grown so much
that he took on management. in this
case Michael Lippman, one of the first
managers IC specialise in producers and
engineers as clients. Two clients he was
sent to meet on the , :une elan in San
Francisco ssere Santana :u1(1 the Jefferson Stat ship sans grace Slick at this
point). 'The limo dropped me at SIR
where Santana was rehearsing. tad it
was like I wasn't even there a, (:u as
the band was concerned. It was like.
'Here's the guy Bill Graham sent over.'
They had their hacks to me, rehearsing. most of the time I was there. Then
we drove over to IStarship bassistl Paul
Kantner's house and it was the complete opposite: they were ss aiting for
nu. greeted nu warmly and felt an
immediate attachment to the band. It
was the perfect time to he with them.
I thought. They had a new lead singer
(Mickey Thomasl and 'drummer] Ainsley Dunbar was also in the band, and
Paul had a ton of great material waiting. It was only in retrospect that Nevi son realised that. a decade earlier. he
had been lugging monitors around the
Jefferson Airplane's stages on tour
when was doing live sound gigs. 'It was
interesting to come hack as their producer 10 years later,' he recalls. 'Sometimes it's very difficult for some people
to accept you in a more elevated role >
i

I

< Nevison's studio production with

little piano and organ. Itsyas simple. but

Mason. produced the classic We Just
Disagree.' which has some of the best
recorded acoustic guitars ever on a hit
record. Mason and co- writer Jim Kreigeer
were using Ovation guitars-one was a
6- string and the other a 12- string-so
combined the output of the pickups
with a microphone on each and mixed
then together. The whole record was
two acoustics, a bass and drums, and a

it was such a great song.'

\cyison

says.

OTHER productions followcd,
including the Babys. whose

second and third records.
Broken Heart and 1978's /load
First, Nevison produced and engineered. and he stayed with a reformed
version of the group -Bad English -fier
their Backlash LI'. But by the late 1970s,
1977''s
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Audio Valve Technology compressors, equalisers and
pre-amplifiers changed the sound of modem music.
Since the famed E0-1 4-band Equaliser was introduced in 1993,
professional musicians, studio engineers and top producers the
world over have been using TL Audio valve signal processors to
add warmth to sessions in the studio and performances on

CI TL

stage. Vocals simply sound better, clearer and more 'human'
with TL Audio valve compression. Drums and percussion have
more attack and more impact with TL Audio valve equalisation.
And its the same with bass, guitar, piano or any other source.
With the launch of the new Ivory Series, TL Audio have taken the
outstanding valve performance and flexible operation loved by
professionals, packaged it in enclosures oozing style and presence, and
combined it with an ultra-affordable price tag.
There's simply no better sounding or better value valve signal processors.
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improved: both inside and out. Featuring a
spectacular deep raven blue 6mm CNC
milled aluminium front panel, circular backlit VU meters, gold plated ceramic valve
bases and high grade US military
specification valves, the C -1 has been
given a brand new lease of life.
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speak to your nearest TL Audio dealer today.
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98I at Record Plant, working
with Jefferson Starship
1

:

. .utalysis. 'When Howie ll.eesel
and \:>ncv iWilsonl took over the guitar.. they had basically eliminated the
had written the cool rifts, like
guys w
«I n1

CDR800
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"Barracuda":
They were good writers, but they did
not have the riffs anymore. The sisters
[Ann and Nancy! never really wanted
that level of success, and they had been
moving hack to the folk stuff like Dog
& Butterfly. IA&R mani Don Grierson at
Capitol signed them and gave Nevison
the mandate to make commercial
records. 'These Dreams' and three other
singles from that record were Rip 10
hits and generated five million unit sales

< than

%Olen they met you the first
time. It was only Paul that I had nut
before-he was the only original member left -hut it all went fine.'

three records with the
Starship between 1981 and
1984: Freedom at Point Zero,
which produced the hit single _lane'.
Modern Thnres and Nuclear Furniture,
and there was an interesting anecdote
that crosses over from his work with
them to his work with Heart a few gars
later in 1985. 'Lippman was also managing (Elton John's lyricist! Bernie
Taupin. and as I was getting on a plane
and he gave me a tape with two songs
on it,' says Nevison. 'One was "These
Dreams" and the other was "We Built
This City ". I loved "These Dreams" but
on the other I said, No way. That wasn't an image I wanted for I lean or any
other rock hand.'
ironically, the next incarnation of the
Starship, this time with Slick hack on
hoard, chose the song for the Spitfire
album and, in the opinion of Nevison
and many others at the time, got a hit
single out of it but essentially destroyed
their credibility as a rock hand at the
same tittle.
'That's why choosing an outside song
for a hand is so critical.' he says. It has
to he something that fits the hand's concept and image.'
'These Dreams.' of course, wound up
as one of the niega -hits on Heart's ninth
and eponymously titled album, the first
of two that Nevison would produce and
which brought the hand hack from the
precipice of mid -life crisis. After a
tremendous start, the hand underwent
line -up changes and their 1982 and 1983
releases stiffed in comparison to their
million- sellers like 1997's 'Barracuda'.
Both records failed to even make gold.
and even the Rolling Stone Encyclopedia of rock & roll states that !lean was
'at a career crossroads'.
'Heart started out with the same
combination that Bad Company had at
the beginning: a great rock hand that
also did great power ballads.' in NeviHE

1)11)

of Heart.
Basic tracks were recorded at Record
Plant in LA, after which they Moved to
the Plant in Sausalito for overdubs and
mixing on the studio's API console. 'in
those clays the console didn't matter,'
sans Nevison. 'We could have 97 channels of API and two channels of Neve
on :l sidecar and do all the overdubs
through the Neves. Song choice. nlic
choice and
placement is what
recording is all about.
I kept on doing this hand the way I
had clone all the others -as a hand
tracking. then usually keeping only the
drums or bass and drums and overdubbing everything else. It's easier to
work one -on-one with a musician.'
At the time of Bad Animals, Nevison
had bought his own Mitsubishi X -850
32 -track digital deck. and though he still
preferred to record tracks analogue. he
found that he liked the ability to comp
guitars and vocals on digital without
losing generations. But there were still
the random acts that made the magic.
On 'These l)reanis' Ann Wilson sang
the guide vocal but had a head cold.
causing her voice to crack on the high
notes. 'But when she did the final v( >cal
a while later, I listened again to the
guide vocal
never erase anything
until I know i have something better
and I found I loved the way those cracks
sounded.' says Nevison. 'So I romped
them in with the lead vocal. We had a
break for Christmas and Nancy came
hack and I had to talk the girls into
keeping the cracks. In the end they
really helped slake it a great vocal

tic

-I

-

performance.'
Nevison, like many other classic rock
producers, went through a dry spell in
the early 1990s as alternative rock produced a crop of new young hands and
producers. 'No one understood why
these groups were having success without having singles.' he muses. 'So the
record companies didn't want to mess
with it and were going with the guys
who produced their demos. They didn't think they needed experienced producers. N( >\c it's turning around because
you need hits again.'
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"... marvellous
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I

don't know how I ever got alcng

without it ..."

°'The CDR800 is superbly well- equipped

with all digital formats ..."

Brendan Capucci/Steve

latch:

Dave Desman: Recording Studio Manager,
Eastmar School of Music. University of Rochester.
The Toy Specialists, NYC.
"... the CDR800 works beautifully ..."

"... we recommend the CDR800 without missing a beat .."

Barbara Hirsch: University of California - Salta Barbara.
"... the opportunity to do a digital transfer from DAT to CD
without a computer is simply fantastic ..

"

Tom Stanley: Town House Studios, London.

\

"... It's a beautifully simple machine to operate

N
'

which makes it a pleasure to use

John Jones: Producer / Celir

t.

"..lust

e

Dion. LA.

the CDR80L is the best
brilliant
CD -R on the market ..."
.

THE HHB CDR800.
N0.1 IN CD RECORDING.
When we launched the world's first affordable pro quality CD recorder. we thought we might have

a

hit on our hands.

But even we've been amazed at the popularity of the CDR800. Thousands of machines are now in daily use around the

CDR74f

world in every conceivable application (and some we could never have conceived of!). You're kind enough to tell us how
you love the way it sounds, that superior build quality makes the CDR800 exceptionally reliable, and that pro- features
like balanced analogue inputs. an AES /EBU digital in and 5 simple record modes with built -in sample rate conversion are

essential for the ways you work. So we'd like to say thanks for making the HHB CDR800 No.

1

in CD recording.
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on BASF

tape

"If the choice is left to me,

STUDIO MASTER
I

use
BAS'.-

BASF Studio Master 900 maxima. It is such a high -

class analogue tape that

I

could not find a better one

even after comparing several tapes with it. You get a

super performance from BASF Studio Master 900

maxima even when you push up the level. The clarity
is phenomenal.

I

don't use anything else now."

Ronald Prent has had success as a recording engineer working with
such artists as David Bowie, Police, Elton John, Def Leppard,

Iron Maiden, Peter Maffay, Jule Neigel, Rammstein, Guano Apes
and Fury in the Slaughterhouse.

ECMagnetics

For more information contact
7S 01295-227838 or visit EMTEC Magnetics'

/

web site at http: /www.emtec-magnetics.com

maxima is a high- output analogue tape
designed specifically for multi -track recording and
mastering, with extra wide dynamic range. low noise
and low print through.
SM 900

BASF

()Si s'i't DENTS
I S take a part time if to help pay their way
through college or university.
The majority of such jobs arc purely
expedient, and the student would probably pray that they didn't end up doing
it full -time. Sham n Murphy may have
originally intended t))bea historian. but
what he dici on the side to finance his
education has ultimately led to hint
being regarded as one of the leading
film -score mixers of his veneration.
From the way he tells it. ;le was like
most young people -doing what he
enjoyed and what interested hint. and
seeing where it led. Where it took hint
was working with Steven Spiellierg.
such leading composers as lames
Horner and John Williams. and sharing
an Oscar k r /rrrnssic Park. It one of
those cases where my secondaryy interests over -rode what my major studies
were: he muses. )using the slid 1960s.
I

Murphy went to San Francisco) State College to study history: although few
realised that this was his major. 'There
\vas a minor emphasis on music'.' he
says. 'but spent so much time in the
film. theatre and film departments that
a lot of people have the idea that was
on at major cc )1rse of study in those areas
as well. but it wasn't the case. I studied
history. but was also a musician. playing brass instruments for many. many
years. snmcthing. like history, that did
out of enjoyment:
Listening to Murphy recount his college clays. it is almost inconceivable to
think that he did graduate in history. what
with being a technical engineer at local
SF radio stations -after gaining his FCC
licence very early on -and working at
American Conservatory Theatre. and
)

working \\ ith outside production staff.
which ultimately prompted his move
to \\all\ Heider Recording. again in LA.
\\ ith its remote TV facility. Heider's
gave Murphy the opportunity to work
on NBC's S(Nrrrcicn'. \i,ghl Iii eduring its
classic late seventies period and Coverage of the Academy Awards ceremonies.
But another sicle of the business
-recording music. dialogue and narration for movies-g; \ e hint his first exposure to film scores. laying groundwork
for another change in direction that tva
scion to conte. Before titis castle a stint
at CBS and a return to )isney. working
primarily for the group's television and
musical theme park di\isic ins. with filets
creeping in around I981.
I

'RP111 S list of movie credits
an impressive one. but he
admits that its early entries are
selective. .1 would say that my first feature film credits, ones that \\ ere of any
substance. were in 19+2: he says, con tinuing with a laugh. There were others prohahly before that Hut they're
t

is

things that \ye may not want to put on
the resume-we've all got things like
that in our past. These were the kind of
things that gave you the experience you
need as you move on.'
The project that led Murphy into film
work and :may from street parades was
the digital rescore of Fcrrrtnsicr in januarv- Februa ry 1982. This was followed
by his first) tri;ginal major project, working with .tastes Horner on Something
A'ickecl %%)is IW'it' Comes. He views the
move to)ni music recording to fault
scoring as evolutionary. 'Learning technology and techniques that are the
same and different simultaneously he
puts it. 'Often the terminology is different and the level of complexity
changes. :is opposed to the physical
business of making things sound good.
\luck of the equipment is the sanie. the
main difference tieing that you're dealing more with sprocketed film machinery: although that's less true than it was
1I years ago. it winds up being a real
interesting learning process forthe first
>
year or two in film.'
.

I

I

I

1

other venues as a sound designer and
technician. 'Iliad the lucky circumstance
of winding up in SF at the end of 1965
and staying through 19-2. which could
not have been a better time in the history of the musical world.' he laughs.
one of the radio stations worked for
was a classical station that did a lot of
remote recording and this predated any
interest I had in film scoring. but it turned
out to be very good training because it
got you used to going into it strange
venue. listening to it. listening to the
orchestra and quickly coming up with a
sound that was presentable.'
Going on to a Master's degree in theatre technology at Stanford university.
Murphy graduated again in 19 -1 2.
While entering the real world \\ ;is now
:r reality. he did not completely leave
academia. taking a teaching position at
the California Institute of the Arts in Los
Angeles: although. understandably. he
wash )attic to leans San Francisco. Budget cuts forced hint to leave teaching
and. as he says. he wound up as a sound
designer at Disneyland. working on
parades and special events. With Disney. movies and television are never
far :win and Murphy found himself
I
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Comfortably spanning the divide between film and
music Shawn Murphy is regarded as a leading film -score
mixer of his generation Kevin Hilton takes notes

While film itself creates a language
harrier, there is still the universal language of music, which Murphy feels
helped him in the transition. 'I laving a
good musical vocabulary actually helps
you in all phases of sound mixing,
whether it involves music or not,' he
says. It trains your ear to listen and
gives you some cues and vocabulary.
And, of course. there is the ability to
read music and discuss music in relatively complex technical ternis with
musical people: that opens a lot of
doors in ternis of putting people at ease,
assuring them that you're not just a technician who has no idea of what they're
trying to achieve. would say that engineers being able to read music ought
to be compulsory, and those of us that
do read find it much easier to communicate and achieve what the composer
or producer is looking for in musical
and dramatic terms.'
Murphy left Disney to go freelance in
1986, and soon after started to work on
the filins of Steven Spielberg. While he
has worked on a number of this producer- director's projects. he says,
'A scoring mixer is almost always
involved with a project because of a
composer: although it is sometimes
because of a studio or music department.' It was in this way he came to
work on F"mpire r the Sun, Spielberg's
1987 adaptation of JG Ballard's semi autobiographical novel: 'Sometimes
composers ask you to go on and work
on the final dub as well and had
<

1

I

f

1

The ability to read and
discuss music in relatively

complex technical terms
with musical people; that
opens a lot of doors,
putting people at ease, and
assuring them that you're
not just a technician'

worked with James Homer on a number of occasions where that had
occurred, and then i worked with John
Williams on linrpire r the Sun, which
had also been a case where he had
asked whether i could go on and work
on the dub.'

f

"l'S MOST BASIC level, the
dubbing process brings together
Ai.
dialogue, music and sound
effects in such a way that each plays its
part. Murphy acknowledges this fundamental description, but elaborates,
'What you're interested in doing is
telling the story in the most effective
manner with sound, and supporting it
with a mix of effects and music. It's a
process of choices; every inch of the
way you're making a hundred choices
as to what is the emphasis, and somehow you have to come up with an effective sound mix that is supportive of that.
Sometimes there are diverse opinions,
when a director may have it one way,
the producer may have it another, and
sometimes even a star is allowed to
intervene or make suggestions on a
sound mix, and it is your job is to reconcile this. Sometimes it can he fun and
very interesting, and sometimes not so
much fun -but that's the job.'
Murphy's credits are wide ranging, yet
several names, arguably the leaders in
contemporary film music, recur. James
Horner ( Willow, Brut 'eheart) is the most
numerous, punctuated by John Williams
(Schindler's Liss Jurassic Park), John
Barry (Chaplin. Indecent Proposal),
Danny Elfman ( Batman, The Nightmare
he./üre Christmas), and more recent
names, Joel McNeely ( Terminal tilocitY, The Avenger,), John Debney ( Liar,
Liar) and David Arnold (Godzilla).
'That's the great part of the job,' he says,
'it's always changing. You have this
great history and dramatic talent of a
John Barry, or a John Williams, or James
Horner and then you have the people
who are equally interesting and fabulous but just coming into the business.'
New composers will always be corning into the business, but, given economics, it is unlikely that many new studios will open specifically for film -score
work. Murphy identifies a small huh of
studios in LA, the real centre of the
industry, with Todd -AO, the old MGM
stage, Paramount and the re- opened
Fox lot. Also on the circuit are New York
and London (Abbey Road, CTS, AiR
Lyndhurst and Whitfield Street), with
the newly refitted stage at Skywalker
Ranch just outside San Francisco now
on the market. 'They're all very good,
and vary in sonic character quite a lot,'
Murphy observes. 'Sometimes we'll
choose a stage based on the type of
score because acoustics is always a key
factor. Sometimes it is based on schedule, and sometimes we don't choose
because it's so busy we just take what
we can get.'
I

In terms of mixing consoles, Murphy
views it as an AMS Neve or SSL world,
with the 9000 Series becoming more
widespread in LA at present. 'The 9000
has become a presence; prior to that
time Neve-V3, VR and VX-with Flying Faders or GML automation had been
the single highest presence. I think that
they're both terrific boards. I would say,
not to ruffle too many feathers, that I'm
very happy with the 9000 sonically, but
I have been
less pleased with the
automation; the old stand -by automation for all film scoring is Flying Faders.'
All consoles now have to offer surround -sound monitoring, with the
move from matrixed systems into 5.1
or even 7.1 soundtracks. Murphy says
that the shift away from 4 -2 -4 matrix
working has made life easier, but that
there are still things to consider in the
new discreet channel world. 'Most of
us have concluded that a 5.1 mix suits
us for almost all applications: you can
take a 5.1 mix and turn it into a 7.1 mix
by spreading. You can drop it down to
a 4 -2-4 if you're careful, because most
of us, in our heads, adapted mie techniques, and spacing, and delays that
work for 4 -2-4. In most cases, for orchestral music, that makes a very nice sounding CD mix (although occasionally we
do separate mixes for CD release). This
means you can do all those mixes at
the same time, because you rarely have
the time to go hack and do separate
mixes, nor do they dub separate versions. In a practical sense we wind up
saying that 5.1 is our best common
denominator and best sound.'
With the standard use of surround,
the audio aspects of a movie are now
regarded as much a story- telling device
as the cinematography or the acting,
something acknowledged by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Murphy has been nominated
twice for an Oscar; the first, along with
others, for Indiana tones and the Last
Crusade, the second for Jurassic Park,
which he won (with Gary Summers,
Gary Rydstrom and Ron Judkins). Murphy calls himself 'a very lucky guy' for
winning a statuette on his second nomination, and laughs heartily when
reminded that he picked up an award
before his director, Steven Spielberg.
Upcoming movies that Murphy has
scored include the Kurt Russell science
fiction action flick Soldier, with music
by Joel McNeely, and A Civil Action,
which sees him working again with
Danny Elfman. But, like the movie Top
Tens, this year has been dominated by
Saving Private Ryan, Spielberg's new
take on the war film. Next year's Oscars
are likely to surrender to this work, but,
as with all things, Murphy is modest
about any further awards, saying just,
'We'll see', and citing sound designer
Gary Rydstrom as the real audio star.
Just like the rest of his career, he is happy
to let things happen.
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The prospect of digitising
the radio production
process faces broadcasters
world wide.While most err
on the side of caution,
Zenon Schoepe reports
on one with ambition
I
c

FE CAN BI : DiFFICI'LT fora broadaster whose country is small an(I

%\ hose
population divided geographically and by language. Add to these
obstacles enough mountains to make a
traditional approach to radio transmission
a non -starter. and Switzerland emerges
as a country faced with very specific problems. which it resolves in sonne clever
ways. For example. some 9U' ,,ofthepopulation is addressed at home via a long
established cable network.
DRS has the responsibility for taking
care of radio 1 r the German language
speaking population and is one of the
many sections of the country's holding
broadcasting organisation. SRG. This
body embraces TV and radio parts for
the German. French and Italian speaking populations. plus l'AI who still speak
an old Roman tongue.
While this III undoubtedly acicls to the
rich tapestry of Sw iss national unique-

ness. it also means that the license fee is

divided among these language- specific
service providers despite their requirement to produce rich and varied output.
DRS broadcasts DRS I popular). DRS?
(culture) and DRS3, which is a youthorientated channel transmitted through
the Austrian Digital Radio network. plus
(

the Music Wave 531 channel broadcast
in AM and carrying mostly Swiss country music. An acklitionaI 'vo ung' audience
channel is in the application process. The
broadcaster has its three main studio
complexes I( K:ucd in Zurich. Bern and
Basle. and this spread is due to historical and political reasons. Despite the
county being small it is actually governed in :a manner not dissimilar to the
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lhrse Swiss Cantons
are mostly independent and have their
own ways of operating and broadcasters fit into this. However. DRS is currently
in the process of concentrating different
programmes in different areas Intl studios. Zurich takes care of the transmission of I)RS1. a small contribution to
DRS2 which is centred in Basle. a 50-50
split with Basle un DRS amid the entirety
States in America.

of \I \C'

i

531 plus local newt's

contribution

to the network.
Drama production is a particular
strength of the Zurich studios but. significantly. the city's radio broadcaster no
longer keeps its own orchestra and consequently does little music production:
although it retains a medium -sized concert hall and has plans pending for its
continued use. Zurich is I ls() the ( )B van
centre of the country and there is a high
degree of autonomy between each
region's radio and TV operations.
On the transmission side, DRS has a
remote controlled piaster control room.
that is controlled by each studio's control room via matrixing systems. There
are four digital multifunctional (1)I or
technician operated) o mtrol rcxm)s with
studios that are mainly used for transmission but are also pressed into service
for production duties. Central to the
arrangement is :a Studer D9+1 digital desk
package ordered in 1993 as one of the
few solutions to digitising control room
and transmission areas. The station's
automation system is Dacor. Four preproduction rooms use Media Engineering \lemix digitally controlled analogue
desks which were built to DRS' specifications yet none of this alludes to the
Fact that the Zurich operation is in a state
of major reorganisation. refitting and
rebuilding. A substantial amount of space
is being realised in one of the wings of
the complex. much of which is .actually
listed. with new studio's being built and
operations being transferred.
Zurich now has the distinction of he wsing two Fairlight FA \IF systems and Sonic
Solutions (:D -R mastering as sonic of the
many moves being made towards the
goal of digitising from origin to trans-

mission. It is an issue that all broadcasters have to face up to eventually and
while the creation of a master long -terni
plan fora station is vital, the methcxl in
which the established exiting process is
to be updated. hybridised or simply
replaced that gives the headaches. Digitisation of the programme production
process is an obvious candidate for conversion. but normally it is the editing and
recording aspects that are addressed first.
What makes DRS' move such a hold
one is that it has adopted a system popularly known in sound- for -picture work
and used as the answer to complete digitisation of radio programme production.
'We have to do this step by step,' says
Thomas Wochner, head of technical
planning at DRS in Zurich, 'and we have
to live with the problems of changing.'
Four I :\ \IFs were ordered at the sanie
time two years ago with the Zurich duo
supported by single systems in Bern and
Basle. All were installed in early suer
mer and clrania production is the forte
of the systems in Zurich and Basle. I)RS
had no experience of Fairlight prior to
the order selection process an(I \X chner
states that after careful weighing up of
its requirements it emerged as the prime
contender, despite the fact that the system is more usually associated with
sound- for -picture work.
'We don't have a lot of money. but we
had to (heckle whether we should opt for
a very simple and affindable DA \\ with
an -ordinary'' mixing desk or go for something different.' he continues. 'At that time
there were no "useful- digital mixers
available in the price range we were Iex)king in. \\'e needed digital mixing and editing and for the money the FAME offered
us both and, most importantly, they were
integrated. We were very interested in
Digidesign Pro Tools with the ProControl. but we didn't believe that it would
be available in the tinescale we hall and,
as it happens. we were right. SADiE. and
Merging Technologies' Pyrunix were also
in the running. but didn't provide the
integrated mixing we wanted.
It is clear that once I)RS had investigated FAME its promise had set a >
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< precedent for everything else that it
tion. For Wochner, this is part of his vision
then looked at. And they're not small sysfor digitising DRS and he has plans for
tems at 24 -fader desks each and Wochner
networking throughout the production
admits that he placed orders on the
chain along with interfacing with the
strength of a prototype.
compressed audio data network run by
it then became a simple matter of wait- the news offices.
ing to discover whether our decision had
Gysi believes work on the FAME is
been right or wrong,' he laughs. The
more satisfying creatively. However, the
timescale was right for us, the old equipdays are long and the schedules are regment had to go as we were building new
ularly tight enough to demand the comcontrol rooms as part of the expansion
pletion of a one -hour programme in four
of the complex here in Zurich.'
hours. Original station output is very high.
Training was a real issue as DRS drama
'The amazing thing is that it can be dime
production was not only moving from
in this sort of time, the mix automation is
analogue to digital it was also moving
fantastic,' she says. 'What we can't afford
from stereo working practices to multito have is problems with the system
track. 'We had to change the attitude of
because any amount of time lost is critithe operators because of the two steps
cal and the next producer fir the next proinvolved here,' claims Wochner. Its a
gramme is waiting outside in the corridor.'
major upheaval. The only thing that did
The analogue way of working on radio
not alter was the window between the
dramas at DRS had always involved two
control room and the actors on the other
technicians whereas the new system has
side. All of sudden they weren't openallowed the entire production to he
ing a fader to start a tape machine anyplaced in the hands of one sound engimore, everything could he on the
neer. 'This is all still very new to us and
Fairlight multitrack and they could move
the pressure is higher on the operators
things around easily.'
since we've been using the FAME.,'
Barbara Gysi, chief of the production
observes Gysi who adds that two -operarea in Zurich and of the Fairlights,
ator working had amounted to a less
believes that changing the operators'
intense atmosphere. 'Our days are now
minds to think in multitrack terms was
longer, not because of the FAME but
perhaps the biggest obstacle. While stanbecause of the changing of the internal
dard DRS practice had always dictated that
structure here. Another point that is not
all engineers should spend time working
often mentioned is that when you work
on all aspects of the station's output from
with a DAW you have many more posassisting at live broadcasting to drama
sibilities and the opportunity to try things
post, the arrival of the FAMEs has necesand if you're not careful you start to play
sitated the creation of specialists who
with the system. That's great for creativmajor on the operation of the system.
ity but you have to remind the operators
'Our operators were not used to workto not forget about the time.'
ing with computers,' adds Gysi. 'If someInterestingly, all four of DRS' FAMEs
thing unexpected happened, they immeare identical in configuration and size
diately became unsure of themselves
and projects have been moved between
and it took time to develop the more
the two systems in Zurich, for example,
relaxed attitude that those who are used
one of which enjoys a larger recording
to working with computers have. The
space. 'We have already gone to Basle
timescale also dictated that operators
where the FAME has a better drama stuonly had two weeks training and two
dio area associated with it for recording
weeks of playing with the system. That's
more complex programmes and brought
not a lot of time for people starting from
the work hack to Zurich for editing and
scratch and there were bugs in the sysmixing,' says Wochner.
tem and we got into that dreadful situDRS' commitment to a more elaborate
ation where the operators didn't know
and integrated solution to its producif they had done something wrong or if tion needs may well he the smarter
it was the system.'
move. Not only does its choice have
In terms of productivity, Gysi reckons
strong networking promise it also has
that the programming structure has
the potential benefit of Fairlight's activchanged to producing far more proity in interchange circles, both of which
grammes in Zurich than it did a few years
make the purchases healthily open
ago making it difficult to compare preenough for future twists and turns. Most
cisely previous practices to the use of
importantly perhaps, DRS has also got
the new technology. 'But I would say that
in early with its own technical revoluwe need about the same time
tion at operator level and has
for a production now that 'we
had to crash- course its way
did working analogue but DRS, Sw-itz erland.
through this and new higher
we're still spending a lot of Tel: +41 36611I
throughput
programming
time copying analogue tapes :Pau: +41 366
demands. The onus on the
to the hard disk,' she explains.
operators seems almost too
'Wochner says that this is a problem in
much to hear, yet they are surviving and
changing formats and acknowledges
seemingly flourishing as a result. When
need for an off-line-style DAW that could
it all settles clown DRS will emerge as
he used to input material for passing on
an extremely sophisticated, skilled and
to the FAMEs for editing and compleslick operation.
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Caught between the
constraints of history
and the self-interest of

modernity a director
wrestles with the tensions
of period cinema.
Kevin Hilton investigates
the sound behind the throne

A question f balance
H

ISTORICAI. I)R ANI:\ has been a
mainstay of the cinema since its
creation
n now a century ago. Film
makers love ready -made stories and his-

tory is packed with them: although the
pressures of condensing real events into
those dramatic 90 minutes to two hours
usually make the celluloid versions more
an entertainment than an education. As
well as this balance, movie directors
know that they are attempting to recreate the past using modern technology:
their dilemma is whether to underplay
the hardware or use it to its full extent.
Elizabeth is an example of the latter
approach. It is costume drama yet the
filming technique is unquestionably

modern. making much use of moving
cameras. extreme angles, jump cuts and
digital audio. Dramatic. even sledgehammer use of sound is commonplace
in the standard Hollywood blockbuster:
an historical movie would normally feature clever yet almost imperceptible
sound design-footsteps, ticking clocks.

64

whispering corridors-rather than anything brash. Elizabeth is different: a full
orchestra with choir fights against thundering hoofs. roaring flames that shoot
through the cinema: traditional instruments vie with synthesisers: all the while
an unsettling wind cries outside the
echoing chambers.
As directed by Shekhar Kapur. the
Indian director best known in the West
for the controversial Bandit Qiwell, the
story of the Virgin Queen's ascension
to the throne of England and early reign
is a mixture of dark intrigue and a bright
youthfulness that gives way to staid
duty. Kapur has said that he much
admires Baz Luhrmann's updating of
Ro,nc'o and Juliet. set in present -day
Miami and shot with all the cinematic
techniques available to a director, some
of which Kapur saw as reminiscent of
Indian cinema. Elizabeth may not be as
brash as that Australian director's movie
but it does share its visual zest, perhaps
no accident as Gill Bilcock edited both.

The visual style in many respects dictated how the nu )vie would sound.
Mark Auguste, the supervising sound
editor. says that while Kapur gave him
pretty much an open brief, the pictures
influenced the noises. 'Shekhar was
very good. he didn't interfere at all,' he
recalls. 'All he asked was for it not to
be subtle. which is great fora sound editor. He talked more on a philosophical
level. saying quite early on that he
wanted it to he like an opera. so he was
veiv broad with his ideas. He gave me
total freedom and when I played him
some of my early ideas. he expanded
on them. In some ways the cutting of
the film dictated how the sound would
be. It's at modern cut with a constantly
moving camera and that in a way made
it very obvious what had to do.'
Elizabeth's music score similarly fed
off the images and provided another link
I

hack to both Baz Luhurmann and Australia, something reinforced by the casting of Cate Blanchett as Elizabeth and
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heard them so clearly and said,
"Shekhar, I wish there was a piano
here ". He said, "There's one over there,"
so in a public place I left my eggs on
toast and played for him. He said, "I like
those notes," and I got the job.'
Music editor Mike Higham, who
worked with Hirschfelder at the composer's own studio and Allan Eatons, an
established film music studio in Melbourne, confirms the director's spontaneous way of working. `Shekhar wanted
a lot of choir-oriented stuff.' he says.
'A phrase he kept using was that lie
wanted a "mad monk" sound; he's an
interesting guy, but I never quite understood him for the first three or four
months of the postproduction process.
A lot of film critics say that he works on
the chaos theory and you have to go
through the chaos to find out what he
really wants.'
Both elements, which were worked
on independently, saw the coming
together of ancient and modern: period
music alongside a modern orchestra
with synthesisers and guitars overlaid;
and modern sound effects, some
processed through DSPs and samplers,
placed under historical locations.
Auguste says that Kapur wanted powerful sounds that would emphasise the
cutting. The effects also change during
the movie, depending on the events
being portrayed or the characters fea
tured. In some respects, certain sounds
are used like themes, just as a recurring
music figure is identified with a mood
or person. At the start of the film, there
is much juxtaposition between the zealous, dangerous character of Queen Mary
I ('Bloody Mary', played here by Kathy
Burke) and the girlish figure of her halfsister Elizabeth, who is shown dancing
in bright summer fields. 'The early scenes
with Mary use a lot more low frequency
and help build up this darker atmosphere,' explains Auguste. `It's a very dark
film overall but in ternis of Mary we used
a lot of sub-frequencies and r()>m ambience, with interior backgrounds shot in
cathedrals that were dark, sonic of which
were manipulated by me to give the feeling we were aiming for.'
Scenes were shot on a mixture of
sound stages at Shepperton Studios and
real locations, including Haddon Hall
in Derbyshire (which doubled as Hatfield House, Princess Elizabeth's home),
Alnwick Castle, Warkworth Castle (doubling as the Tower of London) and
Durham Cathedral. Ambient recordings
were made at Liverpool Cathedral.
which were sampled and played
through a keyboard, with the pitch kept
low and another ambient added to it.
Auguste explains, '1 played the tw,
together, one much lower than thh
other, giving some very deep low
frequency rumbles. There were even
darker sounds used for the dungeon
sequences, but once we were out of
that, it lightens up.'
>
I

Geoffrey Rush as her ruthlessly loyal spy master. Francis Walsingham. Composer
and producer David Hirschfelder-who
has lead a long association with John
Farnham and scored lxth Strictly Ballroom and Shine ( the story of pianist
David He Ifgott, starring Geoffrey Rush)
was sent the script last year and met
Kapur in London a day later.
'1 actually came up with a piece from
reading it through.' he told journalist
Paul Tonks, 'hut other than that there
\\ :IS no preparation. So I was really on

-

the spot when they asked what I had
in mind.
was saying all sorts, like
period music. violins and some
antiph( ma styles reminiscent of the
perkxt mixed
ith modern styles.
Shekhar saw right through it and
described the scene from the end of the
film where Elizabeth emerges with her
powdered face and the wig. He
described it very poetically and I heard
three boy sopranos singing these notes:
3 -note chords and a simple melody.
Studio Sound November 1998
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A sequence that is blatantly modern
is Elizabeth preparing to face Parliament.

<

knowing that her continuing reign
depends on winning out. Sharp cuts of
Cate Blancliett are interspersed with shots
of the government chamlxer, as the lords
and bishops enter to argue against the
Bill of Uniformity. The brief was to he
adventurous,' says Auguste, 'almost to
"suck'. Elizabeth into Parliament. It was
also quite a good example of where
David Hirschfelder and myself amalgamated our efforts well. Even though we
were working totally separately. we were
working towards the same sort of ideas.
There were many places where that happened. so we were on the same wavelength about how to present the sound.'
However, Auguste adds, being given the
freedom on this scene did make its own
problems. The Parliament scene was
quite a maddening one to do because

the dialogue is so important, inter- cutting
images of Parliament, and doors opening, and not trying to make it obvious,
the kind of trailer sounds approach with
whooshes and bangs. What we came up
with is more subtle, getting the same
effect and enveloping the audience in
what is happening.'
Location sound was recorded on
time-coded DÁ1' by David Stephenson
and then downloaded from a cutting
room Sony PCM -7040 into an Avid PCI
AudioVision. With the pictures edited
on a Lightworks nonlinear system and
the sound effects and dialogue on the
AudioVision, an EDL was made, with
an autoconform of the original material. The edit was originally based at De
Lane Lea in London and then, after the
third preview. when the picture was

Mike Dowson clubbed the SRD soundtrack on the room's Trident console, taking material directly from hard disk and
mixing to 24 -track Sony DASH.
Little dialogue replacement was necessary, as the location recordings were
clean, with lines being rerecorded either
to change a performance or to make
identifying characters easier in some of
the more complex scenes. 'There were
some lines, especially early on in the
sequences with Mary i and her courtier.
the Earl of Sussex, that were replaced,'
continents Auguste. That came out of
s1 Jme of the preview screenings. which
said that we needed to make clear who
some of the characters were, so we
worked quite hard on that. The original recordings did help and that does

locked, work moved to Shepperton's
Theatre for the dub. Mark Taylor and

Surround sound is :toothier modern
movie -snaking technique, but Auguste
says that it was not over -used on F.liz(1lx'!h. 'Generally, background sounds
are laid with similar sounding noises
and spot effects are placed on top. We
didn't go too mad with the surround
but in certain cases we slid fly things
around the room, for example right at
the start of the film with the burning of
the martyrs, putting the flames over people's heads. As ever we were fighting
the music in those dramatic scenes,
although it's a pleasurable fight. There's
always the problem of getting through
because there is so much mid- range,
which can get swallowed up. I think
i still lost a bit this time,' he laughs.
The orchestral score was played by a
combination of specially selected musicians from the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and a group of instrumentalists who are described as 'more fringe'
in style. The number of instruments varied between 50 and 76, the maximum
number of players that could fit into
Allan Eatons, which David Hirschfelder
describes as being like 'a comfortable
old shoe'. The main reason in using this
studio rather than one in London was
to be in his own environment (Shinewas
recorded here), working with a familiar
team. Robin Gray recorded and mixed
the orchestral sessions, some of which
involved a 26 -voice choir. Also involved
on the sessions was Hirschfelder's own
engineer, Chris Scallon.
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make

a

difference.

THE MAIN orchestra was recorded
on 24 -track analogue, which was
later mixed down to a Dolby LCR
mix on Tascam DA -88. Music editor
Mike Higham explains that in addition

to the main orchestra, Hirschfelder
wanted to use synthesisers, guitars and
other modern sounds. All the synths
were running live, virtual MIDI from
computers and that was locking up as
we were doing the cue,' he says. 'We
then took that away to David's own studio in the evening after we'd finished
at Allan Eatons; we were having three
calls a day and then I'd go through
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everything at David's place and compile it. We'd tried to do about three takes
of each cue. so if a French horn was
out of tune, I could just edit another
take into it.'
Editing was done on a 24-hit Digidesign Pro Tools, a system that Higham
has used extensively for both film ( The
Rlcctchnrnker(nd currently a version of
Oscar Wilde's An Ideal Husband) and
music (The Spice Girls and Eric Clap ton's Pilgrim) sessions. The Dolby mix

of the orchestra was transferred to Pro
Tools, allowing Higham and Hirsch felder to overdub and work on the
whole score. in the evenings, once
David had finished what he was working on, he would come over to the little studio I was working at and do some
overdubs directly into Pro Tools,' recalls
Higham. 'These would be synths. guitars and last minute vocals. Meanwhile.
the orchestrator iSam Schwa rtzl was getting things tweaked for the next day. It
was a bit like a production line. Manic.
absolutely manic. We were there for
about 10 days in all.'
S ELEMENTS were being added
late in the schedule, it was
lecided to record some of the
choir parts directly into Pro Tools.
Notably this happened with the music
for the final scene, where a new arrangement of Mozart's Requiem is used to

accompany the sequence where Elizabeth decides to remain a virgin and
assumes the famous mask -like image. It
was a lot quicker to go directly into Pro
Tcxyls.' says Higham, and as I'd compiled
the main orchestral work and because it
was the master, rather than dumping
back to analogue and losing a generation, it was decided to keep it in the digital domain. We set up a soprano. alto,
tenor, bass mic positioning with a couple of overheads and a centre mic and
we recorded all the choir [from the Australian Opera[ straight into the computer.'
Higham left Australia with around
30Gb of material loaded onto hard disk
and hex Aced into the 5.1 room at Metropolis in the Chiswick area of West London. 'Because the orchestral work was
was a left and right
already done
mix-we had to amalgamate that with
all the last minute synth. guitar and vocal
overdubs that David was doing and then
there was all the choir work.' explains
Higham. 'We wanted to premix that to
picture and I had to do my job as well
as editing the music to the latest cut of
the picture. The new overdubs had to
be balanced together, so from all that we
created a 32 -track submix in Pro Tools.'
This submix was then taken to Shepperton Theatre 1, where Mike Dowson
was dubbing the music to picture.
Higham notes that with the 24 inputs
and outputs on the Pro Tools (arranged
as three 8- 8 -Rs). these can be mixed
clown to eight faders. 'I gave these to
Mike and he just grouped the hank of

ing things up or down or moving them,
doing stuff that really mattered and
using the choir to cover up the edit.
making it sound a bit more musical.
This meant that we had the 32- tracks
online at the sound stage all the time,
which was a first for Mike Dowson. I've
done it a couple of tines but never with
that amount of information.'
The modern treatment of the story
sloes not jar: if anything, it gives a freshness and a vitality that could be said to
match Elizabethan times. Even the
appearance of former Manchester
l'nited star Eric Cantona -as Monsieur
de Foix. the French ambassador-does
not detract from the story or the setting
something helped by the fact that he
does not give a bad performance). The
only real criticism of Elizabeth is its rewriting of history for dramatic purposes.
But this is the movies after all.

eight faders together as left -centre -right
information. and the other stuff would
maybe be overdubs. It meant that Mike
could keep all the faders in a line and
all the internal mixing was still happening in Pro Tools. If Shekhar suddenly
said. "I'm not sure about that guitar at
the start of the Icn'e theme. I don't want
it for the first 20 seconds of the cue".
I was able to just mute it out because
I hadn't committed to it in the mix.'
Higham sa s that one of the problems of film working is that the different mixers and editors involved are not
sure exactly what the result of their individual work will be until the final dub hing stage. Its always terrible in film
because the only time you get to hear
the music against the effects for real is
in the club, by which time it's too late.
it was great for me because I could still
do complex editing at a late stage. fad-
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Now making
as

its mark on the international recording scene,Vancouver's Warehouse began

the exclusive studio of Bryan Adams. Terry Nelson discovers what's

CANADA is one of the unsung

resorts of international music.
Artists such as Celine Dion. Rush
(still going after all these years). Alan nah Myles, Jane Siberry. and producer
and artist Daniel Lanois challenge the
national stereotype with their talent and
success. The country also has a tradition of quality recording facilities
-Toronto's Metalsound run
by Triumph's vocalist-drummer Gil Moore. for example.
And an early ambassador of
mobile excellence was Guy
Charbonneau's Le Mobile,
which has toured throughout North America.
Recently Bryan Adams ha,
brought another studio to
the territory, The Warehouse, located near Vancouver's harbour area. The
facility has been open officially since the beginning
of 1998 without a quiet
moment since. I first visited
The Warehouse in October
W97 when building was nearing completion and I returned this year to find
an operational complex.
'I've had a studio in my house at ancouver with an SSL G- Series since 1987;
Adams explains. 'The idea of building
something unique that I could use and
that could be available to others came
from the over -abundance of gear from

the fifties, sixties and seventies that
I had collected. I could not fit it all in
my house anymore.
'I talked to Ron Vermeulen who
helped me get the house studio built,
and we decided that it could be done
provided we had the right space. The
"right space *" fell into my lap in 1989
when I bought this burnt out. rat-

infested shell of a \'art: o>use. Ilk ironic
thing is that the bidding was against a
parking lot company and it turned out
we had not only bought a cool place,
but it happened to be the oldest brick
building in the city and it was once the
first City Hall. We had no idea until we
went to the archives and found out.
'There is nothing like it in Canada and

in store
the only studios that I have seen or
worked in that come up to its standard
are Air Studios in London, and A&M Studios in Los Angeles.'
Built in 1886 after a fire that devastated the city, the studio premises were
originally the city's first warehouse. The
historical association comes through
strongly in the studio's atmosphere and
the facility further benefits
from being on the fringe of
an area known as Gastown,
the old town, which is now
the centre of restoration and
redevelopment, offering a
variety of restaurants, cafés,
shops and other distractions.
Those in search of more
earthy pursuits need only
walk a block or two in the
other direction.
From outside there is nothing to indicate the present
function of the building.
Inside, there is an immediate
atmosphere of space and airi- ness throughout the whole
complex. My first impression was of an
open -plan office, endorsed by the open
metal stairs that link the two floors.
The ground floor has a reception,
offices, workshop, preproduction studio (the Pro Tools room) and general
storage (including Adams' stage gear).
On the first floor, the stairs emerge
into a large lounge- kitchen area and >

ceiling glass partition with three iso
rooms inside for increased separation.
There is also a gallery for the roof which
energetic engineers can reach by climbing up a ladder. The remaining facilities include a large mobile drum riser
and the service lift in one corner.
'As you can tell,' says Warehouse technical director Ron Vermeulen, 'when the
room is empty it is very live and some
people might wonder if the drapes can
make much of a difference. However,
the nu anent the floor is occupied by a
hand's gear. the response gets damped

down quite a lot.'
Even with the room empty, lowering
and raising the curtains does make a
noticeable difference to the room
acoustic. In the control room, the vast
size again is a noticeable.

< natural daylight -you do not feel that
you are in a studio. The tracking studio, which is reached via a small corridor off the lounge is also here. Entering the studio. the first thing that hits
you is its large size and airy space. You
also understand why the studio is called
The Warehouse: the ceiling is two
storeys high. the walls hare brick, the
floor wooden planking. the air condi-

tioning exposed. The illusion is furthere(' by dummy bales, which can he
left lying in the upper gallery if required.
A closer look. however. reveals concessions to studio acoustics.
The inner wall carries eight motorised
curtains, which can be raised or lowered to vary reverh time with click stops
so that settings can he 'recalled'. The
far end of the room features a floor -to-

VIRMEtILEN ran his own facility,
Little Mountain, for 13 years
before joining Adams full time
as technical director. His career spans
engineering. maintenance, technical
engineering, studio planning and coordination.
Designed by \irmeulen, the tracking
control room addresses several issues.
'First of all, this was designed from
the outset as a tracking studio,' the
designer begins. 'Mixing is done upstairs. Recording today means having
musicians in the control room and I
wanted to make sure that there was >
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< enough space for the production
team, the musicians and maybe some
guests who need to listen in.
The left side is what I call the technical area and this houses all the multitrack machines, an assistant engineer's
desk for all the housekeeping that has
to be done nowadays, and the amp
racks for the monitoring. The right side
is for the artists and guests.'

were first built for Air Studios-the one
in the studio having been bought from
Atlantic Studios in New York. The console is particularly well- featured for the
time of its construction, and has remote
preamplifiers that can be located close
to the microphones and operated from
the desk. ('There is no doubt that it
sounds better by putting the preamps
by the microphones-you get much
more transparency.') Vermeulen is
proud of the console and the modifications that have been made-while
retaining its original look and circuitry.
it has been brought up to date in various ways, including SSL -style RECORD
.AR.! and CUT switches over the fader
hank, Local /A -B mute bus switching.
two machine control panels, and dual
LEDS at the 'EQ ON' switch indicating
channel overload.
'That came from a comment made by
Bob Clearmountain,' Vermeulen explains. 'It is difficult to overload the
console. but it can be done and Bob
wanted a visual indication such as an
overload LED.'
The console has also been expanded
from the original 48 channels to 58 with
what Vermeulen calls 'Sneve' modules.
'The metalwork is Neve- style. but the
modules house SSL G- series preamps
with E- series EQs. We call them 31242
modules as opposed to the Neve 31106..
Another 'Sneve' module is a stereo
compressor that can be inserted >

The rear of the room contains a large
podium that slants across the room, providing a couch area in one corner for
listeners plus somewhere to put amplifiers and other equipment, for musicians
working in the control room. Tie-lines
allow speaker cabinets to be placed out
in the studio area where they belong.
The action revolves around one of the
three custom Neve A6630 consoles that
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In the

The large

monitors

THE PROJECT BEGAN

in

the summer of

995, when Ron Vermeulen approached us to
design, build, and install the monitor system;
says Jeff Berryman, technical director, of Jason
Sound Industries, the sound reinforcement
company that has toured with Bryan Adams
since 1980.
'Although had been designing JSI's touring
loudspeaker systems since 974, had not previously been involved a serious studio monitor
project. Nevertheless, felt we had the tools
and technologies to do the job, as long as we
understood the functional requirements.To
this end, we approached the project as a collaboration, with Ron Vermeulen involved at all
stages. Somewhere along the way, the monitor
concept acquired the name Ronmon.
'As always with high -output systems, we
approached the design as a power, bandwidth.
directivity challenge, not just a matter of
achieving good low -level on -axis frequency
response.At an early stage. we developed several hypothetical configurations with different
trade -offs of acoustic output, frequency
response flatness, directivity. size, and appearance. Eventually, Ron and his colleagues
selected the highest- output option.
'The final Ronmon configuration uses four
2-inch loudspeakers in a tight square convex
array designed to provide the required coverage and minimise diffraction effects. Each 12inch driver is in a separate tuned cavity.The
convex shape of the overall array leads to a
cabinet with very few right angles, which gives
it high rigidity and helped reduce internal
standing waves.
'The mid -high frequency module is nestled
in the notch between the bottom 2s.The
module is removable, so that different upperrange transducer sets can be fitted to suit
1

I

1

I

I

I

I

different clients' tastes. At present,The Warehouse owns a 2 -way soft -dome module, and a
single -way horn -loaded module. Most work
has been done with the soft -dome module.
'There are tapered fairings that blend the
non -rectangular angles of the box into the surrounding surfaces.There are three complete
units to provide full LCR monitoring ability.The
overall ensemble is large and distinctive, but
not prepossessing.To us, the look is intuitively
compatible with the sound.
'There is one subwoofer system for each
monitor. Each subwoofer is mounted in the

< across the main LR buses. which. while
having Neve styling. contains the hoards
from the SSL master compressor.
In its original firm. the console featured 12 groups and a 32 -track monitor
section. As 48 -track machines are quite
common today. an elegant solution to

monitoring had to he found if input
channels were not to be used. This
resulted in another modificaticm
'If you put all of the auxiliary sends
on a channel into Post.' Vermeulen
reveals. 'Sends '&8 become level and
pan controls fo r the corresponding track
number with Sends 3-6 being post-

soffit, immediately behind its respective monitor, with the low- frequency loudspeaker and
port facing down. In the beginning. we had
thought to give the basic monitors enough
bass output to make use of the subwoofers
optional. However, after evaluating a number
of 2-inch woofers we concluded that the
required midrange speed and musicality could
only be provided by midrange-optimised 12inch transducers. At that point, the subwoofers
became full -time members of the system, with
a crossover frequency of 90Hz.
'The subwoofer systems are 8-inch loudspeakers in fourth -order ported enclosures.
Transducers and tuning were chosen for tight
transient response and high linearity at high
I

I

output, rather than extreme low- frequency
response.The system's 3dB-down low frequency point is approximately 36Hz.
'Although the soffit's construction is
extremely robust, we felt that it was wise
to implement extra protection against bass
vibration transmission to the surrounding
building. In each subwoofer enclosure, additional mass ( -inch steel plate) is added to
yield a total weight of approximately 3001b.
The weighted enclosures are mounted freestanding inside the soffit, resting only on
high -loss rubber shockmounts attached to
the steel soffit frame.
'In approaching the crossover design,
we knew that many studio monitor systems
used passive crossovers. However, our sound reinforcement experience had given us a
great appreciation for precision digital active
crossovers. After some discussion, Ron agreed
to let us use active digital crossovers throughout. In the final 4 -way design, the digital
crossovers optimise frequency and time
response, protect the drivers from overload,
and provide all room -tuning equalisation.
Because they are programmable, they have
allowed the development of separate
crossover programs for each type of high -mid
module.The separate powering of each frequency band has allowed The Warehouse to
select power amplifiers optimised for the particular frequencies and transducers involved.
'Ron and his colleagues were very pleased
with the initial result. In the following few
weeks, a number of producers, engineers, and
musicians auditioned the system. Reactions
were uniformly favourable, and a few suggestions were collected. Ron then applied a few
final room treatments, and we did a second
tuning. Since that time, the system has been
I

unchanged.'

effects sends, while Sends 1&2 are pre
for Cue sends.'
All the outboard racks in the tracking

control room are mobile and can he
pushed to one side to allow plenty of
space for musicians to play behind
the console. To illustrate the point,
Veriiwulen points out that Adams often
sings sitting in the couch section without headphones and using the main
monitors.
Three (LCR) monitors are built into
soffits over the control -room window.
Coverage of the rcxnn is excellent, with
very little difference in frequency >
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JAPAN: SOUND HOUSE INC

0476 22 9333 Fax' 0476 22 9334
Contact Rick Nakapma

Tel

MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO
0525 250 6038 Fax 0525 250 6038
Contact Carmen Juarez

Tel

NEW ZEALAND: SOUND TECHNIQUES
Tel 09 846 3349 Fax 09 846 3347

Contact Stephen Buckland
POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
22 826 4912 Fax' 22 827 4854
Contact: Bogdan Woiciechowski

Tel

PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LDA
01 356 0563 Fax 01 357 2981
Contact Jorge Goncalves

Tel

Tel

RUSSIA: AU TRADE INC
095 229 7516 Fax 095 956 6881
Contact Alexei Gorsky

SINGAPORE / ASIA:
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC ASIA PTE LTD
Tel 273 5202 Fax: 273 5038
Contact Donn Ho
SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S.
4470 Fax' 011 726 2552
Contact Dennis Feldman

Tel 011 482

SPAIN: LEXON
Tel 93 203 4804 Fax 93 280 4029
Contact Robert Serrat

SWEDEN: POL TEKNIK AB
Tel: 08 708 7570 Fax: 08 88 4533

Contact Jarmo Masko
SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel 01 910 4545 Fax 01 910 3544
Contact Lucienne Schenkei
TAIWAN: OMT TAIWAN LTD
4318 Fax 02 515 9881
Contact Honton Sze

Tel 02 516

TURKEY: SF DIS TICARET AS
Tel 0212 227 9625 Fax 0212 227 9654
Contact' Samim Mutluer
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311
Contact David Beesley

Tel
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Communications Limited

73 -75 Scrubs Lane

London NW10 60U

UK

Tel 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E-Mail sales' hhb
Visit HHB on line at http www hhb co. uk

co uk

ASK HHB ABOUT DIGITAL
RECORDING MEDIA AND WE'LL
THROW THE BOOK AT YOU.
Audio professionals the world over rely daily on
HHB Advanced Media Products. In every major

format, HHB digital
recording TTedia sets
the standards for

performance,

compatibility and long

DVDR416.2G8

ADAT45

term archival security.
Now, to help you get even

more from your digital recordings,
the latest HHB Advanced Media

guide to choosing and
using9
di g
audio
udio recording media
A

Product is
A

a

book

-

guide to choosing and using

digital audio recording media.
Technical Notes:
How the major digital
recording formats
work
Application Notes
The pros and cons
of each format explained
FAOs: Your

professionals. Contact HHB today for

tigital recording questions
answered

Jargon Busters:
NHB

Its essential reading for all audio

A

your free* copy.

glossary of technical
terms

Advanced Media
Products. Full specifications

While stocks last

DES THE NEW

Contact HHB today for your free copy of 'A guide
to choosing and using digital audio recording media'

DVD -RAM 5.2GB

HHB ADAT

45L/60L

Tel: 0181 962 5000

HHB CDR BULK
E

HHB DA 30160

HHB Communications Ltd
HHB Communications USA

-

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK

Tel 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050

626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110, Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada

Tel:

310 319 1111

Tel: 416 867 9000

-

Fax: 310 319 1311

Fax 416 867 1080

E

-

E

E

-mail: media @hhb.co.uk

Wbb

-Mad salesCOhhb.co.uk

-Mail salesshhbusa.com

-Mail sales a hhbcanada.com

Visit HHB on line at http'/ /www.hhb.co uk
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very popular. We have heavy stands for
placing the speakers and this includes
for 5.1 mixing.'
The studio's collection of outboard
has been amassed over the years. Gems
include racks of Pultecs and Teletronix
compressors. together with the almost
obligatory Fairchild 670 and others.
The ground floor is the site for Editing
and Copying Rooms. The Editing Room
operates a 24 -track Pro Tools- Yamaha
02R system with AES -EBU inputs.
'The room is tie-lined to the other studios so that projects can be sent down
here for editing and then sent hack again
as required,' says Vermeulen. The room
can also be used as a project studio in its
own right and is very popular. A pair of
Otan UFC format convertors ensures that
everything stays in the digital domain
AES-EBU, SDIF, TDIF -and they really
do work extremely well.'
Along with its generous outboard

-

< response or imaging between the
console position and podium seating.
This control room is large.' Vermeulen
agrees, 'so we needed a monitor system
that would fill it evenly and not just at
the console position. We talked the situation over with Jeff Berryman(see sidebar) and came up with this design.'
Conspicuous by their absence are the
surround speakers.
We have found that the LCR is sufficient as mixing is meant to be done
upstairs, Vermeulen counters. 'So far.
there has been no call for surrounds.'

conventional user
.

:

,

-

Upstairs. the mix room shares the
same elegant simplicity as the rest of the

building. with a polished wood floor. a
mixture of bare red bricks and acoustic
panels, together with wooden ceiling
beams. Its 80-channel SSL 9000- series
console is accompanied by an impressive selection of vintage and new outboard equipment, again in rolling racks.
Monitoring is free -standing and selected
on a project -by- project basis.
We have a wide selection of speakers.' Vermeulen explains, 'though the
latest powered KRK E8s are proving

resources, The Warehouse possesses

a

wide selection of microphones, ranging
from pre -war Neumann to more modem models. It is interesting to note how
certain microphones come into favour

-

Vermeulen believes that the Coles 4038
ribbon microphone is 'definitely the only
thing for rock vocals'.
Adams' interest in microphones is
underlined by a floor-to-ceiling display
case behind the studio reception desk,
that houses some of his collection for
decorative purposes.
>

-ce

modular just like analog consoles
superb sonic performance. 24bit AD /DA

32bit DSP
infinite internal digital headroom

revolutionary Dynamic Range Contcól
prevents digital peak or overloac

) *
sown

easy installation. standard analog and AES/EBU
digital inputs with sample rate convertors

future upgradeability by means of internal
modular design
snapshot on air and dynamic actomation

optional serial and parallel interfaces

TV& Radio onalr
classical music and drama recording
live theatre console

video post production

..

audio editing
CD

mastering

data transmission

HEtstraat 25

3500 Hasselt (Belgium)
tel +3211281458

fax +3211281459
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Evolutlo n
the Calrec

all digital on -air

audio production console

Digital
From

a

T Series

digit3Ily controlled

analogue co isole to an
all- digital coisole...Evolution.

Hot plugga3le cards
High level of built -in

redundancy
Proven

T

Series operating

system
Designed

fcr live broadcast

applications

The Calrec Digital T Series_..

Believe every:hing you hear.

Calrec A.idio Ltd.
Nutdough MiII Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX7 8EZ, UK
Fax +44 (0) 1422 845244
Telephone +L4 (0) 1422 342159
E -mail
en.uiries @calrec.com Website www.calrec.com
:

:

:

:

DISTRIBUTORS
WORLDWIDE

Eta
Argentina: DBA Systems SRL
Tel: 00541 545 6800 Fax:00541 573 3969
Austria: TC Electronic Austria
Tel: 08110 201 652 Fax:0800 201 653
Australia: Electric Factory
Tel: 03 9480 5988 Fax: 03 9484 6708
Belgium: EML
Tel: 011 23 23 55 Fax: 011 23 21 72
Brazil: Proware Audio Innovations
Tel: 011 55 85 2866 Fax: 011 55 84 6586
Canada: Sonotechnique PLJ Inc
(Toro.) Tel: 416 947 9112
Fax: 416 947 9369
(Mont.) Tel: 514 332 6868
Fax: 514 332 5537
Chile: Clio Productora Musical
Tel: 02 274 9621 Fax: 02 274 9575
Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia & Serbia:
Music Export (Germany)
Tel: 0049 711 616692 0049 711 616697
Denmark: New Music AG
Tel: 086 190899 Fax: 086 193199

Finland: Studiotee

KY

Tel: 09 5 123 5300 Fax: 09 5123 5355

France: DM2J Audio Solution
Tel: 01 48 63 04 43 Fax: 01 48 63 18 09

Germany. TC Electronic Deutschland GmbH
Tel: 040 53 10 83 99 Fax: 40 53 10 83 98
Greece: KEM
Tel: 01 67 48 514/5 Fax: 01 67 46 384

Holland: The Netherlands: Total Audio
Tel: 020 613 0608 Fax: 020 614 9031

Hong Kong: Digital Media Technology
Tel: 2721 0343 Fax: 2366 6883

Iceland: Audio Solutions
Tel: 896 5626 Fax: 551 6476
India: R & S Electronics
Tel: 022 636 9147 Fax: 022 636 9691

Ireland: CTI - Control Techniques
Tel: 01 454 54(0 Fax: 01 454 5726
Israel: Sontronics
Tel: 03 570 5223 Fax: 03 619 9297

Italy: Grisby Music Professional
Tel:071 7108471
Fax: 071 710 8477
Japan: All Access
Tel: 052 443 5537 Fax: 052 443 7738
Korea: Best Logic Sound Co
Tel: 02 515 7385 Fax: 02 2 516 7385
New Zealand: Protel
Tel: 04 801 9494 Fax: 04 384 2112
Norway: Lydrommet
Tel: 22 80 94 50 Fax: 22 80 94 60

'I'n) a singer -what else am I gonna
music,' he says. If you are going to
collect ?' he demands. 'Seriously, was
make music. you need to feel good in
bored on tour waiting for the gigs night order to make it. The type of music is
after night, day after day. so my tour
not really important, but you do have
manager and went on a rampage of to be in a place that has the atmosphere
flea marketing. We hit every flea marto niake you want to work and be creket from Glasgow to Paris and from
ative. The Warehouse had to resemble
Angeles to Nev l"( irk City-everywhere.
a place whie re people could get together
I went to auctions and shops. wherever
and make music rather than imposing
I might find a microphone.
the constraints of a typiThere are over 400 pieces Contact
cal recording studio. You
in the collection now.'
do what you want to do
Such is the reputation
00 Powell St reet,
and there just happens to
of Adams' collection. Vancouver BC Canada
be equipment around that
donations have been VGA IGI.
lets you get it recorded at
made by individuals and Tel: + 604 6 88 7602.
the salne tinge.
organisations alike. The tax: + 604 6 88 7605.
The Warehouse is a
et: warehou sestudio.co
BBC, for example, has
front -line studio and is
contributed several of the
making a name for itself
classic announcer's micrupinines.
on tie North American and international
Adams clearly regards his studio as a
recording scenes. It has innovative ideas
rock 'n' roll venture, with the emphaand an atmosphere rarely achieved elsesis on music, musicians and personal
where. Besides, what other recording
relationships. We aren't a post place,
facility offers sea and ski within 90 min we are a recording studio for making
utes of the consi)le?
<
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Poland: hexagon Warszawa
Tel: 022 44 66 99 Fax: 022 44 83 55
Portugal: Casus Tecnologias
Tel: 02 208 4456 Fax: 02 208 6009
Russia: A&T Trade
(Russia) Tel: 095 229 7516 Fax: 095 956 6881

Singapore: Team 108
Technical Services Private Ltd
Tel: 748 9333 Fax: 747 7273
Southern Africa: Powerhouse Electronics

el: 0)) 27

I

1

728 3102 Fax: 00 27

I 1

728 6789

Spain: Media Sys.
Tel: 113 4.26 6500 Fax: 03 424 7337
Sri Lanka: HiFi Centre Ltd
Tel: 1H) 94 580442 Fax: 00 94 1 503174
Sweden: PoIsSonic
1

TeL 031 706 -90 50 Fax: 031 706 91 10

Switzerland: Bleuel Electronic AG
Tel: 01 75Á15142 Fax: 01 750 5153

Taiwan: Advancetek International Co.Ltd.
Tel: 02 2716 8896
Fax: 02 2716 0043

Thailand: KEC
l'et: 02 222 8613/4 Fax: 02 225 3173
Turkey: Imaj Music Yapim VE Organizasyon
Ticaret A.s,
Tel: 0212 275 8310 Fax 0212 275 8384
UK Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd.
Tel: +44 (0)1494 462246
Fax: +44 (0)1494 45992(1
email: salesttfocusrite.com
USA: Group Ltd.
(East) Tel: 516 249 1399 Fax: 516 753 1020
(West) Tel: 7611 360 8511
Venezuala: C &M Audio
TeL (X)582 263 8790 Fax: 00582 267 4319
1

www.focusrite.com

Accept no substitutes
They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. So, "Thanks Guys!"
Seriously though, our imitators only go skin deep - their product will not
flatter your recordings.
So before you rush off to buy the latest new offering in signal processing,
allow us to remind you why the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter is
the choice of professionals the world over.
Class A
knobs are individually machined and hard polished

Class A VCA technology which delivers

Extraordinary Build Quality
Red Range build quality is the envy of the

outstanding low distortion performance to both

industry. The extruded aluminium front.side and

Compression and Limiting functions, whilst

rear panels are milled, linished and anodised

increasing the compression ratio provides the

rich burgundy red whilst the legends are

punch and warmth from second order artifacts.

anoprinted into the finish so they cannot wear off.

Dual Mono or Stereo

The brushed stainless steel covers conceal glass -

Red 3 is a two channel device switchable to true

fibre circuit boards, the shielded power supply and

stereo operation under the lower set of controls,

the wealth of electronic components employed to

your next compressor ask your pro-audio dealer

so you can use it for tracking (great on vocals and

ensure reliable, outstanding performance, for life.

for

The heart of the Red 3 is Focusrite's proprietory

before anodising to feel smooth as silk to the touch.

a

1995 TEC Award for Outstanding Technical

High grade potentiometers and switches

jump out of the speakers.

complete the bill of materials. Even the control

.
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Red I Quad Mic Prc
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Red

Dual Equaliser
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Red 6

'
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Achievement - many of the nominators actually

own one!
Make an informed judgement. Before buying

a

Red 3 to evaluate or ask him to set up a

comparative demonstration.

instruments alike) and across the mix to make it

++.--

Its no accident that the Red 3 was awarded the

There's no substitute for your own ears!
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For your complimentary Red Range Brochure, contact Focusrite UK Tel X44 (0)1494 462246

Fax

Winner

+44 (0)1494 459 920 E -mail sales @focusrite.com Home Page: www.focusrite.com
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The official website of Studio Sound, Pro Sound

News Europe, What's New in Pro Audio, TYB
Europa and the A.E.S. Daily.

With the most comprehensive mix of features, product reviews, news,

product directories and archive mcterial available on

a

single website,

it's easy to see wFy arostudio.com fas become the most widely accessed

Froaudio webs te in the world.

Need

a

New Point of Reference?

If you've ever wondered why, far nearly
30 years, so many hits have been mixed

on Westlake Monitors - now is the time
to find out. Go straight to you- dealer
and demand a demonstration.

Westlake Audio Speakers are designed as
reference tools for the most demanding of audio
engineers and golden -eared audiophiles. The
no- compromise manufacturing process includes

extensive internal cabinet bracing, hand built
crossovers with precision matched components,

If you
I

Os

already own a pair of BBSM-

and want to extend the bottom

end. or

if you're looking tì

r a full

range speaker system - you have to

listen to the BBSM-10s with

BBtO-SWP subwoofer sys
Awesome!!!

I_c3w l0

The 10" 3 -way moni o

done the Westlake way. Perfect
the higher end project studios that

demand

a

little more.

and drivers that are meticulously selected, tested, measured and matched. Cabinets, drivers
and crossovers are also thoroughly dampened
to eliminate any resonance or vibrations. You

Lc265.1

Multi

have to listen for yourself. We know you'll

for dedicated cent
1. /C/R or 5 channel configura-

be impressed!

tions. Dual 6.5" 3 -way.

MANUFACTURING GROUP
USA

805ß99-3686 FM (805f 498-2

httpJ/www.westlakeaudio.com

Westlake
Audio

part two of this
instructional series on ISDN.
Jeff Cohen investigates
In

audio stereotypes and
hi -tech alternatives to the
telephone network and
the motorcycle courier
MOVING ON from last month's

primer on the technological
basis of ISDN and bit -reduced
audio coding. we can look at the many
and varied applications for dial -up
sound and the equipment and operational issues that arise.
Users of ISDN for sound transmission
in our industry mainly fall into two
groups. For some. dial -up audio is
something of a dream come true. In the
past they had probably battled desperately to get any kind of circuit that provided better than telephone quality,
such as trying to book satellite TV sound
circuits and the like, but often ending
up paying a lot for lines that did not
materialise when they were needed. On
the other hand there were those who
did not know things could he done differently and were quite content travelling long distances to a radio studio to
present a radio programme, thought it
normal to wait days to receive a DAT
of a studio session from another part of
the world, and the possibility of a
recording session with musicians
located on different continents was too
incredible to contemplate. For this
group the new technology has been a
new and unforeseen tool that has transformed the way they work.
I have to confess to falling firmly in
the first group, having worked extensively in radio news. The telephone had
been the principle method of making
audio contributions, which was very
limiting. Taped reports could be sent
by airfreight but this took a day or two
and was thus restricted to non -topical
material. Wide-band audio lines were
rarely available as they took a great deal
of advance notice to be booked the
arrangements having mainly been put
in place for events such as concerts and
sporting events that are planned well
ahead of time-and they were pretty
expensive. So the ability to dual -up a
high- quality audio circuit generated a
great deal of excitement. The first BBC
bureau to get ISDN was Tokyo, and
immediately there was a great deal more
work there as programme producers in
the UK realised they could get live interviews and topical reports in studio quality. Due to time differences, many foreign correspondents prefer to work
from their homes and around the world
these were soon equipped with codecs.
Later word began to spread that ISDN
meant homeworking was possible in
the 1'K as well. It proved worthwhile to
Studio Sound November 1998

equip the homes of many presenters
and interviewees such as Jonathan Dim hlehy who did not relish travelling to
Broadcasting House on a Saturday for
the Any Answers programnme following
a long journey hack from the Any Qtrestions venue the night before. So a line
was put in his home and a second data
channel carries information about
callers to the programme. which
appears, on his PC screen. Similarly at
Classic FM Quentin Howard saw the
opportunity to avoid a long journey to
the studio and presents a programme
from home.
Broadcasters generally use ISDN for
ard hoc studio link -ups and it has largely
replaced the permanent music line net works that were used for inter -regional
traffic. The BBC previously had lines in
and out of London from regional centres. so if Edinburgh wanted to take a
concert from York it was fed via London. ISDN means that all working is now
point to point. and this greatly reduced
the work of regional control rooms. Most
radio Outside Broadcasts (O13s) are now
conveyed via ISDN and lines are maintained at frequently used sites. BT itself
assists broadcasters by keeping ISDN
lines at some venues ready for immediate takeover when needed.

It is not just broadcasters and the
audio industry that have discovered the
advantages of ISDN. however. Book
publishers used to make the authors of
their new releases travel around the
country for several days doing interviews with numerous local radio stations. Now the publishers have an ISDN
codee in their offices and armed with a
list of ISDN numbers they arrange to call
up the stations in turn. Politicians. company spokespeople and others who frequently make news also now have then
in their offices. as they believe that
sounding better than the plain old telephone quality adds to their impact. This
is particularly so when there are several participants in a discussion and the
others are all in studio quality.
The non -broadcast users of codecs
soon learnt that while the BBC used
G .7 22 audio encoding for mono speech,
the independent radio sector was using
apt-X. so there was pressure on coder
manufacturers to produce multistandard units. Similarly in the music recording industry. ISDN has been embraced
for linking up studios -musicians in different parts of the world could play
together. mixes could he heard by producers on another continent, and artists
on the other side of the world could >
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< he auditioned at a local studio. But
again the issue of different coding standards was an obstacle. In this field. three
coding standards are in use: MPEG
Layer 2 and Layer 3, apt -X and Dolby

only possible incompatibility as even if
both ends are using the same type (for
instance MPEG ), just dialling up without
prior consultation can result in nothing
but silence. Some of the technical issues
are not too much of a problem -such as
sampling frequency. Some manufacturers have chosen sampling frequencies
not used by others, but most codecs offer
enough range that there is sufficient overlap so with a bit of prior discussion with
the other end you can settle on one cornmon to both-such as 48kHz.
There are also different 'modes' of
coding to choose between, such as independent or joint stereo. Here, there is
an improvement in sound quality by a
pooling of all the bits as some sounds
are common to left and right, and one
side may be less complex to code at any
particular instance and the hits utilised
where they are of most value. Some

AC2 & AC3

Dolby decided a couple of years ago
to make their codecs dual-standard and
included MPEG as well as their own proprietary coding. As a general rule you
would choose to buy a codec incorporating the coding system(s) in use by
those with whom you wish to communicate. But for independent studios that
want to be able to get any ISDN work
that's going, the only option is to invest
in codecs for all the coding systems
likely to he encountered at the other
end. A number of directories are available which list the codecs used by studios around the world.
Unfortunately audio ceding is not the

THE
PHANTOM
Valve -

condenser
UUI

e

with
phantom powering

makes of codec automatically detect the
distant encoder's operating parameters
and adjust their decoding accordingly:
this normally includes its mode. However. attempts by manufacturers to come
up with elaborate automated detecting
of cooling systems and all their parameters have failed to come up with something that works very satisfactorily.
These have tended to be problematic
and users have found it more successful to switch off such functions and manually make the right settings based on
pre -arranged parameters.
An important area of incompatibility
concerns the combination of ISDN
channels to produce higher bandwidths-known as channel aggregation. Each ISDN B channel is 64kb /s
( kilobits per second) but full -bandwidth
stereo audio requires 128kb/s to
384kb s. so 'inverse multiplexing' is
used to create the required bandwidth.
This is also an issue in other applications for ISDN such as video- conferencing and computer data links-so
general standards have been developed
by the telecommunications industry, but
in the audio industry (an early adopter
of ISDN ) a different set of standards was
already being put in place.
The telecommunications industry's
approach has been to create the

required bandwidth in a separate
inverse multiplexing unit (or I -Mux ) and
then feed this into the applications
device ( in our case the codec). The standard is known as BONDING (Bandwidth On- Demand Interoperahility
Group) and has been adopted by Dolby
for its audio codees. -Muxes offer several possible modes of operation so
some details need to be communicated
when establishing a link.
The MPEG audio codec industry
approach was to build on existing audiovisual communications protocols and
this has resulted in a standard known at
.52, which is now built into most MPEG
coxlecs. This is carried out within the
codec and is an integral part of it. J.52
had a very difficult birth and it took a
long time for different manufacturers
implementations to inter-work in a satisfactory' way. but an industry working
group was formed that largely sorted the
problems. The standard was originally
put together by talented but not impractical engineers as it offered both codee
designers and users far too many options.
1
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The solution was to have a set of functions that all designers would include in
their implementations. and some initial
defaults that would be invoked unless
the user requests a change.
Channel aggregation introduces a lot
of factors that need to be dealt with
-for instance: What is to be the total
operating bandwidth (this being set by
the user and generally 128kb /sw,
256kb /s or 384kb /s)? In what order are
the B channels to be re- assembled at the
other end? Are all the channels in time
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with no compression

further ghost tracks for additional takes
F.DAT ^' Digital Interlace (simultaneous Ito channel,
i

696 pitch control with no loss in audio quality
SCSI -) interface as standard for fast backup
a41kHz t, 48kHt sample frequencies
Uo to 99 Virtual reels'
rtmpu mapping create up to 64 tempo to signature
changes per song
Midi clock with song position pointer
I/MC b f EX implemented for external MIDI control
ippy paste. move (r erase editing with undo (t redo
Analogue t, Digital I/O (SIP DIF (, ADAT interface)
optional LTC Timecode board with Word (, Video sync
Balanced I/O option) s 4dBu I /Os on D sub 25 pin)

ailliFra=216

you have to snake
But choosing the right digital molt rttauk
can be a little more taxing as you have to
be sure your c hoses recorder excels in foul
critical ateas audio quality. expansion.
synchronisation and edit n
Both the Fostex D -90 and

D-1(30 of let

industry standards in digital rec ording
Using both 18 bit t. 20 bit convert ors.
they provide for CI) quality audio with a
tr 48kHz sample rates
choice of 44
And being Fostex. the audio remains
uncompressed meaning rio compromises
Art ingenious caddy -held hard drive
system means that increasing recording

turtte is

simply

a

mattet of popptrtg

SCSI back -up of recording sessions is

available too
Sync facilities are as you would expect
from Fostex Both models are equipped
with the ability to chase to incoming
MTC. MTC plus SIP Dlf or ADAT
(optical). or run free after MTC. lock
In addition. timer ode sync facilities can
be added to the D -160 via an optional board

finally. being non-linear machines. full
( with undo L,
redo) editing is available across all tracks
So maybe the choice isn't so difficult
copy. paste. move and erase

after all

At least you know it'll be a Fostex

I xclusively distributed nr the UK by SCV London
Southgate Road London NI all Tel 0171 923 1892 Fax 0171 241 3644
email lostex©scvlondoncouk web httph/www.scvlondoncouk
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larger hard dove

synchronisation at the start of the connection ( for instance sonie may be coming internationally via satellite and others via cable links)? is monitoring of
synchronisation required after the initial
connection and during the entire call? If
a channel is lost what should Ix done realign at a II Iwcrbandwidth onwait until
the channel has been re- established?
Where is the bandwidth used for management of the -i uxing to come from
(one of the l3 channels, a hit from each
one or a separate ni :lnagement channel )?
As you can imagine, there can he
many menus to go through and set up
the required parameters.
A common requirement is for N1PEG
coding at 128khi s joint stereo - as this
is accommodated on a single ISDN 2 line.
An early o xlec manufacturer (CCS -Musicaun ) developed a very basic proprietary
aggregation scheme for this particular
application and it has now been generally adopted as an industry standard. It
has no options to set and it is thus not
very sophisticated but in the majority of
situations is perfectly adequate.
The aggregation standards take
account of the possibility of channels
unexpectedly dropping out because,
very annoyingly. ISDN does do this from
time to tine. You only have to listen to
the Today programme on Radio 4 to
sometimes hear interviewees suddenly
disappear with trace. You have to bear
in mind that unlike an analogue telephone line that holds the call simply by
the exchange detecting a low resistance
on the line, a digital connection is
dependent on a correct stream of hits
hut there can sometimes be errors and
corruption of them. In a I3BC test room
we were once able to repeatedly lose
a connection by turning a particular light
switch off and on. So. if your equipment
is prone to drop calls of its own accord
it may he worth checking for sources
of interference and possibly screening
1

Principal C
mo.
SYSTEM

G.722
G.722*
apt -X
apt -X

it -rate Bandwicth Modes
7.5kHz
Mono
I28kb/s 15kHz
Mono
64kb/s 7.5kHz
Mono
I28kb/s 15kHz
Mono
Mono
64kb /s 12kHz
64kb/s 15kHz
Mono

64kb /s

MPEG 2 Layer2
MPEG 2 Layera

the ISDN line cables.

Data-reduced audio coding introduces delays and in sonie applications
these niay have to be taken into consideration. As a guide here are typical
delays in a single pass of coding and
decoding: G.722 IUms: apt -x 4ms:
2 l0Ums: ,ti1PEG Layer 3
in practice figures do vary for
different sampling frequencies and
among different manufacturers, and
you must double the figure fc >r round trip delay.
For the majority of outside broadcasts
( such as concerts) these orders of delay
are not a problem. In interactive situations such as interviews. niix -minus or
clean feed will he necessary but skilled
presenters, especially those who are
used to satellite link -ups. tend to get
used to anticipating an interviewee's
answer finishing so minimising any

NII'EG Layer
?UUms.

I

-2 Layer 2 I28kb /s 15kHz

TUBE -TECH CL 2A

The TUBE -TECH CL 2A is a dual opto
compressor with the same features as two
of the well renowned TUBE -TECH CL 1B,
but only taking up two units of rackspace.
World
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representation:
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Stereo /Joint St/Dual Mono
MPEG 1-2 Layer 3 28kb/s 20kHz Ind
Stereo /Joint St/Dual Mono
R. Stereo

PI=e; -2 Layi:r

stituted for short distance analogue
lines it may be necessary to review
other equipment in use.
Despite the complexities. a great
deal of use is being of iSDN codees
and in the event of problems manufacturers and dealers provide .a high
level of support to their clients. Codee
design is constantly improving and
some manufacturers offer the ability
to download new software via IS')N
or the Internet.

A Dual Classic

.Austria:

MPEG

gaps. Special precautions and facilities
are necessary in complex link -ups of
musicians playing together in different
studios. Care is necessary when phone
calls are included in a studio mix as a
perfect clean -feed ( mix -minus) may not
he possible. Sonie echo problems have
been traced to acoustic factors such as
leaky headphones and have highlighted the fact that when ISDN is sub-

1

1

1

92kb /s- 384kb /s 20kHz

Ind Stereo /Joint St/Dual Mono

-2 Layer 3 128kb /s -384 20k-iz Ind
Stereo /Joint St/Dual Mono
apt -X 256kb/s 20kHz Stereo
Dolby AC -2 256kb /s 20kHz Stereo
MPEG

I
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Precísíor, Digital Performance

SADiE 2496
Digital Audio Workstation

Sound for
Picture
to 32 inputs and outputs 30 to 120 simultaneous replay tracks up to 192kHz 24bit audio full
surround sound mixing & editing DVD compatible real time architecture prosessional plug ins segment based automation free software upgrades & support comprehensive PO editor
direct exchange with Lightworks /Genex /BWF 4 9 -pin ports region editing bars & beats timeline display to 768 PPQN project management background autoconform /recording /arc -iving
Exabyte DDP 50 levels of undo sample accurate waveform display /editing integ-ated random
access video rack mount system hardware control surfaces with jog /shuttle, edit anc moving fader mixing all timecode formats supported for all post production & CD premastering
applications and more...
8
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out Box 8008
dignal wax

digital

1-2

3 -4

output

5 -6

7 -8
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SADiE Breakou: Box 800

/

Studio Audio & Video Ltd
The Old School
Stretham, Ely
Cambs CB6 3LD.UK
Tel: +44 (0)1353 648 888
Fax: +44 (0)1353 648 867

www.sadie.com

Call UK:+44 (0)1353 648 888

Adapting

a

300 -year-old

interior to conform
to modern acoustic
performance is no easy
task. But then, few of
Great Linford Manor's
qualities are everyday, as
Tim Goodyer discovers
CAN'T \\ :\ll :my longer. Tim.
Come :u u1 sec this room.' says the

d' animated
character who had
nie the front door only min-

greeted
at
utes earlier. The enthusiasm exuded by
Pete Winkleman, as they say, is infectious-vet it is neither contrived nor
misplaced. as the reworked control
room at Great Linford Recording Studios is now unique.
Adjacent to the magnificent ballroom
live area. the control room has been
trtnsf<)rmed from the claustrophobic cell
that earlier hosted the sessions for successful albums by Jamir<xluai and Skunk
Anansic. and singles by Reef. Supergrass
and Babylon Zoo. and now reflects the
300-year history of the manor house.
An SSL 4056 console and familiar stuck(
decor have been replaced by a massive
vintage Neve desk and the original
wooden wall panels recovered from the
building's loft. The useful floor space
has been dramatically increased and the
feel of the Manor's heritage has been
restored. It is quite a turnaround from
the 1993 vintage studio Winkleman took
on, and required nerve as well as vision
and funding.
Among Winkleman's many claims for
his studio are a role in the Profumo
Affair and that his is only the third fancily name to appear on the Manor's
deeds. He's also quite pleased with the
job Roger Quested and ohn hinghaun's
Acoustic Architecture did in reconciling the requirements of a working studio with the character of its setting.
The control room wasn't initially
a major worry.' Winkleman recalls.
'although we certainly made it a problem when we put a desk of that size in
there. It was on investigating what had
been clone to the room that made me
excited about the opportunity to change
it. i grew to feel that if you come to Great
Linford Manor where you're in at country house you deeded to he aware of
that from the control r<xmt. That's where
you spend most of your time when
you're working on a project, and the
fact that the ballroom is one of the best
live rooms in the country is irrelevant
if it doesn't maintain the atmosphere.
I suppose I'm a little bit angry that it
was ever built like that because it
seemed to really miss the point...
'I spoke to various people about
changing the studio and the kinds of
con \ersation was having about coni

I
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servatories and extensions to the hack
of the house just weren't what wanted
to do. Roger's vision of the original panelled drawing roost was exactly what
was required but the brilliance ryas in
being able to stake it work. Obviously
you've got loads of wood panels bouncing sound around arci vibrating and it
could have been a nightmare.'
'When I came up. Pete was holding
the last bit of ceiling .tp. says Quested
with a grin. Removing much of the isolat ion and remounting the Quested monitors on esoteric hi -fi stands gave the
additional floor space to accommodate
I

the desk and additional bodies. and me
ceiling \\ :is fitted with a large broadband
al )sc when
per. The main acoustic control was
achieved with the room's all panels.
'Local craftsmen took all the panels
and they were all stripped down. taken
apart and reglued so that they didn't
rattle.' Quested explains. 'The all was
then battened out into sealed compartments and some damping put in to
widen the bandwidth and then the panels -which were all irregular sizes
-were mounted onto a rubber gasket
that can be tensioned and tuned. and
replaced at angles to break up the walls.
The absorber consists of a new framework filled with mineral wool and faced
with the original panels or panels made
from old wood from the attic.
'01cl wood that hasn't been varnished
is quite absorbent at high frequencies.'
he continues. 'If you build something
like that from scratch today you have a
problem with the wood finish. So
although it was less predictable, it has
turned out yen well because of the

imperfections.' \\ inkleman's enthusiasm and Questecl's confidence are >
85

The 17th century panelling
conceals modern acoustic treatment

home out by producer Chris Sheldon.
'1 used the room before it was rebuilt
and it's a massive improvement,'
he offers. 'I remember the desk being

<

similar, but the control room was eery
narrow, you could lean on the hack wall
and put your feet on the desk.
It's really comfortable, the mcnitoring's much better... Everything about

the place is much better.
'Small control rooms are okay for mixing, but this is primarily a recording
room so I've got five musicians hanging around all of whom want to he in
the control room with me. The way the
studio is now, you feel like you're in
the depths of the countryside, but you're

only 45 minutes from London. And we
can do things like the football match last
night. It went on until nobody could see
any more.'
Of course, if the setting proves to be
too much of a distraction... '1 have a loudhailer so that I can round up the band
when I need them,' comes Sheldon's reassurance. The setting and the desk evilently outweigh any inconvenience.
Boasting 56 input channels, 24 buses,
4 types of EQ, copious metering facilities, 68 channels of Flying Fader
automation. and a history that almost
defies belief. it's the star of the room.
'After we put the desk together, I
was amazed to find out just how bloody
reliable it is,' Winkleman says. 'And
because nothing disappears into an IC
or PCB, yOu e an fc tllow the signal everywhere and its easy to maintain. All the
parts are st ill .t ai1able, some from specialist companies like Phoenix Audio,
and we're fortunate to have our tech,
Blake Devitt, based here.'
Looking to the future, Winkleman is
preparing to move Devin out of the
space beneath the studio in order to
build a number of new iso booths.

The terrible thing about running
recording studio,' he begins, 'is
that once something is right, it puts
pressure onto other things to be as
good. So the iso rooms that weren't
important before are very important
now, and we hope to have them >
a

Real time linear audio via ATM
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Perfect for production
at a perfect price
DENON C0.14, CSC KAM. c«tw

01'r60r51s5Lt

DN -C630

CompactDisc Player

Application Post production, Live playout, AV, Broadcast, Theatre.
Features GPI + fader start, cue to audio, instant start, balanced XLRs, digital output.
Benefits Space saving size, time saving intuitive design, quick to use.
Price "You wouldn't believe us if we printed it"
FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL IAN DOWNS AT:

idowns @compuserve.com

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT-ST- PETER, BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TEL: 01753 888447 FAX: 01753 880109

RICHMOND
FILM
SERVICES
Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326
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96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY
NOW AVAILABLE!

the art Radio Mic Systems

£750
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downsides -everything is real time, there
< sorted before the start of next year.
is audio going through the wires connecting
It will be better for guitars when
every switch so you do get little crackles
they've g( the rooms downstairs,'Sheland things that don't matter when you're
don agrees. 'For nie. the main ballroom
recording and that you might not notice while
is one of the hest drum rooms in Engyou're actually doing the mix.You've got those
land and with the new booths. there
problems when you're working with old
won't be anything vi 1u can't do here.'
equipment but we've had projects -even
Other plans will see miss like the
some dance projects -here specifically to get
Neumann M-39 and t :.i- :Ride(' to the
that "seventies sound" as they like to describe
equipment list ('because they are pan
it. into the mix. But do like to think of Great
(fthe same evolutionary era as the con Linford Manor as a performance- orientated
sole') along with modern alternatives
tracking studio; we're a recording studio,
we're where those things happen that make
such as the M149
AKG's Solid Tube.
a record great.
I'm als(i keeping my eye on Pro Tools.'
'We all listen back to music that was made in
\\"inkleman repeals,' because of its use
the sixties and seventies when there wasn't the
hv musicians.'
technology to get everything "just perfect". and
If it is the patronage of musicians that
something about some of
ties odd characters to
those records makes
the \lanor today. it is
them better. In the long
worth
remembering
Great
Linford
M
anor,
run think we'll have
hat it w as not always so.
Great
Linford,
Mil
ton
Keynes
more people experiment
\\'e reckon that the
with mixing in this type of MK 14 5AX,UK.
4
Tel:
+44
1908
house
667
432.
is on all the
room rather than fewer
Fax: +44 1908 66 8164.
cocain Buckinghamshire
people because there is
Lev lines. \Vinkleman
danger of music becoming Net:www.greatlin fordmanor.com
d laughs.
\ppa rent 1y it
too similar if it's all prothe rea.1 m that Sir William Pritchard
duced in the same kind of environment.
nx e(I the manor house over here from
'Subsequently we have located the Paris
and Abbey Road EMI Neves in the States and
the other side of the road in the late
brought then home.The Abbey Road desk we
century. And mad Thomas l thgot going and put in Battery Studios for a time
watt, who built the ballroom. also built
and is stored there now and the Paris desk
the stable blocks with stone mullion
is in bits. From them we will re- engineer a
windows
nu where the manor house
96- channel (72- channel, 24 plug -in monitor),
used to be. just .o that he could look at
16- foot -six Neve. It might end up in here but
them. Those are great stories, the stowe're not certain yet.'

The Neve at
Great Linford
THE SSL went to Bunk Junk and Genius and
we brought in the Harrison console that
Robin Miller used to own; recalls Pete
Winkleman.'Then bought the first EMI Neve
from the Pink Museum in Liverpool. It was
one of six, four of which were made in 974
and two in 1975, and had been made for EMI
Holland. think.
This desk is made from the two that were
built in 1975.1 bought it blind through Peter
Duncan who told me about "some weird old
Neve somewhere in Germany'. but it
sounded like an EMI Neve rather than an 8048
or 68. JeffTanner from Phoenix Audio did the
design and re- engineering and did it so well
that you can't tell that it wasn't built that way
in the first place.
'A classic Neve was once described to me
as being like a guitar player using a late- fifties
Gibson or a pre -CBS Strat through a latesixties or early -seventies Marshall -the
remainder of that recording channel is a Neve
1081, 073...And using this desk can inspire
people if they feel they're getting something
special out of the moment that they don't
normally get when they're playing.
'We do very little mixing here.The irony
of it is. though, that you would be absolutely
shocked at how much better the monitor
mixes can be than the finished records. agree
that we're not set up to be a mixing studio
but there are people who want the sound of
the desk and are prepared to go through the
nuances of mixing on an old desk.There are
I
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ries of the extravagance of the past....

Why do so many
customers trust IDEA,

our omnivorous digital
audio routing switchers?
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Our routing switchers process all signal formats
analog
digital AES /EBU with 24 to 56 kHz sampling rate
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T J. 41 (five 15 kHz signals)
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T J.57 (one AES /EBU signal)
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T G.703/704 (30 phone signals)
digital n x 64 kbps
optical MADI and proprietary
protocols
and many, many others
IDEA are extremely reliable
due to systematic
redundancy of all vital
modules
IDEA perform any digital signal

processingi
IDEA realise complete mixer functions
IDEA integrate data, signalling and

telephone switchers
IDEA's user surfaces are custom -designed
IDEA perform automatic time -controlled switchings
IDEA can be controlled by third -party systems

Mandozzi Electronics Inc
6946 Ponte Capriasca - Switzerland
Phone +41 -91- 9452351 Fax +41 -91- 9452262
eMail mandozzi @bluewin.ch - Internet www.xmedium.com /mandozzi
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evolution
of a

Akai Professional is the future of sampling. We established the standard for
professional digital sampling in 1986 with the S900 and every important advance in
the years since then has had our big red logo on its box. Now with the launch of
the radical S5000 and S6000, the cutting edge of progress has got even sharper.
Power, function, ease of use, incredible pricing - we've just reset the standards every
other sampler will have to be judged against.

Power. 8Mb of RAM expandable to a colossal
256Mb for over 25 minutes of CD quality stereo
sampling, 128 voice polyphony (standard on the
56000 and upgradable from 64 on the S5000), 26
different filter types, new 20 bit multi channel

effects (optional on the S5000), stereo digital I/Os
and the capacity to handle up to 16 individual
analogue outputs which are also configurable as
stereo pairs. Two MIDI In/Out/Thru ports give 32channel multi -timbral operation and the two SCSI
ports mean flexibility in a SCSI chain. A
Wordclock connector allows the new samplers to
be integrated into an all- digital environment and
an optional adat' interface provides stereo
digital inputs and sixteen digital outs for direct
connection to digital mixers.

Function. Record to RAM or directly to hard disk
for seamless transparent replay. Recognising that
.wav is fast becoming the world -wide standard
for audio interchange the 55000 and 56000 use
.wav files as their native sample format allowing
files to be loaded directly for instant playback
from any PC formatted hard or removable disks
attached to the samplers. The 'Virtual Sampling'
function lets you assign disk recordings to
keygroups so that long recordings may be
triggered direct from disk within the context of a
program. Not only does this enable disk

ooòoonnn

recordings to be processed via the sampler's
filters, LFOs, envelopes, etc., but a program
containing 'virtual' samples appears in a Multi
just like any normal program where it may be
mixed, tuned and sent to the effects, elegantly
integrating traditional sampling and disk
recording. But we haven't forgotten our existing
customers as the new samplers will read 51000
and 53000 sound libraries as well, making the
decision to up -grade your sampler even simpler.

AkA1

of use. Both models have a large 6" graphic
display with all common user -needed data such
as number of items loaded and available memory
space shown in the centre of the screen but
unique to the S6000 is the seductive removable
front panel. 16 function keys read against onscreen parameter boxes and with a large data
wheel for adjustment give a 'Touch and Tweak'
system that virtually eliminates the dreaded
cursor trawl. Extensive use of graphics, icons,
pop -up windows, progress displays, drop down
menus and the inclusion of a PS2 port for ASCII
keyboard attachment for naming give a computer
like familiarity. And for more intricate operation
we added a 'Window' function to allow power
users deep level access to the sampler's heart.
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Incredible pricing. Evolution has gone backwards
here. The 55000 is E1799 (inc VAT) and the 56000
£2799 (inc VAT). Call for a brochure or visit your
Akai dealer (look for the store with the queue
outside).
adat"'

is a registered trademark of Alesis Corporation LISA

AKAI

professional

Akai (UK) Ltd., EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, The Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268

http://www.akai.com/akaipro

TOO MANY audio people

I

ci ft.ve

they are losing the war
picture people. They are consistently bettered in every area from budgets to glamour, and their repeated
claims to meeting greater technical
demands readily sound incredible. Too
many. but not all -and certainly not
those involved in New York City's Sony
\lUsk' Studio complex. I lure audio has
displaced picture from much of its earlier real estate and has suhsunecI Hollk\wocxl's history into its own.
In a chapter that the studio's David
Smith summarises as 'Ilollwoc>d on
the Hudson -the Iludson stated but
HoIl v'ood didn't'. Manhattan WIN
home to the 20th Century Fox. Columbia Pictures (paint of which was earlier
Screen Gems) and Pattie. 'I'he sound stage itself dates hack to 1927. and was
used to shoot and archive the iMowietone news before being acquired by
Sony in 1992. Centred on the sound stage and its associated operational
buildings. the 100,0(100' Su my Music
Studios now operates 21 audio studios
and 18 video rooms. serving its recording, mastering and remastering needs

90

Once described as
Hollywood on the Hudson,
Tim Goodyer documents
developments at one of
NewYork's finest facilities
alongside those of picture -as images
are increasingly an inseparable part

of

music projects.
lb this end there are three digital inter format online editing suites. a Flame
graphics setup. and extensive Avid
offline capability. Currently two rooms
causing considerable excitement on the

third floor -the newly refurbished
Capricorn room and the unfinished
Oxford room. Sony's music labels cover
the high -profile Columbia. Epic and
Sony Classical imprints along \with
Legacy and a Special Projects division.
all headquartered on Madison and --16th
Street. 'Special Projects is ;a custom Operation for people wit() \\ ant to do things
based on our archive,' Smith s:n s. ANc
assemble the masters, prepare the artwork. do the pressing, handle the replication. and you get finished CDs that

you sell. Its a very lucrative and very
busy area. Legacy is primarily catalogue
and is concerned with figuring out
which wary to handle and release jazz
and pop stuff that has been in the archive
a long, long tithe. We have people combing through a facility Iron Mountain.
which is an iron mine in Poughkeepsie
where we keep the bulk of our archive,
which at last count was about 350,000
reels of tape and 90,(X)0 discs.
'Remastering is primarily catalogue
reissue where you pull it out of the vault
and master it a second time. This time
you have a better tape recorder, better
A -D convertor, better signal processing.
better analogue electronics, maybe better ears. maybe worse ears... There are
times when stuff is remixed from
scratch. but for the most part you are
working with two tracks. Sometimes
you discover stuff that's never been
mixed before which we just have with
a Janis Joplin recording that was 4 -track
and a Santana recording that was 8- track.
Mastering is something that's never
been mastered before. Certain rooms
are dedicated to mastering, and others
wander luck and forth between mastering and remastering.
'We have 12 remastering studios.'
Smith says. 'Two studios do nothing but
prepare plant piasters because we serve
four plants in the L'S and some in
Europe. In the area of audio -for -video
postproduction. there are two stain studios and three small prep areas. and for
video there is a main shooting stage. an
insert stage. tour editing rooms and a
central machine cluster.'
The last major event saw Sony's classsical recording operation, SCPI (Sony
Classical Productions Inc), incorporated
into the complex. bringing David Smith,
VI' of engineering, with it. Currently the
reconstruction of one of the remastering rooms is top of the agenda. The new
room will contain a Sony Oxford, following temporary installation of the first
OXF -R3 seen outside of its t'K Entsham
R&D site in 1995.
The music studio >s are extremely dissimilar.' Smith saws. 'They are primarily
mixing studios due to the fact that we
are both a record label and an equipment manufacturer. What we do to compensate is to lay back in the recording
area so as not to pose a threat to ourselves or to appear to have an unfair
advantage over the other studios.'
Studio A has a 96 -input SSL 4096 G+
console and is the largest of the control rooms. Studio B has a 72 -input
VRSP console and is the only room that
has a dedicated full -size recording
space. It also has two iso booths
hooked onto a smaller control room.
Studio C has a 72 -input SSL 9000j and
is an identical control room to B. but
with no recording space. Studio I) is a
self -contained studio with a 1971 vintage Neve 8078 that has previously seen
service with Ronnie :Milsap, A&R
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Recording and a studio on Long Island.
The room was originally built as a
copy of the Power Station's Studio A in
an adjacent building owned by MCA,
but as a result of substandard construction was abandoned until Sony
bought it up. Studio F. has Mutt Lange's
old '2 -input SSI, hO'2 console and, as
the smallest studio. has only a vocal
booth attached t( it. Located in the base nient it is heavily isolated from the rest
of the building because of the levels of
sound favoured by the 'urban' artists
with whom it has found favour. All five
rooms share Boxer monitors-the first
four are T5s and the urban room has a
phenomenal pair ofT4s loaded with 10
8-inch drivers capable of 'moving your
hair' and 'flapping your trousers'.
The hulk are mixing studios with
small ancillary recording spaces hooked
on and one with a fairly large ancillary
recording space,' Smith says. 'Bear in
mind, however, that the insert areas and
the main soundstage, the Fox stage. can
he wired to any one of the control
rooms. This is frequently clone not only
when music television is shot but also
when we are pursuing motion picture
scoring -which is difficult in New York
because Los Angeles is king, London
does too good a job, and we have the
most expensive real estate. A lot of aircraft take off from Los Angeles and land
in London with music composers and
producers on them. and we're trying to
get a few of them to land here -which
we are doing.'
Room 311. the new Oxford room,
marks the latest involvement of designer
)

Neil Grant in Sony's New York studios.
Most recently he had been called in to

help resolve some of the issues arising
containing the Capricorn.
from R(x nn
'it's not the biggest room we've done
in that building but it is the most current. and its certainly the most complex.' says Grant. in that building.
we're locked in to refurbishing little rectangular boxes that have to work at a
number of different levels. We're having to take account of greater numbers
of people with more equipment configurations. anal the acoustics have
become more complex. and more
detailed. than in larger and more conventional control rooms.
Its very difficult to generate a good.
dense. diffuse soundfield.' he c ( mtinues. 'Once you've dealt with the early
reflections in the room, it's a fine balance between creating a dead box and
a bathroom. i.ow- frequency control is
achieved with staggered panels down
the sides of the room, and e cî- \\ lure
there is a boundary in the isolation shell.
we're blocking in and controlling
its behaviour. We're also using new
panels like the RPG BAi) panel that
combines absorption with the ability to
scatter a percentage of the incident
sound on the panel such that we can
have a relatively live rear end to the
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room feeding the diffuser array that is
also providing mid and low -frequency
absorption. Its no longer the case that
a room is half absorbent and half live
-it's become very sophisticated.'
13etore the arrival of the Oxford. the studio had used custom Daniel Weiss desks
and an AMS Neve Capricorn. and arrived
at specific reasons for its installation.
The Capricorn was purchased and
installed for two reasons. One was the
ascent of surround sound. and the other
was t) ) Video, itself a surround -sound
format as it had the most sophisticated
surround and automation capabilities
available at that point. The studios had
also outgrown the dust( m 24- input. GMI.
equipped Daniel Weiss desk that had
served classical for about three gars.
The nature of projects today. especially in classical. mandates that you
work on a large-form desk and the only
ones we had prior to this were analogue.' Smith says. .1 will and won't
argue for digital recording and for digital processing. but I will argue for digital mixing. A digital mixing bus is like
a large adding machine- nothing in is
nothing out: something in is something
out. An analogue mixing bus cannot
make that claim- nothing in is always
something out and something in is
something plus out. A digital mixing
bus, especially if you're going from a
digital source to a digital destination. is
very difficult to beat.' Operationally. the
studio management needs to get classical projects away from the Capricorn
so that it can be used for television. since
'iV is postproduced on an analogue
desk and the competition is using digital desks. The Capricorn is also
intended to be used for multimedia
work. but the classical guys are hogging
it. 'l'he solution is the Oxford.
'My perception is that the Oxford had
about a five -)ear jump on that and
it has scalability that the Capricorn does
not,' Smith saes. The Capricorn runs
on a variant of DOS. The Capricorn
bottlenecks sometimes. These are not
complaints, these are observations. The
Oxford is a nu nseer Dec Alpha running
different animal. It
under t'nix
has more computing power. inure
scalability. Its not a step forward, its
a progression.'
But there's considerably more to the
Oxford room than the Oxford. A new
studio ignores surround sound considerations at its commercial peril. The
OXF -R3 is going into a dedicated classical stereo and surround sound room
where we're going to try to learn from
the conceptual errors we made in the
Capricorn room.' says Smith. 'The loudspeaker configurati( )11 in the Capricorn
sim is a fixed ITt configuration. This
is not going to be the case in the Oxford
room because were watching the evolution of a music standard for surround
sound. It looks at present like being a
star-two triangles sitting on top of >
I

-a

< each other with variable overlap.
woofer.' Grant counters. 'Sony erre
Another consideration is that it will alterindecisive about what direction to folnate between stereo and 5.1 so there is
low to the extent that the surrounds
the ability to reposition speakers and
were removed entirely and they are
remove the centre speaker if necesnow going to experiment themselves.
sary-these are all question marks as They can have direct radiators as they
far as the future is concerned. Neil is
have in the Capricorn room and weve
going to try to position the speakers as
used in Strongroom in London, for
he sees fit sonically. math example. They do. how ematically and aesthetically.
e'er. cause problems with
However, the room is going Sony Music Studios,
he area that you can work
to be finished ceiling first. 460 West 54th Street
within.
then walls and a cursory NewYork, NY 1019, US.
'A dipole or duopole
floor. The loudspeakers are Tel: +1 212 833 7373.
speaker will improve the
going to go in before the
situation considerably. hut
desk and then they are going to fight it
the virtual source is something that the
out and go back to Neil to see what he
people have yet to be convinced of.
found. Then there's going to be this
Looking to the future, Smith talks about
meeting some place in the centre.'
'having to look at a 96kHz capable conBut if the importance of surround
sole'. The names currently in the frame
monitoring is in no doubt, its impleinclude AMS Neve Otani and Soundtracs
mentation is clearly a matter for conbut the decision is a way off. More
siderable debate. 'My original drawings
specifically, the studio operation is
showed a full surround system based
preparing to support DV'I) Audio and
on I.CR. two rear duop )les and a subthe joint DSD -SACD standard for which

Listening to analogue versus 192kHz
and 176k1 Iz I wound up picking 192kHz
and 176kHz over analogue. Current
sampling rates and standards are primarily low resolution. although it's
come a long way.
'There are things you can do in digital that are almost impossible in analogue. But one must never ever lose sight
of analogue because :is the digital gets
better, the analogue that precedes it must
be improved.' Ain't it so.

'YOU CAN TRACE an evolutionary path back to
Don Davies in the late 1970s and the Live End Dead End room, through its dramatic development in the early and mid eighties by people
including myself and Peter D'Antonio into what
was called the RFZ room and on to the more
sophisticated environments of the last seven or
eight years.
'In 1992, HGA finished the first classical rooms
at SCPI that were very straightforward and
very successful. One was a straightforward digital
mastering room and the other was a multitrack
room: the digital mastering room had a Daniel
Weiss desk and the multitrack room had a
stripped-down Amek and a PCM- 3348.They
used a conventional narrow- bandwidth diffuser
from RPG, and broadband absorption to control
early lateral and contra -lateral reflections.
'In 995 HGA were asked to design the room
in which the Oxford was going to be beta tested
[now Studio G], and there the diffusion is one
order more sophisticated.You start to see breaks
in the ceiling and improved low -frequency control because we're using the ceiling structure to

longitudinally and vertically, and control
reflections as well so you start to see these
staggered structures which not only break up
the room laterally but provide lateral low-frequency absorption.
'The rooms atThe Hit Factory and Battery are
state of the art for the early nineties and what is
in Room 311 is the next logical step in this evolution, and especially of small rooms.This has only
been possible within the last 24 months
was
talking to RPG about this panel 18 months ago
and it's only been manufactured for the last 10
months.That is largely as a result of the work
we'd done at Sony where was saying. there isn't
a device to address this particular problem".
'In Room 311 you're seeing a plinth to provide
low-frequency absorption at the junction
between the floor and the walls, staggered
surfaces to break up the sidewalls and provide
absorption left-to -right, the air conditioning
extract is now hidden in the rear wall diffusers.
'Now the logical progression is to integrate
the surround system into the room --I'm quite
comfortable with how I'd like to do that'

t

1

control low frequencies, and leaming to increase
the bandwidth of the frequencies to control and
absorb.The room also is stepped, and that stepping provides further low- frequency control.
'In 1997 got involved in the control room for
Studio C which represents the next step. Not
only are the front wall diffusers diffractal devices,
but the back wall is modulated into a diffuser
sequence, and the diffuser had been wrapped
round into the ceiling so the rear-wall junction
was providing low- frequency diffusion and very low- frequency absorption. also got rid of the air
conditioning grills and the conventional lighting,
considerations that both contribute to the mood
of the room and eliminate elements that support
I

I

high -frequency reflections. It's always nice in
design to get to do more than one job

-the

front ceiling is a plenum for the air conditioning,
a diffuser for the air conditioning, it contains the
lighting and is a low -frequency absorber. And
you get a very clean, simple structure. lt's a very
efficient section of the room.
'When you're locked into a rectangle, you
need to control low frequencies laterally.

it expects to he using the Sony Pictures

DAM

device. Smith is already exploring the 'Eastty-Sleight environment'

which will allow multiplexing DSD data
onto existing recorders.
'I'm getting happier with digital,' he
says. 'In terms of life -like reproduction
and low -level resolution, linearly quantised digital audio at the existing sampling rate still leaves a hit to be desired.
Making the word longer helps a tremendous amount; doubling the sampling
rate just about puts it o'er the top.

-I
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Q. How does our NEW COMPRESSOR work

-

stereo audio signal input is encoded as a 'sum' channel (left plus right) and a
'difference channel (left minus right). Both channels are compressed. After compression,
1 he

the difference channel goes through

a variable gain amplifier, controlled by the WIDTH'
control. The sum and difference channels are then decoded back into stereo left and right.

The effect of WIDTH' is

that the stereo signal is variable from mono, to enhanced stereo.
Compression in the sum and difference domain guarantees perfect image integrity under
all conditions of compression, while retaining the original JOEMEEK sound the resulting
compression is an image perfect version of the awesome and

NOUT

unique JOEMEEK sound:- Lost in the 1960s and recreated in

Width

The 90s. Ted Fletcher, Designer

www.joemeek-uk.com
can
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Meet me at high noon

D-MASTER

9624

24 BIT 96 KHZ DIGITAL MASTER RECORDER

It's time for a shootout

www.mytekdigital com
.

mytek, inc. 142 E27

Str. S.6A,

new york, ny 10016, use ,ei Iz
.
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In1Ftetpt:

www.dpamicrophones.com
O General Microphone Techniques
O Application Guide
()Technical Corner
offered to you
DPA Microphones Manufacturer of the
famous Series 4000 Microphones.
-

programmable
go /no -go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.

DPAO

For more information on Prism Sound range

Herevang 11
3450 Allered, Denmark
Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax .45 4814 2700

Tel: +44.10) 1223 424988

of products, call:

IMENTIZEZZEI

William James House, Cowley Road,

Tel: +44 (0)191 417 0057
Fax: +14 (0)191 116 0392

Cambridge CB4 4WX

Internet: http : / /www.canford.co.uk /index.hlm

L
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technica®
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
PRODUCTS

Palmer
k

Adam Hall Ltd
rum Indulnai Lstate

Tel: +44 (0)113 277 1441
Fax: +44 (01113 270 4836

,unrrs, lemr k-

Southend en Sea Esse\
Tel:01702 "11322 I-ac 0172 n171

SS2 9RL

E -mail:

rmul: nuduk4adamhallsom

the new
Harbeth

The modular vacuum tube system, with:
*Mc Preamp *Limiter *Step Equaliser
Instrument Interface *AII valve power
supply stage...giving you the power of
legendary tube technology for live

DPM

1

near -field

monitors

recordings, tracking, mixing, sweetening
and mastering.

For information on John Oram's stunning

range of Consoles and Rack equipment.
return details or visit our Web site.

http: / /www.oram.co.uk

Outstanding

performers

V

tSeuml

teem*

sales@audio-technica.co.uk

Analogue Perfection

are

Vül

E -mail:

sales @oram co.uk

www harbeth

s,e

For an immediate response
either' FAXBA.CK Rebecca
Reeves directly or mail to
tudia Sound, 4th Floor,
Montague Close,,
ondon Set Stiff.,
ax: +44 1711 406 8036

Technica House,
Royal London Industrial Estate,
Old Lane, Leeds,
West Yorkshire LS11 8AG

The tools of the trade!

tickle music hire Itf'

Upper Wheeler House Colliers End
Hens SG11 1ET T 01920 822 890 F. 01920 822 892
e -mail: sales @unityaudio.co.uk Web: hnp:/www.unityaudio.co.uk

D

audio-

These precision -built devices are made in
the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well- earned

0181 964 3399

6

,/sIt>teehnica

Anthony DeMaria Labs

Now available in the U.K.
For Sales. Service R Rental Call

3

,

.c

reputation for quality and reliability is
hacked by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.
Want to find out why?

0

information.

Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023

M

8

1

Your FREE copy of the latest
('anford catalogue is now
available. Expanded to over
850 pages and giving
detailed information on over
13.000 products. 'The
source is truly the most
comprehensive pro-audio
catalogue available today.
With several European
offices. FREEPHONE numbers for
Spain. Belgium. Sweden, Netherlands & Denmark. plus
distributors worldwide. Canford can guarantee an
instant response to a query from anywhere round the
I llobe. Call us today for your FREE copy or take a
look at our impressive internet site for further

The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With

The Microphone University features:

0

CAN FORD

produces the DSA -I
hand -held AES /EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
HT analyzer and
high -quality A/D and
D/ A converters.

Do you want to learn more
about microphones?

The Microphone University is

4

1

Prism Sound

Microphone University

Visit the Microphone University on the

7

1

Worldwide
drstrbutors
wanted

UK:

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.,
01444 440955 fax: 440688

Tel:

YOUR

!'!1
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NAME
ADDRESS

7

+44 (0)1474 815300

Fax: +44 (0) 1474 815400

8

9

POSTCODE
TEL
FAX

I N F O R M A T I O
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advertisement contact: Dominic Robinson
Studio Sound (Classified).
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd..
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44(0)171 921 5079 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
To place an

sound

dassified

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

Copy deadlines: contact Dominic Robinson, Classified Advertisement Manager.

E

-mail dominic.robinsonrdunmf.com

Situation Wanted
Young
PRODUCT SPECIALIST
With our recent appointment as the new Genelec distributor
for the UK & Eire, we are looking to complement our team by
recruiting product specialists for the mid to high -end area of the brand.

V
LI]

Ideally, suitable candidates will have a firm academic grounding in
acoustics supported by a relevant degree and experience within our
industry. Good communication and presentation skills will also be
valid attributes. The positions are based at our London offices.

J

Successful candidates will be rewarded with an attractive salary
package, company car and private health insurance.

J
LI

Assistant Engineer
Seeks employments within a London

studio. With 3 years experience of
working within the Recording
Industry. Knowledge of both
Neve and DDA desks.

Tel: 0958 290688

Equipment for sale

ZApplications in writing to the Marketing Director.

lw

SCV London 6-24 Southgate Road London N1 333
Fax: 0171 241 3644 E-mail: recruiting @scvtondon.co.uk

SOUNIDTRAILs:_,
Digital Audio Systems
Customer Service Engineer
Soundtracs is emerging as a Digital systems supplier for the
Broadcast/Post Production and Film markets. We require a Customer
Service Engineer to provide in house and on site support both in the UK
and in Europe. A history of the repair and installation of large digital
audio systems with particular emphasis on digital audio interfacing and
machine control is required. Experience with fault finding to component
level and PC systems trouble shooting is vital.
Computer literacy for modem interchange, report writing and record
keeping is similarly essential.
A qualified candidate is preferred. Based in Epsom, Surrey, travel is
inevitable. A generous salary with a full benefit package to include
Pension, Private Health and Share Options is offered.
Please forward your CV by EMail or Fax to Tony Crockett.
Service Manager. Soundtracs Plc

tony.crockett@soundtracs.co.uk or 0181 388 5050.
NO AGENCIES PLEASE.

For Sale products and services

FOR SALE
AMS /Neve Audio Systems
Logic

1

w/audiophile spectra 24

Logic

2

w /audiophile spectra 24

Logic

3

w/audiophile spectra 24

All systems are

"S

Frame"

24 channel, 24 hit

Contact: Andy Lewis
Cutters, Inc.
001 (312) 644 -2500
FOR SALE
DDA A\1R 24 36/24
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Duplications

For Sale
Cassette Pad Imprinter
Model PP2000
Phone 44 (0) 1268 765010
Fax 44 (0) 1268 765442

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

CALL OR FAX FOR OUR LATEST LIST OF USED EQUIPMENT OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE

NEVE

NTED

SSL

OTARI

STUDER

Tel: +44 (0)1462 680888
Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999
http : //www.tlaudio.co.uk/used.htm
(WEB SITE IS UPDATED ON 1ST OF EACH MONTH)
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THE EXPOUNDER
THE DYNAMIC EQ
expound : - v.t. to clarify; define; interpret
Dynamic Bands
LF / HF Bands
Respond dynamically to program material
Subtle definition of frequencies for control
or extreme emphasis for adding punch
Switchable Shelf / Bell
Switchable 6db per octave or 12db per octave
Individual "Enable" switches and Peak LED
Switchable +1- 20dB or +/- 6dB of cut or boost

Fn _T E RS

tracks musical content for
hiss/ hum removal
Resonance Control - reduction of filter
effect or special fx
12db / 24db per octave roll off
Low Cut sweepable from 16kHz to 60kHz
Hi Cut sweepable from 24kHz to 60kHz
Individual "Enable" switches and Peak LED
Track function

-

Parametric Bands
LMF and HMF bands
Full Q control
Overlapping bands
Switchable +/- 15dB or 5dB
of cut or boost
"Notch" setting for 30dB of cut
Individual "Enable" switches
and Peak LED

With such an array of features, the Expounder gives the user a fantastic level of control. Wether you are
tracking. mixing, mastering or archiving, the Expounder can help you define the sound you are looking for

FOR MORE INFORMATION, DEMONSTRATION OR SALES CALL
TEL : +44 (0) 1923 442121

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION
TEL: +44 (0)1923 442121
SERIOUS AUDIO LTD

WWW.BIG- BOYS -AUDIO- TOYS.CO. U K

USA
PMI AUDIO

TEL

:

310 373 2034

"Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want quality
used equipment"
Terry Britten, Producer
25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

-

Song Writer

COMBINED WITH FIk5l-

CL \SS KNI )WLEDGEAND PERSONAL ATTENTIVN
NICK RYAN ISTtlE FIRST

PERSI )N 1'I

)U SNC>ULI) CALL

FA X

+44 1892 86] 099
+44 1892 863485

WEBS

httr://www.soundsinc.co.uk

TEL

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTviV1ERS
sTING. TREV( IR Eli 'RN, kI KAR TAYDIR. CI RIS REA. PHIL t_I ILLINS. )(TAN
COLOUR SCENE:. "THE CI)CTEAIJ TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. AL,\N PARS( )NS.
JEAN MICHEL. JARRE, \'ANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFIIkD. S,\RM STUDIOS.
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDII-)S, JAC11L'S STI}DII )S.
PARKGATES. STRC)NGRC?IIM. REAL WORLD. BRIT ROW. SC)NY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAI'I'ELL. GREAT L.INFIOkD MANI SR. MCA. /CONK STIIDIC)S.
STI IDII ) MULINETTI. HIT
RIJN. MAYFAIR STUDII )S. BLARTRACKS.

Pro Tools &
Sonic Solutions

Editing & Mastering
Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe
Call Graham Cook on 0181 450 9127
134 Cricklewood lane, London NW2 2DP

Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time.

Contact Chris

(mobile: 0385 2907541

Fax: 0181 208 1979

Storage facilities also available

Tel:

0171 483 3506

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Steve Lane
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483
Clive Richards
e -mail: sales@funky- junk.co.uk
MOVE ON UP... New for old: stunning trade in deals for new goodies...
LEXICON 480L

LEXICON 300L

LIST PRICE £4395.00
OR.
Your PCM90 PLUS £3250.00
Your PCM80 PLUS £3350.00
Your PCM70 PLUS £3450.00

LIST PRICE £8995.00
OR:
Your 224XL PLUS £4999.00
Your 300L PLUS £4999.00
Your PCM70 PLUS £5999.00

LEXICON 300
LIST PRICE £39E0.00
OR
Your PCM90 PLUS £2999.00
Your PCM80 PLUS £3150.00
Your PCM70 PLUS £3250.00

TRADE ON UP TO... FOCUSRITE. TC. CRANESONG. EAR, GENELEC. STUDER. MASSENBERG, API, DYNAUDIO, AMEK,
NEVE AND ALL THE BEST IN PRO AUDIO.
UNUSUALLY MOUTHWATERING TRADE IN DEALS AND OR STONKING CASH DISCOUNTS.

PLUS... Mountains of fully serviced. fully guaranteed used outboard. multitracks and consoles: call for current list and the latest issue
of BAZAAR. the Bizarre Funky Mag.

(Prices shown exclude

VAT: trade in prices apply to VAT registered clients or export orders only).

IF THE TEA DON'T SLAY YA. THE PRICES WILL...

5.1 MONITORING

For Sale products and services
Mastering £50ph
CDR Duplication £3 each
Copy Masters and Editing
CD

Adgil Surround Sound
Monitor System

RPM

5.1 or 7.1 From Your Stereo Console

200+ Inputs

Repeat Performance

Real Time Cassette Copying

Fully Programmable

Mastering

Free Glassmaster: 1000 CDs c.£650

6

CD -audio & CD -ROM
Printed labels & inlays

Mute, Dim, Mono, Solo 8 Cut Controls

Grand Union Centre

.
.

West Row

London W10 5AS

Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

By Up To 8 Outputs

Tel. 0181 960 7222
Fax. 0181 968 1378

www.repoot-performance.co.uk
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Direct Switching

Use As Mixer For Stems

Insert For Encoding

/

8 Sub-mixes

Decoding Matrixes

Modular, Expandable Design
Noise -96dBu

@ 22Hz to 22kHz

24 In by 6 Out System Under S6k
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www.musiclab.co.uk
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Officially Authorized Central London service agents for
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MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

0181 521 2424
Fax: 01131 521 4343

The Hiltongrove Business Centre,

Hatherley Mews, Walthamstow,
London E17 40P
3 Mim walk hem Wsltlrmueaw Derrersl
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ADAT, DA88 and most professional DAT recorders
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TASCAM

NATIONWIDE COLLECTION AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

0111

Compact Discs
Pro Mastering
5 Studios
32 Bit Technology
Cedar
Sound Restoration
Video Production
Digital Video Editing

r

(

Carousel
Tapes
-

:V.1.: 0800

9,4
731 6964
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FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX-BASF-MAXELL 3MSONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
Spools. bores. blades. splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels. library cases. inlay cards
Bulk audio C-Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges

Enhanced CDs

one -off CDs
In House Design/Print
Digibin Cassettes

r

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES
Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate,
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660
FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE
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TOYSHOP

uipment

metering. 50`u new 50 Iecluru relurbnfied amenity
í190k
offer
Neve V3 - 48 channels in 48 frame. ext p /b. Uptown 2000
moving faders. plasmas
frail
Neve 8108.48 frame 44 channels in -lone Necam 96
LHPB. Plasmas
130k

ecialists

New

=

Sens 162 table top version

AMS Neve Logic

G -48 mono. 4 stereo all G centre section. TR
metering Excellent
195k
TR. Plasmas RH p/b 1981.
160k
Studer 928 console 24x8416 mono 8 stereo. VCA's.
limners meterbndge etc List is over 152k5 Brand new
.puria,,.l1 r with 18m Studer warranty
130k
Soundcraft 1700 -56 channels. all with 4b eq. gates etc
- metering One helava console for the money
65000rii 3 4m - big witty. RH patch £9 995
Soundcratt S 12- 28 trame 24 fitted in line
£2500
Trident
series -24x16 ext p b re- chipped
£3500
Harrison Series 10.28 channels amazing"
115 000
Amek Hendrix 40 frame 22 mono 4 stereo Supenrue
nation. BARGAIN"
£7.995
Amek Mozart RN 32 channel Supenrue
£call
Amek Mozart 40 ch 32 RN 8 stereo. Supenme Int P9

VU

_90nei5
of the

'best in'

l

A

r

5

s
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Amek BIG
ii

4

127 500
stereo. Supertrue Auto

£9.995
26 channels. iodine VCA's. grey model.

Amek Angela
°ral p b 19 section superb
£6.500
Amek Angela 24 channel imlme. OCAS later grey model.
..r rib
15.750
Amek Angela- 24 channel mline blue. VCA
15.500
Amek Angela - Input modules VCAs P&G 's
.£175 ea
ODA DCM 232.56 frame. 56 tined Uptown 2000 auto.
Pl,mrnas. 144 extra tie lines
[25.000
DOA CS-3 24 channels good 'n cheap
£950
DDA D series 36/8,24.24T metering
03.995
Yamaha DMC 1000 modal. 2 available
C3.500
API Sigma- 20124 customised 8 Aux 72 on mix RH
F' 000

p

MULTITRACKS
Studer JeZ.

8 DOLBY

ly /dl

1994 2400 Ors rem lot toll
AES/EBU interlace max RAM noise shaping
4811.

1

rev

Excellent

Sony PCM 3348

155.000
481 digital DARK Upgrade remote.

A

N

EQUIPMENT LIST

USED

140.000
upgrade. Chris
155.000
C52.500
700h na rem or

11

Sony PCM 3348 . as above 5 500 Ors
Studer A820 24T- 2 available 4,400h 8 2
loc From
Studer A80 Mk2 24T narrow audio remote

Studer Dyaxis

2

£16500
£4495
- complete system
motto control surface.

Optical drive etc BARGAIN
Chan MIR 90 Mk2 remote 8 locate.
maintained

13.995
2

000h well
C10k

Dlarl MTR 90Mk2

- rem 8 loc
overbndge with 24
channel Dolby SR rack
CI 5k
Dolby XP24 rack 24 channels Dolby SR BRAND NEW
BOXED
18k5
Dolby XP24 rack 24 channels Dolby SR
17k5
Dolby SP24 rack of 24, Dolby A
£950
Otari Dolby Overbndge for MTR 90 with all XLR looms etc
1150
Timeline L/m . one Film module left
1450
AK Fr r Ana ^ - 4
Fr -I 11 buss modules SSU
Complete
ball
-eduction unit
dbe
150
-

2T MACHINES
Ample

A'.
1

Studer A 812 - 1/4- CTC. no meter ver
Studer A 810- CTC. no meters. rack mount
Studer B 67. 1/4" with console
Studer TLS 4000 - synchroniser
Studer D730 - broadcast CD players
Reran B77 HS LS several available from

-

-

2290 delay
Roland DEP 5 - Underrated versatile multi Ix
Roland RSP 550 . you know the one pair of
Yamaha REV 5 quite a classic
Yamaha REV-7 - another classic
KIart Teknok DN780 top reverb with remote
Ampex Type C . aural excitement
NI NE 2400. Digital delay w/ remote
TC

-

ATC SCM 200

OUTBOARD
Dolby 740 - spectral processor
DIX 172 . gate the horse has bolted
DBX 166A dual compressor limiter / gate
Peewits ISA t 31 1U dynamics package
Focus:its Red 3 dual compressor limiter
Langevin AM 17 - mic amp modules
-

-

-

250
C5.000
C775

It

395

1150
AD DA plus declicker de-otter. de -clit- tickler
C695
Nan 1081 -NEW mrc amp. 4 band no
12.249
New 33609J -J serles dual channel compressor limiter
NEW
£2 217
New Neil Perry 1272 mic amp conversion. racked. psu
pair sounds brilliant
C1.100
Avalon 737 - tube mic amp, eg compressor A total peach
of a unit NEW
395
Avalon 737 SP - Improved headroom at low frequency
and with silver knobs NEW
£t.595
Cranesong 5TC8 Comp/Limiter
1995
RCA BANC large lovely tube limiter
Cl 500
MR E0P . dual channel 4-band eg
1395
Meyer CP -10 -5 band 2 channel eq
1995
Dreamer DS 221 dual compressor limiter
1225
Drawmer DS 201 dual gale. 2 coming
1225
-

It

-

-

Rabic Midi gate - as it says 2 available
Aphax Compellor 300 2 ch compressor

1595
1995
1650

Blatt Teknik

1450
£250
1995
1400

Yamaha 0 2031A

DN 360

Klark Teknik DN 332
TC 1128

-

-

£120
£100 ea

£80 ea

1100 pr

1895
C100pr

MISCELLANEOUS
Bantam Palchbays - 96 108 hole various
Yamaha MSSI midi synchroniser
Audio Design Pro Box 14 - limecode reader
generator w /CD hmecode translation
Sony PVM 27300M
broadcast monitor
-

1595
£750
Sampler - 16 bit
C95
EMT 948 broadcast turntable
£495
Amek Recall RL- I modules. NEW 16 in stock
195 ea
Amek Angela A10 11 modules. P&G VCAs
1175 ea
Amek . psu's meters etc for Angela large selection [call
Theta DS Pro - DA converter
1250
GPO 316 M8 M lack -fields. various
Ccall
Drake DA switching units c 8 Su Francis
£295

2r

Window

-

-

Pus is lust a selection of what is currently in stock, or
available many items are sold before we have a chance to
put them on the list' If you are looking for anything

specific call or fax to be put on the database Similar
equipment always wanted part exchangewelcome

dual 30b graphic

£600

dual 16b graphic

C495

1250
1275

graphic eq

MICROPHONES

We are also dealers for a wide range of new equipment.
including Focusnte. TC Electronic AMS -Neve. SSL API,
Studer- Revox. Amek. AKG. Tube-tech. Manley
Soundcralt. Smart Research. TLA Genelec Eventide.
Tascam DA 88 Panasonic DAT etc

f

Teletunken, Scheops1 M221h/934 sweet sounding
AC701 tube mics 2 left
1595
STC 4038 vintage ribbon mies. large quantity
1350 ea
STC 4033 - like Eric Canlona from the side
Ccall
AKG C451 kits Inc 2 e 0451's 2. x CK3s. VRI's etc
1400
AKG CK8 shortie schokty capsule
£125
ARC SA 18 19 metal stand adapter loads
135 ea
'hi. elastic suspension for U89
Neumann
£100
I
looks weird.
S Russan tube mic
0795

All prices are in Sterling and unless for export exclude
the dreaded VAI at the prevailing rate

-

11500
C2.250

13500
13.000
f 1 500
1750
1495
12 500
£800
£150
1350 ea
£450
£350
1850
1125
1450

-

E

8 0

E

VISA Mastercard Access. Eurocard and AMEX accepted

-

-

r

All items sublect to availability
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MONITORING
Genies 101). tcl,,
Camelot 1025 -

2

IA small surcharge applies to most credit card

hansacnonsi

-

e

1450

Vmr

15 drivers, huge speakers with amps

Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222,
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333,

17 995

Apogee AE -1 pair PA speakers
£395
DynAudio M3 - Chord SPA 1032 stands etc MINT and sin
under guarantee
16k5
DynAudio A2 500 w/p /ch amplifier
£495

E

-mail: toyboys @audio- toyshop.co.uk

'NEVE

CONSOLES'
any condition...
we will purchase

worldwide

call
195

C295

28 band graphiUanalyser

-

16 000
1350

Aweaton. mini speakers 2 pairs
Quad 50E mono power amps 2 in stock
Tannoy SGM 1000. 15" Super Golds
Tannoy PBM6 5 - cute little monitors

£1 500

Phillips 155022 Sound Enhancer. 20 bit

Drawmer MX30 dual comp,lomobgate

main monitors C Audio amps

-

Quad 520f - amplifier

1700
1200
1195

-

EQUIPMENT

AMS DMX -15 80s harmoniser delay
AMS RMX 16 digital reverb
EMT 251 - R2D2 250 with improved software
Lexicon 31X11 - dig revert w Larc controller
lexicon PCM 91 . dog revere
Lexicon PCM 70 . dig reverb
Wigan 1200 Time comp harm stunning'
TC M5000.5AD6F- Kitchen sink version

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

-

11

Ampex ATM x.00
2 wteu, ougmal
Panasonic SV 3800 DAT - NEW
Tascam DA 30 Mk II DAT machine MINT

FX

A

S A I

0M

PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222

-

Worldwie

nfiAffis

40 fm 28 mono.

Clean
-

¡¡

GS7M*g

-

-
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aoDtrls e

2.52

SSL 4056E

SSL 4048EG

'é.

£3.500

frame M24 Spectra. MADI. Taxi
Massive spec call for details
1180k
SSL 100 input G. with Ul0matmn
(call
SSL 4056E/G - 56 channels G computer 56 mono 1985
VU RHP LH prod TR
192k5

NH( "LD

e

Internal sampler etc
Sony PCM 3348 -4.500 hrs. V2 10/2
Miring maintained Excellent

CONSOLES
New VRL 60

54
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PRO AUDIO
A

UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

THE `VINTAGE' NEVE SPECIALIST!!

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364

Legendary Helios 32/24. - Quad
L- shaped console, complete with Alllison automation, patch bay, 6 org compressors,
large NTP meter, 4 band eq. In daily use since 1975!
PHONE 47 3555 3000 - FAX 47 3555 1574

For Sale products and services
Mark Griffin Furniture

ONO

HEADS FOR
EUROPE

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

FINANCE SOLUTIONS
FOR BUYING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE

AM BELGIUM

All products (new and used) from
Soundscape to Scenaria
Payments tailored to your budget. eg:
Nothing to pay for 3 months after

REPLACEMENT HEADS
FOR TAPE AND FILM

installation
Or matched to your contracted income
Raise cash by refinancing your
existing kit
Sales aid packages for equipment
suppliers
10 years in the industry. APRS 8
PLASA members
Call: Mike Reading
APT Finance, 25 Queen Street,
Maidenhead SL6 1NB
Tel: 01628 789769 Fax: 01628 771257
E -Mail: aptfinance @msn.com

PROFESSIONAL
HEAD REFURBISHMENT

SUMMERTONE LTD
98 SCATTERDELLS LANE
CHIPPER FIELD
HERTS WD 4 9EZ, UK
TEL: (44) 01923 263220
FAX: (44) 01923 260606

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY

The

Ambthair Services Ltd
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web:http://www.ambthair.com
Email: cool @ambthair.com

;
)

storage and accessories
Please call for a brochure

Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm,
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK.
Tel: 01865 300171

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit
TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide Massenberg - Alan Smart AKG Solid tube in stock

l'rntLel s pruf cs.R

2

-

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 3RS England
World wise w.b xnp

www

422365

.upM.st

o
AIM,

Ortofon cutting equipment service and repair
Fax for ill' FC infurllnitiuD +41 36 45 I)9 25

etee

electronic technical enginecrintt mod cnnstmct ion

.kalholmvvj 3.

Call Nick Melville- Rogers
0181 440 3440

r

co uk lab.l

l'artnership.

Studio furniture.

Recording
Studio
Designers
& Builders.

Rack systems.

Supplied tor most makes.
Tape Head Re-Lapping/Re-Pro'iling
Same day turn round.

Lin

Fresh air systems.
Designer Lighting.
Wiring and patrhbay
design and installation.
Supply tot acoustic
cbntrol materials.

380

or Tim on

Brittania Way. Stanwell, Staines.
Middy TW19 7HJ

Sales and support of these ( lass(( samplers.

oKarl

AND YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BUY HUNDREDS,
THESE ARE -9 RATES
WE GIVE DISCOUNTS
FOR QUANTITIES!
ACCESS / VISA / MASTERCARD
TEL: 01223 208937 FAX: 207021

jbs records
REAL -TIME HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

01992 -500101

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE
Phone: +44 (0) 181
Fax:
*44 101 181

-

207 4472
207 5283

FOR S,,I.r.
-

\eve Custom Console with
16 x EQ New I(KA
16 x Routing Neve ILNX1

Neve 225-1/A Kompressor /Limiter
Frame incl. Patchhay and Producer -tksk
2 x

1

RATED FIRST IN STUDIO SOUND SURVEY (COPIES AVAILABLE)

- (2.50

CALL FOR PRICE LIST

IEsiti =. t'1.

SPARES AND REPAIRS

,n

DAT PRICES SLASHED!

DAT STORAGE RACK (HOLDS 10)

i

1'AiWCn

F

Email: horiprod @dircon.co.uk

- C4.30

If

Computer printed labels.
Solo, ; " reel, Sony Betamax or R-DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division

uPions

Tel: +44- 171 -434 -1922 Fax: +44- 171-434 -1924

MAXELL TAPE

equipment layout.
This means that sen different moms can he made
.ohiecusely. identical. prix (ding the closest thing yet 1u
absolute reference monitoring.
you're .serious about your new control room,
you should be talking to
ANDREW J PARRY
n444 1111X701 7X8.146

..-4118111rg

Lockwood Audio

All machines and work carry full warranty.
We have over 15 years experience.
Check our our new 81J Rack Conversions
HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

DATR122

ìj

MUSIC and SPEECH

FAIRLIGHT SERIES III

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT

i

Equipment

01923 267733.

TEL: 01784 256046

- C2.20

Whaleser the scale of your prong. almost an!.
control root can benefit from the design pnnciplcs
of the Early Sound Scattering room.
Instead of relying nn creating a reflection free lone. in
this new noligurauon of room the unwanted reflections
from the front W the room. allowing consistently accurate
response and imaging throughout the room regardless of

Workstations.

IV1

1171

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

DATR15 - C2.35
DATR30 - C2.50
DATR45 - C2.85
DATR60 - £3.20
DATR90 - £3.75

25(0 V,ilhy, Denmark

40 Clarendon Rd West. Chorlton. Manchester M21 ORL

Air conditioning.

NEW TAPE HEADS

DATRO5

2 sal.

A New Control Room?

Experienced acoust
design, planning and'
construction teams.

MJ

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

11

sud

ex=

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

Ltd

.1

channels bass

On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot- matrix printers.

$ (01795) 428425 Fax (01795)

it)

i,ipia,. .,p»y»),,... nchus
n
., IICOmertcr. Morn owrllcld and J:un.lcs
fillcrinr;. Separate attack. release :ul,l Is,sl
selcctUns uotnl each channel l'o ill nuNlutc..\ho
treble limiter.

lxaksin
viittçriit;i&i.

Mackie Main Dealer

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE

Ihn:unic ha.s limiter

1)111 I(1

New G3 in stock.
Call Gavin Beckwith Londons leading Mac guru.

Fax: 01865 303071

(:uttcrltcads?
- ;'
.'

fiLlfittage

Macintosh and Outboard Specialists

We provide design only or design and

installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

,

,n

eative Sound S
Desia,( unti installation ul racking.

+

NORTH ROAD, WENDY. ROYSTON. HERTS S08 0A8

VAT

ZIPPER MOBILE STUDIO
TEL/FAX (UK) 0181 -450 4130
EMAIL zipmob @dial.pipex.com
WEB

http) /ds.dial.pipex.com /zipmob/

-

2

x Fosttx l(2Timecode

-

Mastermachines

Phone +49 69 96 36 41 0

z
W
z

Black boxes, white faces

E

o
u

Dispensing with discrimination is a slow and painful business, and
even when it is done, its legacy lingers writes Dan Daley
of conspirtheories, perhaps even more so
ow that we no longer have Soviet
acy
troops hiding under our beds. But anyone
lox>king for a conspiracy as to why the AES
Convention is such a lily -white affair will
have to keep looking. There is no conspiracy. There are barely even any legitimate reasons.
It is a reasonable question to ask,
though, considering the fact that African Americans consistently account for over
20"/% of the Top 100 charts. Black Americans have made their mark on engineering and production. as well as on song writing, musicianship and performing.
They also do this well beyond their proportion of the US population, which is still
below 15'%,. But when it comes to the proaudio manufacturing realm and commercial studio ownership (private studios are
another matter completely). the disparity
begs to he addressed.
Asking the question of a few people at
the AES Convention produced few insights
other than, 'Never thought much about it'.
One of the theories put forth was the Geek
Factor, wherein an inherent amount of soul
pre -empts the kind of Dilbert-esque social
awkwardness required to worship solderMERICANS ARE FOND

Europe:
Business
is

war

New format skirmishes have
broken out in territory held by
CD -R and DVD Audio while
MD is massing its forces for a
new push, writes Barry Fox
T A RECENT IFPI board meeting in
London, new chairman Jay Berman,
director general Nick Garnett, and
Larry Kenswell, executive vice president,
lambasted Philips for launching the
CDR765 dual -deck CD recorder that dubs
discs at double speed. 'We are very concerned about the lack of consultation,' they
said. 'A condition of the Athens agreement
on copyright was that manufacturers
should consult with the record industry in
a "timely manner and at the earliest appropriate stage of development ".'
Philips' lawyers quickly went into a huddle, after reminding that the Athens agreement was only a statement of intent, signed
by the hardware and software companies
at the time of theDAT launch; it was never
100

ing irons. But one quickly realises that going
towards one set of stereotypes is just as foolish as going towards another.
Asking the question of one of the few
highly visible African- American engineers
in the US drew an equally mystified reaction, though one with more visceral implicit
consequences. Its not a cunsl)iracc. but
the industry seems oblivious to what Blacks
mean in this industry,' observed Tony Shepperd, whose credits include Whitney 1louston, Al Jarreau and Madonna. On my first
session in Nashville, the studio manager
said to me, "Don't go through that door.
That's the control room. The singers go
through this dor ". I'm Black, so he
assumed I was a singer.'

of thing makes me wonder if there is a separate water fountain or bathrtom for singers, as well.
But Shepperd says this obtuseness, while
occasionally humourous, can he as had as
the old days of segregation. 'Try getting
an endorsement if you're Black,' he says.
'I record one of the most amazing vocal
groups in the world, Take 6, and you'd
think they of all people would warrant a
microphone endorsement. No way. If you
look at the ads in the trade magazines,
THIS SORT

enshrined in law. Consequently, Philips
sees the CDR765 as the battlefield and the
company's lawyers are trying to sort out
what it can say in adverts, press releases
and brochures, and what reviewers and
writers can say about home recording onto
blank CDs. In the meantime, Philips has
issued a holding statement.
'Philips is satisfied that the equipment
does not contravene any laws relating to
the infringement of copyright. Philips has
not authorised and does not authorise consumers to infringe copyright'.
The odd thing is that no one at the IFPI
meeting mentioned MiniDisc. They are, I
suspect, blissfully unaware of what the
hardware companies would like to achieve
with MD to replace cassette tape and kill
off CD -R. There are already signs that the
major electronic chain stores are pushing
the format.
Sharp is Sony's biggest ally on MiniDisc
and makes a range of very sexy MD portables. During a recent visit to Sharp in Japan,
company President Katsuhiko Machida
informed the press that slow sales outside
Japan are due to the high price of MD hardware. 'But the trend is down,' says
Machida. 'I hope that MD will be accepted
in the US in the near future. It is already
being accepted in Europe.'
The party of press then sat openmouthed as one of Sharp's top executives,
Masamitsu Akamatsu, vice president of the
International Business Group, blamed

wonder if Blacks even exist.'
However. some of these musings took
me back about five years and 2,000 miles
to the Motown Museum in Detroit. The
museum is located in the sane house
where Motown impresario Berry Gordy
bought and started the business in 1958.
His sister Esther lovingly recreated the
three levels of the structure in amazing
detail, each floor representing a moment
in time during Motown's formative years,
including the Berry family living quarters
on the top floor and the studio, circa 1965,
in the basement. (The emotional result is
quite compelling and shows the Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame up for what it is an
unholy marketing alliance between the
forces of Disney and Budweiser.)
But what struck me then and struck me
during these conversations again with
equal force was. when I asked the curator
by the Motown engineering staff itself
remained virtually all white during those
years, he replied that, once a Black artist
or anyone connected with the organisation
began to move up in it, they inevitably gravitated towards record production, such as
Smoke). Robinson, the first Motown artist
Berry let produce his own records. But not
to engineering: at least not to the point
that also included engineering other people's records.
That's not an answer, but it is, perhaps.
a useful clue. Motown's records formed the
foundation for the soundtrack to The Big
Chill, that pivotal bit of Baby Boomer angst
from 15 or so years ago. But as that generation contemplated its cinematic navel so
piously, it did so without taking into
iu begin to

MD's poor showing outside Japan on the
fact that there is no CD rental. 'Here in
Japan CD rental costs Y150 a night (less
than $1). I can buy a blank MD for Y500,
so the total cost to me is Y650, compared
to $20 or $30 if I buy a CD. By renting and
recording I save $20. I already have a collection of around a hundred MDs, so I have,
saved $2,000. This is the typical way to
enjoy music in Japan, while saving money.
'My son lives in Los Angeles, where there
are no CD rental shops. But he exchanges
with friends, and copies them onto MD,
so rental is free.'
Akamatsu's description of how MD is
used in Japan certainly explains why MD
is so successful in Japan -and why the IFPI
is making a big mistake setting their sights
only on CD -R.
EANWHILE the DVD Audio saga
continues, with DTS spokesman
David Delgrosso now attacking
Dolby- licensed Meridian Lossless Packing,
and Bob Stuart of Meridian countering.
Delgrosso says that MLP destroys hackward compatibility and accuses MLP of
offering only inaudible advantages over
DTS. He argues that 5.1- channel 24bit/96kHz MLP audio track, leaves no room
for a 2- channel LPCM 24-96 version.
Instead, the player.would use a 'Smart Content' program to deliver a stereo downmix
to the analogue outputs. This he says will
offend artists and producers.

November 1998 Studio Sound

account a certain 10% or so of the population whose own perception (idle America Dream was quite different. Thus, looking out over the sea of attendees at AES.
I am reminded that we've come far from
'being the society of exclusion that we
once were. but we have become a society of inclusion. Somebody please give
Take 6 a microphone.
One other show -floor note is also one
that walks precariously clown the Puritanical lines laid clown by Political Correctness, a concept born in the Bay Area.
But it turning of the table. is too delicious to ove rkx)k. It seems that the female
receptionists at the welcome stand at the
front of a berth owned by an unnamed
Extremely Large Manufacturer of Professional Audio Equipment upholstered the
inside of their stand with Post -Its. each
with Olympic -like performance numbers
-.i and so on from O to 10.
like 3. -a.
And whenever a male approached the
stand- panicularly, one would think, the
guys who pound up and not-so-discreetly
give these girls the once -over themselves
before demanding to talk to Someone
Really Important-the young ladies did
their own personal evaluations of the fellow by very discreetly pointing to a number and, one supposed, arriving at an average score. Since for the most pan women
evaluate men by very different criteria than
men do women, I can't imagine how my
gender did as a group.
But next time you are wandering
around the White Male bastion of pro audio, remember to be polite. And
straighten your tie.

Bob Stuart of Meridian brands this'disinformation'. The issue of non -backward- compatibility between DVD Audio
and DVD Video is a fact, but it is not a
fact that MLP is the cause. MLP is never
included on a DVD Video disc. The DTS
system permitted as an option on DVD
Video is rate-limited to 1.5Mb /s and as
such does not deliver the 24-96 performance implied in Delgrosso's comment.
'There has never been a listening comparison between MLP and DTS. Had
there been, it would actually have been
a test of DTS, since MLP returns the original data intact.
Downmix in DVD Audio is provided
to cope with the circumstance where
either the content provider or the artist
do not wish to make or pay for a separate artistic 2-channel mix. If a content
provider wishes to provide a different
2- channel version, he can place both on
the disc. If there is an issue of quality or
playing time, then using MLP for both
the 2- channel and multichannel mixes
allow higher sampling rates, greater bit
depth and adequate playing time.
'Yes, there is no room to include a
2- channel linear PCM 24 -96 version on
the same side of the disc. But there is
room to deliver the same thing using MLP.
'A single layer can hold up to
74 minutes each of 5.1 -96-24 plus 2 -9624 of typical material if both are encoded
with MLP.'
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The idea that more of the same

is always better is being applied
finds yet more channels to 'surf
seemed surprised that one couldn't be
T WAS ONE of those beer -f uellcd con-

to digital TV. Kevin Hilton

found. However, operators believe that
other delivery media could be used on top
of cable to give the extra services promised
by digital. The most obvious of these is
interactivity; although only 48% of the
seminar audience saw this as a key element of DIT. The designated speakers
agreed that interactive features were
important, but that the crucial task was to
established DIT as purely a television service before getting too clever.
Per Mellberg of Temacom in Sweden
said, 'It's quite important to take these services on board a terrestrial platform, even
if they do not play an important part in the
early days. They could be a driving force
for the more traditional services.' Peter Marshall, of the UK's Digital TV Group, added,
'A lot of it at the moment are half baked
thoughts; it is a new industry that needs to
be developed with some care.'
What everybody seems to appreciate is
that coverage and receivers will be what
DTT stands or falls on. Peter Marshall said
that the excitement felt in the industry
should be telegraphed to the public, many
of whom know something is going on, but
not what they should be doing about it.
For all the broadcasters'
spots were screened,
television sets were For all the broadcasters' fancy advertising, the
message is not getting
shown in hospital wards
fancy advertising, the
across and, if anything,
or perching on the edge
message is not getting
this appears to be alienof cliffs, obviously in a
ating the viewers, who do
state of some distress
across, and, if anything,
not appear to understand
because they felt they
this appears to be
that, ultimately, they do
were not giving as much
not have a choice in this.
as they knew they could.
alienating the viewers,
To this end, portability
The cure for their lack of
who do not appear to is seen as a deciding facself- esteem is, of course,
tor, giving viewers the
for their owners to buy
understand that,
opportunity to make all
both a set -top box and a
ultimately, they do not
the sets in their house
new dish. In this way, ran
digital through the use of
have a choice in this
the ads, 'All TVs, great
cheap 'filler' aerials.
and small, will be able to
Another issue is mobile DTT and a colachieve their full potential.'
The big sell is understandable; satellite league expressed surprise that this only
had 27% in favour during the seminar's
is still a small part of the delivery equation. At the digital terrestrial seminar held straw poll. Germany is the country pushduring IBC, the bulk of the audience, 72% ing ahead with this technology and what
of whom were Europeans (16% Asian, 4% were hailed as 'impressive demonstra'others'), voted that they believed terres- tions' were staged during IBC, with the
news that Volkswagen, Daimler -Benz and
trial will be the most important format in
their country within five years. Only 15% others are involved in a project to develop
were of the opinion that satellite would this. This was backed up at the London
have the edge, while 20% saw cable as Motor Show, where several new models
the dominant system. As the moderator were introduced with built-in TV sets
pointed out, this was preaching to the con- (albeit ones that work only when the car
verted, but it does give an indication that, is stationary).
Perhaps the most telling vote held at
despite, or even because of, digital, things
are going to stay earth -bound. But not the DTT seminar was on the number of
services: the audience did not believe that
buried in the earth.
Unless you live in the Netherlands or DTT will need to provide more than 30 in
parts of the Irish Republic. The Digital each country.
Thirty-that makes for a better scanTelevision Action Group (DigiTAG)
naively went looking in Amsterdam for a ning lyric. Perhaps we should have stuck
set -top aerial for its IBC demos of DTT and with that.

versations that nonetheless held some
truth. Back in 1979, my companions
and I recalled, Roger Waters wrote the
line '1 got 13 channels of shit on the TV
to choose from' for the Pink Floyd album
The Wall; by 1992 this had risen by 44, as
Bruce Springsteen noted in 57 Channels
(And Nothin' On). Now, in the wake of
the digital explosion of both satellite and
terrestrial television, how could a socially
aware lyricist encapsulate the situation?
The best we could come up with was
'There are 200 channels hut I'm still going
down the pub'.
This is the year it all happens. Some
countries are ahead of others; France has
enjoyed the delights of digital satellite
through Canal+ for most of 1998, with
the UK only catching up during October
as Sky Digital finally launched after a numher of postponements. Sky ignored this
and commissioned a series of expensive
commercials for terrestrial TV. These used
the old advertising trick of the tease: for
weeks, such phrases as 'I want more control' and 'I've got so much more to give'
were flashed up between other commercials without explanation. When the full
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Linux why it

is

important

As computer-based audio becomes more commonplace, the fragility of most operating
systems increasingly threatens your sanity. Martin Polon investigates the Linux alternative
ACOMPUTER brings with it many
frustrations. The source of most
of these frustrations is bugs in
the computer's operating system. When
running properly. an OS turns its host
computer fromi a paperweight into to a
sophisticated calculating and computational machine that today can perform
most if not all of the functions of a
recording studio in virtual reality.
The concept of computer hugs takes
us hack to computers developed by i13M
and Remington Rand for the US Army
Air Forces and the US Navy at the close
of World War IL These machines were
based on relays and electronic valves,
and would frequently 'crash' and sometimes 'burn' (literally) as cockroaches,
beetles and even large flies would get
caught in the relays and short-out power
supplies. Hence the term, 'hug'.
Commercial operating systems (such
as those from IBM and Microsoft ) are
expensive to develop and generally lack
customer support from their originators.
Instead. support falls to those who write
the secondary software-the applications that perform the' vork'. These people try to he all things to all users, but
while they do liaise with the OS originators, there are limits to their resources.
Then there are the charges that both the
OS originators and some of the application makers have begun to level for

phone support.
Support is made important by the fact
that operating systems frequently contain hugs and even updates are buggy
-witness Microsoft's Windows 95
segueing to Windows 98. The ultimate
problem faced by audio users, however,
is that the power necessary to perform
'virtual' studio is absent from most operating systems. Microsoft promises that
Windows NT 5.0 will have the power
needed and will arrive at the end of 1998,

while Mac OS X (System 10) is slated to
arrive in 1999 with the 'power', but the
question remains when in 1999.
For audio, video and multimedia -as
well as for other business communities
and savvy users-a suitable OS may be
a Unix OS derivative called Linux. Linux
is the free, widely available, openly
developed, POSIX -based operating system that offers true multitasking, demand
loading, virtual and protected memory.
multiuser functionality, shared libraries,
proper memory management. true
TCP/IP networking and Internet access,
and other features consistent with Unix type systems. Linux is becoming the tool
of choice for running high value, fully functional Unix workstations with appli102

cations ranging fro o a such diverse applications as audio recording studio evolutions, broadcast applications. Internet
Servers, office systems. radio astronc m>\
and reliable workgroup computing. And
Linux is here.
The Unix that Linux is descended
from- invented in the late sixties for a
then -small computer-is, perhaps, the
longest -lived operating system on
record. Originally designed as a single user version of an system called Multics
(hence Unix), it has gathered considerable support from users of powerful
workstations and server systems. Current versions of Unix include AIX, AT&T
Unix, A/UX, FreeBSD, Irix. Linux, SCO
Unix. and Solaris, to name a few. It
appears as if the reoccurring reports of
l'nix's demise at the hands of Windows

NT, are greatly exaggerated, as Mark

Twain might have said. In current
release after current release, Unix keeps
adding features and hardware coverage
to each hardware platform, with several
versions of Unix available.
A young student of the t Iniversity of
Helsinki, LinusTorvalds, initially created
Linux as a hobby project in his spare
time. Interested in Minix, a code reduced Unix system, he decided to
develop a new operating system that
would out perform Minix. He began
work in the early nineties, and the first
full release of the Linux Kernel (1.0) was
in 1994. The current full- featured Kernel version is 2.0, and continues in development with several updates that are
available for public use. Linux is developed under the GNU General Public
License, and its source code is freely
available to everyone. Linux and its various distributions are not always free,
but are usually quite inexpensive.
The GNU -Linux OS runs on virtually
all platforms available today -ARM
(Advanced RISC Machine), DEC Alpha,

DEC VAX, Intel HOX8X PC, Intel Pentium 11 l'C, Java Code, Mac PowerPC,
MIPS, Motorola 68XXX Macs, non -Mac
Power PC, and Sparc plus others. It is
also important to note that Linux and
most. if not all. of its applications are
Year 2000 (Y2K) compliant.

Apple Computer is very involved with
Linux. The company is actively supporting a Linux project with The Open
Group- Research Institute to port Linux,
to a variety of Power Macintosh platforms. MkLinux operates on The Open
Group Mach (PMK 1.1) microkernel, the
OS running native on the PowerPC
microprocessor. MkLinux is available to
Apple users via CD -ROM and by F'rP.
Apple's Mkl.inux FIT site ( ftp.mklinux.
apple. corn) offers the current release
and updates, plus the latest works -inprogress. Prime Time Freeware (PT F)
working with Apple, has produced the
reference release (' MkLinux: Microkernel Linux for the Power Macintosh') and
assisted with the production and distribution of other CD -ROM releases of
MkLinux. MkLinux Developer Release
3 (DR3) from Apple, is Apple Computer's Mach 3-based version of the
GNU -Linux operating system. Versions
of MkLinux run on the Intel, PA -RISC,
and PowerPC architectures.
With DR3, MkLinux's binary executables are quite compatible with other
PowerPC Linux implementations (such
as Linux PPC). It is also important to note
that MkLinux file systems are compatible with other (for example, Intel-based)
Linux file systems in terns of byte-order.
Also, MkLinux DR3 supports dynamic
shared libraries, for greatly reduced disk
and RAM storage, and faster program
loading. In addition. Linux will emulate numerous other systems including
Amiga, most models of Atari, Commodore, DOS, Intel microprocessors,
Java executables, Mac operating systems,
Microsoft Windows 3.1 and 95/98, Nintendo Super Entertainment Systems, Sinclair ZX and X Windows among others.
Linux is also truly user -friendly when
operating within a partition with other
operating systems. When any user runs
more than one operating system on a
l'C machine, the drive has to lx partitioned or separate external drives must
he used. Linux will not in general damage the partitions) for the other system(s), can recognise the other file system(s) and its installer LiLo will load
IBM's 0S2, DOS and Windows in addition to the various versions of Linux one
might run on a Mac or on an Intel PC.
Development on Linux will soon be
November 1998 Studio Sound

eased by the release by Metroworks a
cross- platl()rm developers tool version
of Code Warrior. to he hosted on the
Linux operating system targeting Linux
desktop development on x86- and Pow erPC-based personal computers. The
CodeWarrior development t(x>Is for
Linux will include a project manager, editors, hr(>\ysers, compilers and debuggers
and will suplx>rt development f( )1-C C ++
and Java. Linux support will be included
at no additional cost in )Metroworks'

award- winning CodeWarrior Professional tools that currently support development for Windows and Mac OS.
Linux truly multitasks or allows one
or more program to run independently
and without conflict of any other program at that time running. Microsoft and
Apple claim their co- operative multitasking does the sanie thing, but, in reality, they hardly measure up to the pre-

emptive multitasking of Linux. In a
pre -emptive multitask system, a program is given a set number of clock
cycles, then it is pre -empted, and
another program has the system for a
given number of clock cycles. Linux is
pre-emptive from top to bottom and
does not allow any one program to hang
up any other, or hang up the whole system. The only other pre -emptive multitasking operating system is Windows
NT, which is frequently compromised
by hugs in the current v4.0. Linux is
also two to three times faster than NT.
and Microsoft essentially
task switch only. One program
may be opened while another
is running and the operating system
sometimes stops responding in mounting (identifying) a Cl ), a floppy drive or
some other external drive. That's the
fault of co- operative multitasking (such
as that provided by the Mac OS or Windows) which will give an application
control of the l'C until that application
relinquishes it. In processing a specific
unit of code to accomplish a specific
task, the application can hang up the
operating system, and deny all other
programs that are open or that are being
opened the option of having operating
time on the system.
In contrast, Linux is virtually crash
proof. Reports of its running without
crashes routinely are measured in years
rather than minutes or days. A Linux system that is properly installed, configured
and run. will almost never crash, assuming that the hardware it is installed on is
of good quality. If the Linux operating
system does not crash itself due to some
fatal hardware flaw or software installation error. there is nothing that will
bring it down. One Linux user likened
it to his days in Vietnam flying in Medivac choppers -'using Linux is like my
sitting in an armoured titanium bathtub
of a seat with a bullet -proof Kevlar vest
pushed under me. In both cases,
didn't get any bullets or haemorrhoids'.
APPLE
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The presence of true memory protection. ongoing instruction monitoring,
and other such devices built into the
Linux kernel, provide the necessary stability. The only way a user will ever see
the General Protection Fault error message is a massive failure of your com-

puter's

RAM.

operating system size. a charge
against Linux that is frequently made
by the system's critics, Linux is about
the same size ( 100Mb to 200Mb) in
terns of the amount of hard drive space
used as Windows 95. This is when Linux
is installed completely with its Kernel.
utilities. developable software and all
of its attendant lights. bells and whistles. However. Linux will more or less
remain in that size range while Windows 95 will continue to grow.
As to other operating systems and
RAM use, DOS is )b\iOusly smaller than
Linux but the Mac OS is similar to Linux
as is Window 3.1. Windows 95 -98 far
exceeds the RAM requirement of Linux
by in excess of 4Mb and Windows NT
can be double this or more.
Linux installs with a Gill (Graphic t'scr
Interface) as do its competitors. but it
offers so many options unavailable on
any other operating system that the
process of installation And configuration
is no walk in the park. Partitioning and
the use of root directories can also be
very off- putting to the uninitiated. But
nobody working professionally with
audio should be that computer naive as
to not be able to work with Linux.
It offers enhanced computing power
now and the :ability to tap in to the future
of multiprocessing and -or the power of
1999's next generation chips. The power
of PowerPC G+ chips from IBM and
Motorola for the Mac (with 128 -bit
frontside and backside plus up to 2Mb
level two caches) and Intel's next generation 128-bit Merced and McKinley
chips with similar power plus copper
substrate all around will task existing
mainstream operating systems to their
limit. Linux has the power to easily take
advantage of these new chips with far
less disruptive rewriting of c()de.
As to the direct application of Linux
to studio and other audio applications.
both in the United Kingdom as well the
United States and elsewhere. there is
already a host of supporters who are
writing freeware for Linux. Specific
applications for Linux are already available that will sere nicely working as
browsing software \etscape Communicator). digital synthesisers. multitrack
hard -disk recorders. software for music
notation, audio editing suites. recording programs, word processing. l)SP
processing and others. Rumours circulate in profligate abundance alx>ut softwae from the SGI and Windows 95 -NT
platforms being ported to Linux. All in
all. Linux is beginning to lex>k like the
'little engine that cotmld' in the face of
huge competition.
As to
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Capacitors
Behind the black panel lies science, not black magic. John Watkinson continues
his explanation of electronic components by considering capacitors
CAPACITORS ENJOY a fair number of uses in audio circuitry.
Fig.1 shows some of them. The
simplistic view of a capacitor is that it is

kind of storage device and the use of
the term 'reservoir' for a capacitor in a
power supply is illustrative of that view.
Fig. la shows a reservoir capacitor
a
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preventing variations in
power supply voltage in an
amplifier from disturbing the
input stages by holding the
local voltage constant.
Fig. Id shows a coupling
capacitor that is allowing the
\(, r( mihonent ( the audio sig-
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connected to a bridge rectifier. When the
rectified AC voltage exceeds the capacitor voltage the diodes conduct and
charge up the capacitor. Otherwise the
capacitor discharges into the had to

the coupling capacitor, and
between the low -pass filter and
the decoupling capacitor. In
effect coupling and decoupling
circuits are filters where the
response changes at only a few
Hertz and remains constant
above in the audible frequency
hand.
So Hutch for applications; but what is
a capacitor? Fig.3 shows that the simplest
capacitor is simply a pair of parallel plates
\.
:in air space between them. The syml)Ol f( r capacitur is clireci l\' cleri\ ed i(mt

maintain the supply voltage. The voltage fluctuations are called ripple, shown
in Fig. lb, and the act of reducing the
ripple is called 'smoothing'.
Sm(x)thing illustrates the characteristic of capacitors which is that they tend
to keep the voltage across themselves
constant in the short term. There are two
polarised (did I really write that ?) uses
of capacitors in signal circuitry. One is
to prevent signals in one part of the circuit interfering with others and this is
called decoupling. The other is to deliberately connect signals from one part to
another, known as coupling. Fig. lc
shows a decoupling capacitor that is

Fig.2: Simple filters
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Fig. I :Applications
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Fig. 3:What is a capacitor?
nal) to leave an amplifier while preventing the DC this. In an uncharged capacitor, the numcomponent causing a steady ber of kx)se electrons on each plate is
current flow in the load. This is the sanie and so there is no net voltage
across the plates. When a capacitor is
:I Is() called a bkrrking capacitor.
Effectively the DC voltage 'charged', electrons are driven from one
across the capacitor remains plate to the other, so that the overall
constant. so if the voltage one amount of charge does not change, but
vied by an audio sig- the distribution does. The difference in
plate is varied
nal, the variations will be trans- charge on the two plates results in a voltage difference.
mitted to the other plate.
Electrons in a conductor repel each
Smoothing, coupling and
decoupling have in common other and end up uniformly distributed.
the fact that the capacitor is gen- When we upset this balance we have to
erously sized so that its effect supply energy. This energy is used
dominates at all important fre- squeezing the electrons together on one
quencies. Where a capacitor is plate. The air space acts as an insulator
not used in this regime, the preventing the electrons from assuming
result is a frequency -dependent an even distribution. If a current path is
circuit called a filter or an provided between the plates, the elecequaliser. Fig.2a shows that a trons will flow down it until balance is
series capacitor results in a high - regained. This current is evidence of the
pass filter whereas a parallel energy stored in a charged capacitor.
capacitor results in a low -pass
T SHOULD be evident that a capacfilter. Note the similarity
itor does not store electrons, it stores
between the high -pass filter and
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charge because the sanie number of
electrons is present whether the capacitor is charged or not. Charge exists when
the distribution of electrons is not uniform. Clearly if we keep stuffing charge
into a capacitor, the voltage will rise so
far that the insulation is overcome and
the capacitor breaks down. Hence all
practical capacitors have a voltage rating which should be higher than the inservice voltage to leave a safety margin.
The capacitance of the air spaced plate
construction is not very high and greater
capacity per unit volume can be
obtained by using a dielectric
material or insulator between
the plates which makes capacitors much smaller. This has
some side effects too, because
dielectrics suffer losses at high
frequencies which turns some
of the stored energy into heat.
Some of the signal is lost, and
the heat can do damage.
One reason that there are zillions of different types of capacitor is that different dielectrics
offer a different balance of cost,
size stability and loss. The oldest
dielectric materials include air,
November 199P Studio Sound

< mica and paper, with more recent synthetic materials such as polyester, poly carlxmate, polypropylene, polystyrene
Intl ceramics. Polyester capacitors are
compact, but lossy, and may have poor
temperature stability. Polycarbonate is
more stable and has lower loss, but
polypropylene has the lowest loss, making it suitable for arduous applications
such as switched mode power supplies.
One way of making a capacitor is to
make a sandwich of plastic film and
metal and then to roll it into a cylinder
to save space. If the connections are
made at only one point on the film, the
rolled -up signal path makes an inductor that appears in series with the capacitor; not much use for decoupling a
high -speed logic gate or preventing
oscill;itilill in a high gain-bandwidth

Fig. 4: Dielectric relaxation
product operational amplifier where
low inductance designs are required. A
better construction bonds the whole of
the spiral into one electrode at each end.
A dielectric is seldom a perfect insulator; it still has a tiny but finite conductivity. After a capacitor has been
charged for a long time, some of the
charge can burrow into the dielectric. If
the capacitor is discharged by shorting
the plates temporarily, only the charge
on the plates will be lost. After a short
time, the voltage on the plates will start
to climb again as the charge works its
way out of the dielectric. As Fig.4 shows,
this is called dielectric relaxation.

VARIOUS MODELS of dielectric
relaxation exist and these show
that it is perfectly linear. In other
words an analogue audio signal cannot
suffer harmonic distortion because of
it, despite what you may read in hi -fi
magazines and other fictional works.
Pulse circuits used in sample -hold stages
in digital audio are another matter. Here
polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors are preferred.
Where higher capacities are required,
the solid dielectric capacitor gives way
to the electrolytic. These store energy
in reversible chemical reactions and
can be thought of as high -speed
rechargeable batteries. Like batteries.
electrolytic capacitors need to he permanently polarised one way. and suffer leakage or slow self- discharge. The
voltage may rise and fall. hut it must
never reverse polarity or the capacitor
may he damaged. A reversed electrolytic evolves hydrogen gas, and large
units can make a surprisingly powerful explosion in case of a failure. Often
a pressure vent is fitted to make them
go with a whimper instead.
In most applications, such as smooth-
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ing, coupling and decoupling, the constant polarisation is guaranteed and
the leakage is not an issue. If polarisation is not always achieved, special
'reversible' electrolytics are available
consisting of two capacitors in series.
Not the sort of thing to put a high -quality audio signal through.
Chemical reactions take a finite time
and the electrolytic only works over a
limited frequency range. In effect the
component comes with a free series
inductor. Thus it may become effectively open circuit at RF. This is known
as the 'mother -in -law effect' where an
undesirable component comes along
with the wanted part. in high quality
products electrolytics will frequently be
found bypassed with solid dielectric
capacitors to maintain decoupling at all
frequencies.
When used in reservoir applications.
the ESR or equivalent series resistance of
an electrolytic is important, because it
can dissipate heat and limits the current
rating. This is a particular problem in
switching supplies. ESR can increase dramatically under freezing conditions. An
amplifier which has been unp )wered and
stored at low temperatures may need to
'warm up' before it meets specification.
The unit of capacity is the farad, named
after Michael Faraday. Fig.S shows the
connection between charge, voltage and
capacity. In practice the farad is a colossal unit and for everyday electronic purposes the microfarad (mF), nanofarad
(nF) and picofarad (pi') are used. A
smc x )thing capacitor might have a capacity of around 10,000mF. Coupling capacitors may be 10- 100mF.
Capacitors are imperfect devices and
the choice of type is basically one of
selecting the capacitor with the deficiency which is least relevant to the
application. For example tolerance and
temperature drift do not matter at all in
decoupling, whereas in timing and filter circuits they are paramount. ESR does
not matter much in signal circuits, but
becomes an issue in power supplies.
Finally, ageing has to he considered.
Solid capacitors are effectively everlasting unless their encapsulation is poor,

allowing contaminants to enter causing
internal corrosion. Electrolytics are not
ageless. They can age in storage or in
service and elevated temperatures accelerate the ageing.
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The Emperor's finest clobber
The spattering of promised new digital television channels should
see a return quality programming, muses Neil Hillman
IIS AlTUMN we have witnessed the
birth of probably the greatest single
change to the broadcast television
industry. The advent of digital TV bringing
the prospect of hundreds of new channels
to an ever -hungry viewing public, sitting and
salivating in anticipation of devouring the
increasing ogle -hours on offer. Or so we are
lead to believe. That there will he far- reaching changes in the w: that these proTI

grammes are delivered and consumed is
evident. but it is the commercial climate in
which these delicacies will be prepared that
will alter this. and this gives hope to all of us
plying our craft -skills in a forlorn attempt to
uphold standards in an increasingly unappreciative market.
While the greatest overhaul of broadcasting in Britain coincides with a premeditated
dumping down of its general products, has
there ever been a time when the viewing
public were more literate and informed, or
less tolerant of poor quality? Given that their
expectations have been driven high by the
excellence available to them through the
music and movie industries it is an inevitability. In an environment where the standing of
a production company, producer or director
is measured by the ability to deliver programming within tightening straightjacket
budgets-irrespective of the technical quality and content -it could well he the mighty
sword of profit that puts an end to a decade
of diminished discernment. As the smart
money positions digital broadcast
alongside film and music as the
high -quality. high -grossing products for personal entertainment,
recognising that
unfettered from the stodgy
table d'hôte of the established programme outlets, a fresher à la carte
menu will he welcomed by viewers,
while providing goxxl
returns on investments in quality and
content for programme producers.
For the consumer
this will inevitahl
involve more expense; although this
has not been perceived as being detrimental to the prospects
of such products where
many millions of pounds
are predicted to enter the
television economy as the
license-fee culture is gradually
realigned to that of a monthly subscription fee or pay -per -view. Ask
yourself this -how much would you pay
to watch the badly framed, badly exposed
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domestic digi -Sandi- camcorder pictures married to lose and sloppy sound produced by
wonderfully cost -effective yet technically
inadequate production staff served up so
regularly on television?
By far the biggest change for independent
productions will come with the introduction
for the first time in Britain of value- pricing,
where a programme may he sold for its
value to a channel wishing to carry that pro duction -or to advertisers- rather than the

A tight budget does not mean
making a programme badly,
the absence of ability certainly
does, my hope is that these
programmes will disappear
present broadcast commissioning system of
remuneration at a cost of production plus a
profit margin of 10"/, or so. The inevitable
knock -on effect will be to create higher levels of profit for acclaimed high value productions at the expense of middling and
bottom of the pile programmes that in the
past have either been subsidised or made
with untenably low production values.
Given that working within a tight budget
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does not mean making a programme
badly-the absence of creativity and technical ability certainly does -my hope is that
these programmes will disappear from our
screens sourer rather than later.
With the number of channels on offer and
the myriad output. viewers will also become
more brand- orientated and look for particular programmes by name rather than the
way they night at present examine existing
terrestrial channels.
The introduction of television search engines and browsers will reinforce programme branding. This may be construed as
had news for the present broadcasters
whose current high state of awareness in
viewers minds and their lucrative position as
gatekeepers at the entrance to the all -powerful television transmitter will come under
threat as it becomes possible for a direct
financial link to be established between an
individual programme producer distributing
his product directly to the viewer who
wishes to purchase just the content. not the
distribution system. In this new world, those
broadcasters who are not making programmes to sell on could be the ones least
likely to survive.
The money should make its way through
to other contributors of the finished product
too. The increased appetite for quality programmes in the broadest sense will give rise

to the time-honoured conditions of supply
and demand. where the finite number of
talented people will experience a
greater call on their time and services and so they will be able to
command a greater share of
the increased profits available to the originators of
the successful programmes. Funding for the
relentless
development of new dramas
or sit -toms will require a reinvestment
regime that if managed prudently would become selffinancing in a short
period of time.
In my dictionary,
'digit' sits between
'digest': 'to prepare
food for assimilation;
reduce to convenient
form a periodical synopsis of news' and 'dignity': 'worthiness; a holder
of high office-where television has come from, and
where it conceivably could go.
While the king of entertainment
may well soon be dead. there is an heir
in that bloodline. So long live the king!
May we not rush to resume normal service.
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interface that Mackie's famous
for. Expandable with cards
and software plug -ins.
The Digital 8Bus.
Well worth the wait.
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was wary of putting

a.

speaker i» my ear:.
until I used the
Aphex Dominator'

'though I was glad to
-get rid of stage wedges, I
.vas apprehensive about
;witching to in -ear monitorng-I was wary of putting a
niniature speaker in my ear.
After we added the Aphex
Dominator I felt much better
ibout the system. It has been
lawless in brick -wall limit _ng the stage mix and sounds
-eally clean
The Dominator is the only
',rickwall limiter that will
dive you the absolute peak
protection you need while
-maintaining the fidelity you
demand. Don't gamble with
_your ears -they're your most
precious instruments.
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11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A.
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